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This guide uses plain language to explain the most common tax situations. If you need more help after you read this 
guide, please contact your district taxation office. 

We welcome your suggestions 

We review this guide each year. If you have any comments or suggestions that would help us improve the information 
it contains, we would like to hear from you. 

Please send your comments to: Tax Forms Directorate 
875 Heron Road 
Ottawa, Ontario KlA OL8 
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What’s New? 
The “What’s New” section explains the changes that have 
taken place sinue the publication of the 1991-1992 guide. 
Major changes are shaded in green. 

This guide includes tax changes announced by the Minister 
of Finance. These had not yet become law at the time of 
printing. However, we are getting ready to apply them. 

Revenue Canada, Taxation takes an active interest in the 
environment. In order to save paper, we want to reduce the 
number of unnecessary guides that are mailed to you. If 
you receive more than one guide because you have more 
than one account number, we ask that you complete the 
Cancellation / Reinstatement Form at the back of this 
guide. This Will let us know how many guides you no 
longer need. 

You cari now send us your source deductions using 
Eiectronic Funds Transfer (EFT). Revenue Canada, 
Taxation is using Electronic Data Interchange (EDD to 
process certain remittances. Contact your financial 
institution or district office for more information. 

The PD7A remittance form for employers who remit once 
a month has been re-designed and reduced from a four-part 
form to a three-part form. In addition, we have included 
space for you to report your “gross monthly payroll,” and 
the “number of employees in the last pay pericd.” For 
more information, see page 23, “Remittance forms.” 

Acceierated remitters Will be able to use more recent 
information to determine how often they send in source 
deductions. For more details, sec “How to Send in 
Deductions” in Chapter 5. 

Under proposed changes to the Incorne Tax Act, 
accelerated remitters with an average monthly withholding 
amount of $50,000 or more and payroll services companies 
cari no longer make their remittance payments at a district 
office or taxation centre. They now have to make these 
payments directly to a Canadian fïnancial institution. 

The “Employer Visits” program is being introduced in 
1993. Through this program, employers cari ask for a visit 
from us to assist them with any problems they may have 
concerning payroll deductions. Contact your district office 
for more information. 

If you want to give authorization to allow a representative 
to discuss your tax matters, you cari complete Consent 
Form T1013. This speeds up the process of getting the 
information to your representative without delay. You cari 
get this form from your district office. 

Under the Fairness legislafion, we are able to waive, 
cancel, or reduce interest or penalties that are a result of 
factors beyond your control. 

T4A Footnote Codes - This year, the use of footnote 
codes applies to all the boxes on the T4A. See Chapter 6 
for more information. 

Box 48, “Payments to DPSP” is no longer on the 
T4 Supplementary for 1992. Employers still have to report 
the DPSP registration number in box 50 of the T4, and the 
pension adjustment (PA) in box 52. 

Changes to the 1993 TDl form: 

l The 1993 TDl form reflects the reduction to the 
Northern Residents Deductions claim for employees 
who live in prescribed areas. For more information, see 
the Employers’ Guide to Housing and Travel Assistance 
Benefits in Prescribed Areas. 

l Beginning in 1992, the education tax credit has 
increased to 17% of $80. It was 17% of $60. Part-time 
students who are eligible for the disability tax credit, or 
who cannot be enrolled full-time because of their 
impairment (certified by a doctor), cari now also claim 
this credit. 

l Starting January 1, 1993, a new Child tax benefit 
replaces Family Allowances, and the amount for 
dependent children, which have been removed from 
the TDl. The Child tax benefit Will not appear on 
the TDl. The net claim codes take this into account. 

l Starting January 1, 1993, and as long as other 
requirements are met, a person who lives common-law 
Will be: 

- able to claim the married credit; and 
- unable to claim the equivalent-to-married credit. 

For 1993 and later years, a common-law spouse of a 
person is: “a person of the opposite sex with whom the 
individual is currently cohabitating in a conjugal 
relationship.” TO be considered common-law spouses, the 
two individuals have to: 

l have had such a relationship for at least 12 months; or 

l be the natural or adoptive parents of the same Child. 

Problem Resolution Program 

We are continually looking at ways to make it easier 
for you to file your information returns, deduct and 
send in your remittances, and resolve any problems 
you may have. 

We deal with the majority of your questions and 
concerns through our enquiries services. If you have 
a problem, you should call, Write, or visit your 
district office or taxation centre. However, if we do 
not resolve the problem to your satisfaction, you cari 
contact a Problem Resolution Program coordinator. 

You cari find the telephone number of the coordinator 
of the Problem Resolution Program at your district 
office or taxation centre in the telephone listings at 
the back of this guide. 



Common Questions and Answers 
1. The first pay of 1993 is January 2, 1993. Do 1 

include this pay in 1992 or 1993 earnings? 

Include the income in the 1993 eamings. Employment 
income is taxable in the year that a person receives it. 

2. 1 hired a casual labourer. Do 1 have to make 
deductions in this case? 

If the labourer works for your business as an 
employee, you have to make deductions. If a casual 
labourer works for you, but not for your business, you 
do not have to make deductions. An example is 
someone who cuts your grass at home on a casual 
basis. 

3. 1 hired several students for the summer. They are 
going back to school, SO do 1 have to make 
deductions? 

There are no special rules for students. Treat them as 
you would any other employee. You may have to 
deduct Canada Pension Plan (CPP) contributions, 
Unemployment Insurance (VI) premiums and income 
tax. This depends on many factors, such as age, 
TDl information, earnings, and hours worked. See 
Chapters 2, 3, and 4 to figure out the deductions you 
should make. 

4. If my employee wants to have additional tax 
deducted, what should 1 do? 

Have the employee complete item 17 on the TDl form. 
This authorizes you to deduct the additionaI tax. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
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1s strike pay taxable? 

Strike pay is not taxable, whether or not employees 
carry out picketing duties. Payments for services 
performed during a strike are taxable if the member is 
an employee or a consultant to the union. 

Should 1 include the cost of books in the taxable 
benefit for tuition fees? 

Include the cost of books in the taxable benefit for 
tuition fees. However, if the cost of the course already 
includes the cost of the books, do not include it a 
second time. 

How much of the stock option amount should 1 
footnote? 

Footnote 25% (one-quarter) of the amount of the stock 
option benefit. 

What should 1 do with copy 1 of the 
supplementaries if 1 file my information return on 
magnetic media? 

If you print your supplementaries on 4 ply slips, you 
cari either keep copy 1 in your files, or discard it. Do 
not mail copy 1 to your taxation office. We encourage 
you ta use 3 ply slips, which you cari get on request. 

Chapter 1 - General Information 
This guide gives you: 
l the information you need to report the income tax, 

Canada Pension Plan (CPP) contributions, and 
Unemployment Insurance (UI) premiums that you 
withheld for 1992; 

l the information you need to deduct and send in these 
amounts for 1993; 

l a brief description of the forms you need to do this; and 
l a reference list of interpretation bulletins and information 

circulars you cari get from us. 

Note 
There are examples in this guide. The rates we use in the 
examples are for illustration only. Please see the Payroll 
Deductions Tables for the current rates. We issue these 
tables in Januarv and Julv. 

Who should use this guide? 
You should use this guide if you are: 
l an employer; 
l a trustee; or 
l another type of payer. 

Instructions in this guide generally apply to employers. 
This guide also covers situations for certain self-employed 
people, such as taxi and other drivers, and barbers and 
hairdressers (see Chapter 8, “Special Situations”). If you 
are self-employed, and you would like information about 
your coverage under the Canada Pension Plan, see your 
General Tax Guide. We also caver situations for executors, 
administrators, and directors in this guide. 

We also have a Small Business Employers ’ Kit that gives 
you the basic information you need to meet your 
responsibilities. You cari use the Small Business 
Employers’ Guide to Payroll Deductions which is in this kit 
if: 
l you pay only salary, wages, bonuses, vacation pay, 

and/or tips to employees; 
l you provide only board and lodging benefïts to your 

employees; and 
l you are not an accelerated remitter (if you do not have to 

send in deductions more than once a month). 

If you meet these conditions, contact your district office to 
get the kit. 
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Your responsibilities 

As an employer, you have to: 

l deduct income tax, CPP contributions, and UI premiums 
from amounts you pay to your employees (see 
“Employer-employee relationships” on page 7 if you are 
not sure if someone is your employee); 

l send in these amounts and your share of 
CPP contributions and UI premiums that you have to pay 
on behalf of your employees (throughout the year); and 

l report a11 these amounts on an information return by the 
end of February of the following calendar year. 

When to send in deductions 

Except as we note below, deductions must be received on 
or before the 15th day of the month afier the month that 
you paid the remuneration. Your payment must be received 
by a district office, taxation centre, or Canadian financial 
institution. If the due date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or 
holiday, your remittance is due on the next working day. 

Note 
Accelerated remitters in Threshold 2 (see below) and 
payroll service companies have to make their payments to a 
Canadian financial institution. They cannot make their 
payments at a district office or taxation centre. 

There are two groups of large employers that have to send 
in deductions more than once a month. They are 
accelerated remitters. TO determine if you are an 
accelerated remitter, take the total amount you had to send 
us in 1991, and divide it by the total number of payments 
(maximum 12) you had to make in that year. This Will give 
you your “average monthly withholding amount.” 

Threshold 1 

Employers with an average monthly withholding amount 
of $15,000 to $49,999.99. 

Payday occurs during: Remittance must be received by: 
1st - 15th of the month 25th of the same month 
16th - end of the month 10th of the following month 

Threshold 2 

Employers with an average monthly withholding amount 
of $50,000 or more. 

Payday occurs during: Remittance must be received: 
1st - 7th of the month Within 3 days from the last day 
8th - 14th of the month in each period. 
15th - 21st of the month Do not Count Saturdays, 
22nd - end of the month Sundays, and holidays. 

When a trustee deducts, reports, and 
sends in deductions 

In the event of an employer’s liquidation, assignment, or 
bankruptcy, the trustee in bankruptcy is the agent of the 
bankrupt for purposes of the Canada Pension Plan and 
Unemployment Insurance Act. 

If a bankrupt employer has deducted CPP, UI, or income 
tax from amounts paid to employees before the bankruptcy 
and has not sent in these amounts, they are held in trust for 
her Majesty. The amounts form no part of the estate in 
bankruptcy, and should be kept separate from the estate. If 
these amounts are not kept separate from the bankrupt 
employers’ money or the assets of the estate, we Will file a 
claim for those amounts under the Bankruptcy Act. We Will 
also file a claim for any amounts not sent in such as the 
employers’ portion of CPP contributions, UI premiums, and 
any penalties and interest that may apply. 

If a trustee carries on the bankrupt employer’s business, 
the trustee has to deduct and send in the necessary 
CPP contributions, UI premiums, and income tax. 

Penalties and interest 

As an employer or payer, you hold payroll deductions in 
trust for the Receiver General. Therefore, you have to keep 
these amounts separate from the operating funds of your 
business. They should not be part of an estate in 
liquidation, assignment, receivership, or bankruptcy. 

If you fail to deduct or remit required amounts 
If you fail to deduct and send in the tax, 
CPP contributions, or UI premiums, you are liable for the 
full amount that you should have deducted from the 
employees’ remuneration, plus your share of 
CPP contributions and UI premiums that you should have 
paid on behalf of your employees. 

If you fail to comply with the above requirements, you 
may be prosecuted. You could be fïned from $1,000 up 
to $25,000, or you could be fined and imprisoned for a 
term of up to 12 months. 

If you receive an assessment for failing to deduct 
CPP contributions or UI premiums, you cari recover the 
employees’ premiums and contributions from the 
employees’ pay. Your employer share is your 
responsibility. 

You cannot recover the amounts for pay periods that go 
back more than 12 months. 

TO recover the employee amounts, YOU cari deduct from the 
future wages of th&e-employees. The deductions cari be 
equal to, but not more than, the amount you should have 
deducted from each payment. See the example given 
below . 

Example 
An employer did not deduct or send in 
CPP contributions and UI premiums that should have 
been deducted as follows: 

Month 
January 
February 
March 
April 
Total 

Did not deduct 
CPP UI 

$ 3.40 $ 8.50 
3.40 8.50 
4.10 8.50 
4.70 8.50 

$15.60 $34 00 A 



From an audit of the records, we issue an assessment 
on May 23 for: 

Employee Employer Total 
CPP contributions $15.60 $15.60 $ 31.20 
UI premiums 34.00 47.60(') 81.60 
Total $112.80(*) 

(t) 1.4 times employee premiums 
(*) plus interest and penalty 

The employer cari recover $15.60 for CPP, and $34.00 
for UI from the employee as follows: 

Current Employer’s 
deduction + recovery 

CPP UI CPP UI -P-P 
May $ 4.70 $ 8.50 $ 3.40 $ 8.50 (for January) 
June 4.70 8.50 3.40 8.50 (for February) 
July 5.10 8.50 4.10 8.50 (for March) 
August 5.10 8.50 4.70 8.50 (for April) ~~ 
Total $15.60 $34.00 ~~ 

Penalties 

We may assess a penalty of 10% of the amount you should 
have deducted or withheld the first time: 
l the withheld amounts are sent in and received late; 
l you withhold the amounts but do not send them in; or 
l you fail to deduct the amounts required. 

If you are subject to a penalty for any of these occurrences 
and the same actions continue during the same calendar 
year, the penalty may increase to 20%. These penalties 
apply on amounts over $500. In cases of wilful delay or 
deficient payments, penalties may be levied on amounts 
under $500. 

Interest 

Interest cari be charged from the day your payment is due. 
For due dates, see “When to send in deductions” on 
page 6 in this chapter. 

If you fail to file information returns 

Information returns are T4, T4A, T4A-NR, and 
T4F Supplementary information slips and the related 
Summaries. These Summaries are the T4, T4A, T4A-NR, 
and T4F Summaries. You have to file an information 
return and give information slips to your employees by the 
end of February of the following calendar year. If you fail 
to do this, the penalty is $25 a day with a minimum 
penalty of $100 and a maximum of $2,500, for each 
failure. 

Social insurance number (SIN) 

You have to get a SIN from every employee, or you 
should at least be able to prove that you have made a 
reasonable effort to do SO. You must also correctly report 
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your employees’ SIN on the T4, T4A and 
T4F Supplementaries. Individuals have to give their SIN to 
all information slip preparers. A penalty of $100 per failure 
applies to both parties if they do not meet these 
requirements. If an employee Will not apply for a SIN, you 
still have to make deductions. 

SINs are used to record and identify the employee’s 
CPP contributions, UI premiums, and benefit payments. 
This is important if the person ever applies for any benefits 
under these plans. Health and Welfare Canada maintains 
Canada Pension Plan records under an account number 
identified by the employee’s SIN. It is essential that you 
correctly copy this number and the employee’s surname 
from the employee’s social insurance tard. Also, for 
Unemployment Insurance purposes, you must record the 
correct SIN on Form EMP 2106, Record of Employmenr 
(see page 19 for an explanation), which you cari get from 
your Canada Employment Centre. Failure to do this cari 
result in a fine of up to $2,000, imprisonment for up to six 
months, or both. 

SIN beginning with a “9” 

If you hire people that you know are not Canadian citizens 
or permanent residents, you have to make sure that the first 
digit of their social insurance number is “9”. They also 
have to have a temporary work permit stating they Will 
work for you only. Under the Immigration Act, you cannot 
hire such persons if they are not authorized to work for 
you. If you do, you may be penalized under this Act. 

Employer-employee relationships 

You are probably an employer if: 
l you pay a salary, wages (including advances), bonuses, 

vacation pay, or tips to your employees; or 
l you provide a benefit such as board and lodging to your 

employees . 

Generally, a person who performs services for you is your 
employee (engaged under a contract of service). An 
employer-employee relationship exists if you have the right 
to control and direct the person or people who perform the 
services for you. If you are not sure whether someone is 
your employee, you cari get a ruling from the Source 
Deductions section of your district office. You Will fïnd the 
addresses and phone numbers at the back of this guide. 

Estate executors and administrators 

Fees paid to executors and administrators are either 
“income from office or employment,” or “business 
income.” This depends on whether the executor or 
administrator acts in this capacity in the regular course of 
business. For more information about your obligations as 
an executor or administrator, see “Amounts subject to 
CPP contributions” in Chapter 2, and “Employment by a 
trustee” in Chapter 8. Information Circular 337 also 
contains additional information. 

Director’s liability 

If a corporation fails to deduct, withhold, or send in 
amounts (CPP, UI, or tax), the directors of the corporation 
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at the time the corporation had to do this may have to, 
along with the corporation, pay the amount due. The 
amount due includes interest and penalties. 

The director Will not be personally responsible if positive 
action is taken to ensure the corporation makes the 
necessary deductions or remittances. If you need more 
information on this subject, see Information Circular 89-2, 
available from your district office. 

How to appeal an assessment 

If you receive an assessment for CPP, UI, or income tax 
deductions that you do not agree with, you have 90 days 
after the date of the assessment to appeal. TO appeal the 
income tax that we say you owe, you cari: 
l file Form T4OOA, “Objection” or 

l Write to the Chief of Appeals in your district office or 
taxation centre (we list the addresses at the back of this 
guide). State the reasons you do not agree with the 
assessment, and give a11 related facts. 

l If you do not require the employee to report to work at 
your place of business, the employee’s province or 
territory of employment is the province or territory in 
which your business is located, and from which you pay 
your employee’s salary 

Example 
Your employee does not have to report to any of your 
places of business, but you pay the employee from 
your office in the province of Quebec. In this case, use 
the Quebec Payroll Deductions Table. The employee is 
not subject to CPP contributions, but could be subject 
to Quebec Pension Plan contributions. 

Employment in the province of Quebec 

The province of Quebec collects its own provincial pension 
plan contributions. In this guide, references to the Canada 
Pension Plan do not apply if: 

l the employee has to report to the employer’s place of 
business located in the province of Quebec; or 

TO appeal the CPP contributions or UI premiums that we 
say you owe, you have to file Form CPTlOO. 

l the employee does not have to report to your place of 
business but is paid from your place of business located 
in the province of Quebec. 

You may want to talk to your district office before you 
make a forma1 appeal. This could solve your problem and 
take up less of your time. 

For more infor!.,dtion on the Quebec Pension Plan, contact 
Revenu Québec, 3800 Marly Street, Sainte-Foy, Quebec 
GlX 4A5. 

How to appeal a CPP or UI ruling Note 

When there is doubt as to whether or not you should 
deduct CPP contributions or UI premiums, a district office 
cari issue a ruling to resolve the issue. An employer, 
employee, or representative cari appeal the ruling if they do 
not agree with it. TO do this, they have to file 
Form CPTlOO. This has to be done on or before April 30 
of the year that follows the year that the question relates 
to. 

You may still have to deduct UI premiums. 

Do you have a computer? 

If you have a computer, you may want to use it rather than 
the manual tables to calculate your employees’ deductions 
at source. If you do, get the publication, Formulae for 
Federal and Provincial PayrolJ Deductions for Computer 
Gers - Income Tax Deductions, Canada Pension Plan 
Contributions and Unemployment lnsurance Premiums. 
This gives the formulas and tables for computer users. TO 
order your copy, contact your district office. Please have 
your employer account number handy. Once you are on the 
mailing list, we Will automatically send you this publication 
each year. 

What provincial table should you use? 

TO know which provincial tax tables to use, you have to 
determine your employees’ province or territory of 
employment. This depends on whether 0; not you require 
an employee to report for work at your place of business: 

l If the employee reports for work at your place of 
business, the province or territory of employment is the 
province or territory where your business is located. TO 
withhold payroll deductions, use the tax table for that 
province or territory of employment. 

Example 1 
Your head office is located in Ontario, but you require 
your employee to report to your place of business in 
Manitoba. In this case, use the Manitoba PayroJJ 
Deductions Table. 

Example 2 
Your employee lives in the province of Quebec, but 
you require the employee to report to your place of 
business in New Brunswick. In this case, use the 
New Brunswick Payroll Deductions Table. 

If the comouter formulas you wish to use are different 
from the ones in the Machine Computation Tables, you 
have to submit them to your district office for approval. 
You may also want to consider filing your information 
retum on tape or diskette. If you do, get the booklet 
Computer Specitïcations for Data Filed on Magnetic Media 
from your district office. 

Keeping records 

Every employer and payer who has to withhold or deduct 
taxes, CPP contributions, or UI premiums has to keep 
records and books of account. Each must also allow 
officers of Revenue Canada to verify these books and 
records on request. 
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Usually, you have to keep books and records for at least 
six years from the end of the year to which they relate. If 
you want to destroy these books and records before the 
six-year period is up, use Form T137, “Request for 
Destruction of Books and Records,” to ask for permission 
to do SO. You cari get this form at your district office. You 
Will fïnd district office addresses at the back of this guide. 
If you need more information, see Information 
Circular 78-10, Books and Records Retention/Destruction. 

If you cesse to deduct 

If you no longer have any employees subject to deductions, 
please notify the appropriate taxation centre or district 
office before your next payment is due. If you have no 
employees for the time being, complete and mail 
Form PD7A to let us know when you expect deductions to 
begin again. 

Changes to an employer entity 

If you change your business entity (sole proprietorship, 
partnership, or corporation), you become a new employer. 
Therefore, you need a new employer account number to 
send in and report employee deductions. 

If your business ends 

If your business ends, you have to send in your payroll 
deductions within seven days. You also have to prepare the 

necessary information slips within 30 days. You cari find 
information on how to do this in Chapters 5 and 6. 

Deadlines to remember 
You have to send in your deductions by the 15th day 
of the month after the month you make the 
deductions. This does not apply if you are an 
accelerated remitter. 

By the last day of February of each year, you have 
to: 

l give your employees or former employees their 
information slips for the year before; and 

l send your information returns to Revenue Canada, 
Taxation. 

If your business ends, you have: 

l 30 days to prepare the necessary information 
slips; and 

l 7 days to send in your deductions to Revenue Canada 
Taxation. 

Record of fmployment 

If an employee has an interruption of earnings, you 
have to give that employee a Record of Employment 
within five days. 

Chapter 2 - Canada Pension Plan Contributions 
You have to deduct Canada Pension Plan (CPP) 
contributions from the remuneration of an employee if that 
employee: 

l is 18 years old but not 70 years old or over; 

l is in pensionable employment during the year; and 
l does not receive a Canada or a Quebec Pension Plan 

retirement or disability pension. 

Employees have to meet a11 three of these conditions 
before you deduct CPP contributions from their 
remuneration. 

You, as an employer, have to match and send in whatever 
CPP contributions you deduct from your employees. 

If you are not certain about your situation, contact your 
district office. 

Amounts subject to CPP contributions 

Generally, you deduct CPP contributions from these 
amounts: 

l salary, wages, or other remuneration, commissions, 
bonuses, and the value of board and lodging (other than 
an exempt allowance paid to an employee at a special 
work site or remote location); 

l certain rent-free and low-rent housing, interest-free and 
low-interest loans, persona1 use of employer’s or leased 
automobile, certain gifis, prizes and awards, holiday 
trips, and subsidized meals; 

l honoraria due to employment or office, share of profit 
paid by an employer, incentive payments, director’s fees, 
fees paid to board or committee members, and executor’s 
and administrator’s fees earned to administer an estate (as 
long as the executor or administrator does not act in this 
capacity in the regular course of business); 

l certain tips and gratuities that employees and officers 
receive for the services they perform; 

l remuneration received while on furlough, sabbatical, 
vacation, sick or retirement leave, lost time pay from a 
union, vacation pay, payments received under a 
supplementary unemployment benefit (SUB) plan which 
does not qualify as a SUB plan under the 
Income Tax Act (Section 145), and payments for sick 
leave credits; 

l wage loss benefits that a trustee or insurance company 
pays directly to an employee from a wage loss 
replacement plan where the employer funds a portion of 
the plan; 

l benefits derived from stock option plans; and 
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l workers’ compensation payments you pay to an employee 
for an injury. Deduct CPP from the amount that is more 
than: 
1. the maximum dollar amount paid by the Workers’ 

Compensation Board (a top-up amount); or 
2. the equivalent maximum dollar amount paid by the 

Workers’ Compensation Board. 

Note 
If you still pay any of the above payments to a former 
employee for services that person performed while an 
employee, you should deduct CPP contributions from the 
payments. Use the rate in force at the time you make the 
payment . 

Amounts not subject to CPP contributions 

There are certain types of employment from which you 
should not deduct CPP contributions. There are also types 
of payments from which you should not deduct 
CPP contributions. 

Types of employment 

Do not deduct CPP contributions from payments for these 
types of employment: 

l employment by an employer in agriculture, an 
agricultural enterprise, horticulture, fishing, hunting, 
trapping, forestry, logging, or lumbering; 

Exception 
Deduct CPP if the worker is: 
1. paid $250 or more in a year; and 
2. to be paid cash remuneration for 25 or more 

working days in a calendar year. The 2.5 or more 
working days do not have to be consecutive; 

l casual employment, if it is for a purpose other than your 
usual trade or business; 

l employment as a teacher on exchange from a foreign 
country, if the Canadian Education Association arranged 
the exchange; 

l employment of a spouse if you cannot deduct the 
remuneration paid as an expense under the 
Income Tax Act; 

l employment of a member of a religious order who has 
taken a vow of perpetual poverty. This applies whether 
the remuneration is paid directly to the order, or by the 
member to the order; 

Exception 
Deduct CPP contributions if the employment is: 
1. in a province that provides a comprehensive 

pension plan; and 
2. pensionable under the provincial pension plan of 

that province; 

l employment of your Child or a Child that you maintain if 
no cash remuneration is paid; 

l employment of a person whom you do not regularly 
employ, where that person assists you in a rescue 
operation, or helps you reduce the effects of a disaster; 

l employment of a person in connection with a circus, fair, 
parade, carnival, exposition, exhibition, or other similar 
activity, except for entertainers, if that person: 
1. is not your regular employee; and 
2. works for less than seven days in the year; 

l employment by a government body as a census taker or 
election worker if that person: 
1. is not a regular employee of the government 

body; and 
2. works for less than 25 days. 

Note 
When the employee works 25 days or more, the 
employment is pensionable from the first day of work. 

Types of payments and benefits 

Do not deduct CPP contributions from: 

l pension payments, lump-sum payments out of a pension 
plan, death benefits, amounts allocated under a profit- 
sharing plan or paid under a deferred profit-sharing plan, 
benefits received under a supplementary unemployment 
benefit (SUB) plan which qualifies as a SUB plan under 
the Income Tax Acr (section 145), and retiring 
allowances or severance payments received upon or after 
retirement from an office or employment in recognition 
of long service, or for loss of office or employment; 

l wage loss replacement benefits that an employee receives 
from a trustee or insurance company; 

l payments made after an employee dies, except for 
amounts earned and owing before the date of death; 

l workers’ compensation payments if you pay your 
employee: 

- the equivalent amount of a Workers’ Compensation 
Board (WCB) award for an injury; or 

- an amount equivalent to a WCB award when your 
employee does not qualify for a WCB award. There 
are situations when contributions are required. See 
“Amounts subject to CPP contributions” on page 9; 

l benefïts for a clergy members’ residence, when the 
clergy members get a tax deduction for their residence. 

Specific CPP coverage cases 

Coverage by a foreign employer 

If you are a foreign employer who does not have a place of 
business in Canada, you cari apply to caver employment in 
Canada under the Canada Pension Plan. This extension of 
coverage is at your option. You cari apply for it (use 
Form CPT13) even if your country does not have a social 
security agreement with Canada. 

You cari get additional information on extended coverage 
from a CPPRJI rulings officer at your district office. We 
list these offices at the back of this guide. 



International agreements with foreign governments 

Canada has reciprocal social security agreements with other 
countries. The purpose of these agreements is to ensure 
that an employee is covered by one plan only (CPP or a 
foreign social security plan). 

If you need information on the Canada-Unifed Stares Social 
Security Agreement, see Information Circular 84-6. 

Canada has agreements with these 24 countries: 

Country Date into force Coverage CPT form 
(months) number 

Australia September 1, 1989 none none 
Austria November 1, 1987 24 112 
Barbados January 1, 1986 24 none 
Belgium January 1, 1987 24 121 
Cyprus May 1, 1991 24 none 
Denmark January 1, 1986 24 none 
Dominica January 1, 1989 24 none 
Finland February 1, 1988 24 128 
France March 1, 1981 36 52 
Germany April 1, 1988 60 130 
Greece May 1, 1983 24 54 
Iceland October 1, 1989 24 none 
Ireland January 1, 1992 24 none 
Italy January 1, 1979 24 51 
Jamaica January 1, 1984 24 none 
Luxembourg April 1, 1990 24 none 
Malta March 1, 1992 36 none 
Netherlands October 1, 1990 24 none 
Norway January 1, 1987 36 127 
Portugal May 1, 1981 24 55 
Saint Lucia January 1, 1988 24 none 
Spain January 1, 1988 24 125 
Sweden January 1, 1986 24 129 
United States August 1, 1984 60 56 

You cari get application forms for coverage or extension of 
coverage under the Canada Pension Plan from your district 
office. We list these offices at the back of this guide. 

Note 
If you have questions that concern coverage under the 
Quebec Pension Plan in other countries, contact the 
Direction de l’administration des ententes de sécurité 
sociale, 355, rue Sainte-Catherine Ouest, 6” étage, 
Montréal, Quebec H3B lA4. 

How to deduct contributions 

Both you and your employees have to make 
CPP contributions. You have to deduct CPF contributions 
from the amounts you pay your employees. In addition, 
you, as an employer have to contribute the same amount 
that you deduct from your employees’ remuneration. The 
contribution that you make is on behalf of your employees. 

Note 
When you calculate the contributions to deduct from your 
employees, do not take into account any contributions that 
a former employer deducted in the same year. 
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You may have places of business in the province of 
Quebec and another province. If you transfer an employee 
from Quebec to the other province, you cari take into 
account the Quebec Pension Plan contributions you 
deducted in the year from that employee. The total 
contributions to both plans should not go over the 
maximum contribution for the year. In such a case, note 
that you have to prepare two T4 Supplementaries. One is 
for the remuneration earned in the province of Quebec that 
shows the QPP deducted; and one is for the remuneration 
earned in the other province that shows the CPP deducted. 

Employees’ contributions 

You deduct employees’ contributions from salary, wages, 
or other remuneration. This includes any taxable benelits 
you pay or provide. Each year, we determine: 

l a maximum amount of pensionable earnings from which 
you deduct CPP (for 1992, this was $32,200); 

l a basic yearly exemption, that is, a base amount of the 
yearly pay from which you do not deduct 
CPP contributions (for 1992, this was $3,200); and 

l a rate you use to calculate the amount you deduct from 
your employees (for 1992, this was 2.4%). 

There are two ways to determine the contributions you 
deduct: the table method or the manual calculation method. 

Table method 

Use the Canada Pension Plan tables in the Payroll 
Deductions Tables* to figure out the amount you should 
deduct from your employees’ remuneration. These amounts 
already include the “basic exemption” for the year. TO use 
these tables: 

l Find the page that corresponds to your pay period. For 
example, if you pay the employee weekly, go to the 
“Weekly Pay Period” table. 

l Look down the “Pay” column for the bracket that 
includes the employee’s gross pay (this includes any 
taxable benefïts). 

l Find the amount in the “CPP” column beside this, 
which is the amount of contributions to withhold from an 
employee’s pay. You, as an employer, must pay this 
same amount as your employer contribution. 

* The Payroll Deducfions Tables include the tax, CPP, and 
UI deductions for weekly, bi-weekly, semi-monthly, and 
monthly pay periods. Use the Supplementary Payroll 
Deductions Tables for 10, 13, and 22 pay periods. 

Manual calculation method 

Step 1 - Calculate the “basic exemption” that applies. TO 
do this, divide the yearly basic exemption by the number of 
your pay periods. 

Step 2 - Deduct the result from the employee’s gross pay. 

Step 3 - Multiply the remainder by the CPP rate. 
Remember to not go over the maximum for the year. The 
result is the amount of contributions to withhold from the 
employee. You have to pay an equal amount as your 
employer contribution. 
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Example 1 Example 2 
Weekly salary . . . . . . . . . , . . _ . . . . . . . . $500.00 
Taxable benefit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 50.00 

Fred turned 70 on February 15. He receives $800 per 
week ($4 1,600 per year). This amount is more than the 
maximum pensionable earnings ($32,200) that are 
subject to CPP contributions. 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $550.00 

Step 1 - $3,200 (basic exemption) + 52 = $61.54 

Step 2 - $550 - $61.54 = $488.46. 

Step 3 - $488.46 x 2.4% = $11.72 

In this case, you have to send in CPP contributions of: 
Employee’s contribution . . . . . . . . . . . . $11.72 
Employer’s contribution . . . . . . . . . . $11.72 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $23.44 

When to prorate the basic exemption 

There are situations when you Will have to prorate the 
basic CPP exemption. Use months to prorate the exemption 
when: 

l an employee turns 18 in the year (use the number of 
months after the month the employee turns 18); 

l an employee turns 70 in the year (use the number of 
months up to and including the month the employee 
turns 70); 

l a retirement pension is payable to an employee under the 
Canada Pension Plan or the Quebec Pension Plan (use 
the number of months before the month the pension is 
payable). See “Employees between 60 and 70 years 
of age” on page 13; 

l a disability pension is payable to an employee under the 
Canada Pension Plan or the Quebec Pension Plan (use 
the number of months before the month the pension is 
payable); or 

l an employee dies in the year (use the number of months 
up to and including the month of death). 

Example 1 
Brent turned 18 on May 15. He receives $2,000 per 
month ($24,000 per year). This amount is less than the 
maximum pensionable earnings ($32,200) that are 
subject to CPP contributions. 

January - May: 
- no CPP contributions 

June - December (7 months): 
- Pay period: monthly 
- Earnings: $2,000 
- Basic CPP exemption (yearly): $3,200 
- Prorate basic exemption per month: 

$3,200 + 12 = $266.67 
- Monthly deduction: $2,000 - $266.67 

= $1,733.33 x 2.4% = $41.60 

Brent’s CPP contributions for the year should not go 
over $291.20 (7 months x $41.60). 

January - February: 
- Pay period: weekly 
- Earnings: $800 
- Maximum contribution for the year: 

2/12 ($32,200 - $3,200) x 2.4% = $116 
- Basic CPP exemption (yearly): $3,200 
- Prorate basic exemption per week: 

$3,200 + 52 = $61.54 
- Weekly deduction: 

$800 - $61.54 = $738.46 x 2.4% = $17.72 

Fred’s CPP contributions for the year should not go 
over $116. His employer should stop deducting 
CPP contributions when this amount is reached. 

March - December: 
- no CPP contributions. 

If an employee always works on a commission basis, 
prorate the basic exemption on a daily basis. 

Example 
Mariah is your employee, and she always works on a 
commission basis. You pay her only when she 
completes a sale. This does not occur at regular 
intervals. On June 1, you paid her a commission 
of $700. Her last commission was paid on March 20. 
The number of days between each pay is 73 days. This 
is how you prorate the basic exemption: 
- Prorate the basic annual exemption: 

73 + 365 (days) x $3,200 = $640 

- You have to deduct CPP contributions of: 
($700.00 - $640) = $60 x 2.4% = $1.44 

- The amount you have to send in is: 
Employee’s contribution . . . . . . . . . . . $1.44 
Employer’s contribution . . . . . . 1.44 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.88 

For 27 or 53 pay periods 

If your pay period is 53 weekly or 27 bi-weekly pay 
periods, and you use the contribution tables, you have to 
make a manual adjustment to each of the 53 or 27 pay 
periods. The tables prorate the basic exemption over 52 or 
26 pay periods. When you use the tables for 53 or 27 pay 
periods, the contribution turns out to be less than it should 
be in each pay period. TO fïx this, you have to make the 
following adjustment to each of the 53 or 27 pay periods: 

Bi-weekly Weekly 
Year’s basic exemption ($3,200) 
(52 and 26 pay periods) . . . . $61.54 $123.08 
Year’s basic exemption 
(53 and 27 pay periods) . . . . . . . 60.38 118.52 
Difference subject to an extra 2.4% . $ 1.16 $ 4.56 
Contribution to be added to the 
regular contribution for each x 2.4% x 2.4% 
of the 53 and 27 pay periods . . . . $ 0 03 

===zz&z $ 0.11 



Employees from 60 to 70 years of age 
Employees who are between 60 and 70 years old may 
apply to receive a CPP retirement pension. You have to 
deduct CPP contributions from these employees up to the 
month before the month that the pension becomes payable. 
If a person is 60 or over but not yet 65, to qualify, that 
person has to entirely or almost entirely stop working. 
Health and Welfare Canada sends an award letter to those 
who get a pension which indicates the date the pension 
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becomes payable. The employee has to produce this letter 
to prove that contributions are no longer required. 

An employee may work after the age of 60 and not apply 
for a CPP retirement pension. You have to deduct 
contributions until the end of the month before the 
employee receives the retirement pension, or until the end 
of the month in which the employee turns 70, whichever 
occurs first. 

Chapter 3 - Unemployment Insurance (UI) Premiums 
You and your employee have to pay UI premiums on 
remuneration from insurable employment. Insurable 
employment is most employment in Canada under a 
contract of service. There are some exceptions to this (see 
below). Some employment outside Canada is also insurable 
(see page 50). 

Amounts subject to UI premiums 

You have to deduct UI premiums from most remuneration 
(this includes taxable benefits) that you pay or provide to 
an employee. It cari be paid in cash, or partly in cash and 
partly in kind. This includes any allowance you may pay 
your employee for vocational training under a government 
training plan or by Veterans Affairs Canada, as long as 
you pay remuneration to the employee in addition to the 
allowance. For Workers’ Compensation Award payments, 
see page 45 in Chapter 7. 

Employment and earnings not subject to 
UI premiums 

There are some types of employment that are excepted 
from insurable employment. There are also some types of 
payments that are exempt from UI premiums. Do not 
deduct UI premiums from the following types of 
employment or payments. If you need more information, 
contact the Source Deductions section of your district 
office. 

Types of employment from which you do not deduct 
UI premiums 

Even if there is a contract of service, payments from the 
following types of employment are not insurable, and you 
do not deduct UI premiums from them: 
l employment where a person’s cash earnings in any week 

are less than 20% of the maximum weekly insurable 
earnings, and the person works less than 15 hours in a 
week; 

Note 
Deduct UI premiums if your employee’s cash earnings in 
a week are 20% or more of the maximum weekly 
insurable earnings or your employee works 15 or more 
hours in a week. 

l casual employment, if it is for a purpose other than your 
usual trade or business; 

l employment where you and your employee do not deal 
with each other at arm’s length. Related people do not 
deal with each other at arm’s length. However, an 
employee who does not deal with you at arm’s length 
cari be in insurable employment if it is reasonable to 
assume that you would have negotiated a similar contract 
with a person that you deal with at arm’s length. This 
decision is based on the terms and conditions of 
employment, and the remuneration paid for the work 
done; 

l employment by a corporation of a person who controls 
more than 40% of the voting shares of that corporation; 

. employment that is an exchange of work or service; 
l employment by an employer in agriculture, an 

agricultural enterprise, or horticulture where the person 
receives no cash remuneration and works less than seven 
days with the same employer during the year; 

Note 
If the employee works for seven days or more, the 
employment -is insurable from the first day of work. 

l employment of a person in a rescue operation, as long as 
you do not regularly employ that pet-son for that purpose; 

l employment of a person in connection with a circus, fair, 
parade, carnival, exposition, exhibition, or other similar 
activity, except for entertainers, if that person: 

1. is not your regular employee; and 
2. works for less than seven days in the year; 

Note 
Employment for seven days or more is insurable from 
the first day of work. 

l employment by a government body as a census taker or 
election worker if that person: 

1. is not a regular employee of the government 
body; and 

2. works for less than 25 days; 

Note 
When the employee works 25 days or more, the 
employment is insurable from the first day of work. 
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l employment in Canada under an exchange program, if 
the employee is not paid by an employer who resides in 
Canada; 

l employment of a member of a religious order who has 
taken a vow of perpetual poverty. This applies whether 
the remuneration is paid directly to the order or by the 
member to the order; 

l employment if the unemployment insurance laws of any 
state of the United States, the District of Columbia, 
Puerto Rico, or the Virgin Islands, or where the Railroad 
Unemployment Insurance Act of the United States 
requires premiums to be paid; 

l employment in Canada of a non-resident person, if the 
Unemployment Insurance laws of any foreign country 
require premiums to be paid for that employment; 

l employment by a foreign government or an international 
organization, except where the foreign govemment or 
international organization agrees to caver its Canadian 
employees under Canada’s UI legislation. In this case, 
the employment is insurable. The Canada Employment 
and Immigration Commission has to agree; 

l employment of a claimant on a Job Creation project that 
the Canada Employment and Immigration Commission 
has approved. If participating employers on a Job 
Creation project pay any amount, do not deduct 
UI premiums from that amount. 

Payments exempt from UI premiums 

Do not deduct UI premiums from the following types of 
payments: 

. a payment you make under a supplementary 
unemployment benefit (SUB) plan; 

l when you do not pay cash remuneration for a pay 
period, the value of board, lodging, and a11 other benefits 
the employee receives or enjoys in that pay period; 

l the value of lodging received or enjoyed by a clergy 
member in respect of employment as a clergy member; 

Note 
If the clergy member receives a cash allowance for 
lodging, include the allowance in insurable earnings. 

l any amounts that the Income Tax Act excludes from 
income in paragraph 6(l)(a) or (b) or subsection 6(6). 
We discuss these in Chapter 7, “Special Payments.” The 
Source Deductions section of your district office cari give 
you more information about these amounts. 

How to allocate insurable earnings to the 
proper pay period 

1. You have to allocate the earnings you pay to an 
employee to the pay period in which they are earned. 
This includes salary, wages, and employee paid leave 
such as vacation. 

2. Allocate the following earnings to the pay period in 
which they are actually paid: 

l overtime pay; 

l retroactive pay increases; 

l bonuses; 

l gratuities; 

l accumulated sick leave credits; 

l shift premiums; 

l incentive payments; 

l cost of living allowances; 

l separation payments; 

l wages in lieu of notice; and 

l remuneration not paid in respect of a pay period. 

Do not do this when a person: 

l is on unpaid leave; 

l has left employment; or 

l has been dismissed or laid off. 

When this happens, allocate the earnings to the last 
pay period that regular salary, wages, or commissions 
were paid. 

If you need more information, contact the Source 
Deductions section of your district office. 

Premiums 

Both you and your employees have to pay UI premiums on 
the employees’ earnings from insurable employment. You 
have to deduct the employees’ UI premiums from the 
amounts you pay your employees. In addition, you, as an 
employer have to pay 1.4 times the amount that you deduct 
from your employees’ remuneration (unless you qualify for 
a premium rate reduction, see below). For example, if your 
employees’ premiums for a month are $100, your premium 
is 1.4 times $100, which is $140. 

Each year, Employment and Immigration Canada 
determines: 

l an employee premium rate; 

l minimum and maximum insurable earnings; and 

l maximum premiums for each pay period. 

You cari find these amounts in the Payroll Deductions 
Tables . 

Employer’s UI premium rate reduction for 
wage-loss replacement plans 

Some employers maintain an approved wage-loss 
replacement plan that allows them to pay their employer’s 
share of UI premiums at a reduced rate. Employers have to 
get an additional account number SO that they cari make a 
separate remittance for employees covered by the plan. 



TO register the wage-loss plan, you have to complete 
Form EMP2642, Initial Application for Premium 
Reduction. This form is available from any Canada 
Employment Centre, and you have to complete one each 
year to receive the reduction. You have to send it in no 
later than September 30 for the reduction to start January 1 
of the next year. 

Send the form to: 

Employment and Immigration Canada 
Employer Registration Division 
P.O. Box 11000 
Bathurst, New Brunswick E2A 4L8 

Telephone: l-800-56 l-7923 

For wage-loss replacement plans, you have to file a 
separate T4 return, summary, and related supplementaries 
for each account number. Report the employees that qualify 
you for a premium rate reduction under the separate 
account number for remittances under these plans. Report 
a11 other employees under the other account number. If the 
employee was in more than one category during the year, 
file two T4 Supplementaries for that employee. 

How to determine the amount of UI 
premiums to deduct 

There are two ways to determine the premiums to deduct: 
the table method and the manual calculation method. 

Table method 

Use the Unemployment Insurance Tables in the Payroll 
Deductions Tables to figure out the amount to deduct from 
your employees’ remuneration. TO use these tables: 

l Look down the “Psy” column for the bracket that lists 
the employee’s gross pay (including taxable benefits). 

l Find the amount in the “UI Premium” column beside 
this, which is the premium you deduct from the 
employee’s pay. Remember, do not deduct more than the 
maximum for the pay period, which is the amount shown 
at the bottom of each page of the UI tables. You, as an 
employer, have to pay 1.4 times this amount as your 
employer premium (unless you qualify for a premium 
reduction) . 

Manual calculation method 

l Calculate the employee’s insurable earnings for the pay 
period. In most cases, the gross pay including taxable 
benefits is the insurable earnings. Remember, do not go 
over the maximum insurable earnings for that pay period. 

l Multiply your employee’s insurable earnings for the pay 
period by the LJI premium rate. The result is the 
UI premium to deduct for that pay period. Remember, 
do not go over the maximum premium for that pay 
period. You, as an employer, have to pay ,1.4 times this 
amount as your employer premium (unless you qualify 
for a premium reduction). 

Daily payroll - It is important to keep a record of 
individual insurable earnings, along with time records for 
each of your employees. Do not deduct UI premiums until 
your employee: 
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l earns at least the minimum weekly insurable earnings; or 

l works 15 hours or more in that week. A week is seven 
consecutive days that begin on and include Sunday. 

Once the employee’s earnings or hours worked go over the 
weekly minimum, calculate the UI premiums based on the 
employee’s total insurable earnings for that week. 

Weekly payroll - A weekly payroll is seven consecutive 
days, the last day of which is your payroll ending date. 
Deduct UI premiums from the total remuneration of an 
employee who is paid on a weekly pay period basis if: 

l the earnings equal or go over the weekly minimum 
amount; or 

l the employee worked more than the minimum required 
hours for a weekly pay period. 

Do not deduct UI premiums from earnings that are over the 
weekly maximum. 

Bi-weekly payroll - A bi-weekly payroll is 14 consecutive 
days, the last day of which is your payroll ending date. 
Deduct UI premiums from the total remuneration of an 
employee who is paid on a bi-weekly pay period basis if: 

l the earnings equal or go over the bi-weekly minimum 
amount; or 

l the employee worked more than the minimum required 
hours for a bi-weekly pay period. 

Do not deduct premiums from earnings that are above the 
bi-weekly maximum. 

If your employee: 

l has no earnings in one pay week; or 

l the total of the employee’s earnings and hours worked 
are under the bi-weekly minimums, 

you have to determine the employee’s actual earnings and 
hours worked in each pay week in the pay period to 
calculate the required UI premiums. Use the weekly payroll 
minimums. 

Example 1 
The minimum bi-weekly insurable earnings in 1992 
is $284. Larry earns $100 in the first pay week of a 
bi-weekly period, and $200 in the second pay week for 
a total of $300. The total is over the bi-weekly 
minimum, SO it is insurable, and premiums are 
required. 

Example 2 
The maximum bi-weekly insurable earnings in 1992 
is $1,420. Natasha earns $800 in the fïrst pay week of 
a bi-weekly pay period, and $700 in the second pay 
week, for a total of $1,500. The total is over the bi- 
weekly maximum, SO only $1,420 is insurable 
earnings, from which premiums are required. 
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Example 3 bi-weekly pay period are insurable up to the bi-weekly 
The minimum bi-weekly hours in 1992 is 30 hours. maximum, even if the earnings are under the bi-weekly 
Boris works 5 hours in the first pay week of a minimum. This is because Boris worked the bi-weekly 
bi-weekly pay period, and 25 hours in the second pay minimum number of hours. 
week, for a total of 30 hours. His total earnings in the 

The following bi-weekly pay period table gives some examples to illustrate how this works 

W Insurable 
week 

Pay period 
weeks on 

in pay Weekly Gross Insurable Insured Deductions Record of 
ending period Hours remuneration remuneration earnings weeks at 3.0% Employment 

October 14 1 14 70.00 
2 14 70.00 140.00 Nil Nil Nil Nil 

October 28 1 15 75.00 
2 15 75.00 150.00 150.00 2 4.50 2 

November 11 1 14 70.00 
2 14 220.00(” 290.00 290.00 2 8.70 2 

November 25 1 14 70.00 
2 14 202.00(2’ 272.00 202.00 1 6.06 1 

December 9 1 12 60.00 
2 15 75.00 135.00 75.00 1 2.25 1 

December 23 1 - Nil 
2 40 800.00(3’ 800.00 710.00 1 21.30 1 

The amount represents regular pay plus a bonus payment of (” $150, (*) $132, and c3’ $600. 

Note l the employee worked more than the minimum required 
When there are more than 52 weekly pay days, or more hours for a semi-monthly pay period. 
than 26 bi-weekly pay days in a calendar year, you have to 
pay additional premiums to caver the extra pay periods. Do not deduct premiums from earnings that are above the 
These additional premiums and insurable earnings over the semi-monthly maximum. 
maximums have to appear on the employee’s 
T4 Supplementary slip (see Chapter 6 for more details). If your employee: 

l has no earnings in one pay week; or 
Semi-monthly payroll - In a semi-monthly payroll, your l the total of the employee’s eamings and hours worked 
payroll ending dates fa11 on the 15th of each calendar are under the semi-monthly minimums, 
month, and the last day of each calendar month. Deduct 
premiums from the total remuneration of an employee who you have to determine the employee’s actual earnings and 
is paid on a semi-monthly basis if: hours worked in each pay week in the pay period to 
l the earnings equal or go over the semi-monthly calculate the required UI premiums. Use the weekly payroll 

minimum; or minimums. 
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Examples - Semi-monthly payroll - pay period December 1-15 inclusive 

Insurable 
weeks to 

enter in item 
Week or part Insurable 16 of the 
week ending Hours Gross Insurable Insurable equivalent Deduction Record of 
in pay period worked remuneration earnings period weeks at 3.0% Employment 

Example 1 
December 3 10 50.00 
December 10 14 70.00 
December 15 16 80.00 

Total 40 200.00 200.00 One semi-monthly 2 1/6 6.00 3” 

Example 2 
December 3 - - - 
December 10 25 130.00 130.00 1 3.90 
December 15 30 150.00 150.00 1 4.50 

Total 55 280.00 280.00 Two weeks 2 8.40 2 

Example 3 
December 3 6 30.00 - - - 
December 10 12 60.00 - - - 
December 15 12 144.00(‘) 144.00 1 4.32 

Total 30 234.00 144.00 One week 1 4.32 1 

Example 4 
December 3 - - - - - 
December 10 20 100.00 100.00 1 3.0 
December 15 10 50.00 - - - 

Total 30 150.00 100.00 One week 1 3.0 1 

(t) Regular pay was calculated at $12.00 per hour. 

* For a Record of Employment issued when you use a semi-monthly pay period: 
1. For one pay period the number of weeks in the “Insurable equivalent weeks” column is rounded up, as in 

Example 1. 
2. When the Record of Employment covers more than a single pay period, fîrst total the number of insurable weeks, 

then round up that figure. 

Monthly payroll - In a monthly payroll, your payroll 
ending date falls on the last day of each calendar month. 
Deduct UI premiums from the total remuneration of an 
employee who is paid on a monthly pay period basis if: 

l the earnings equal or go over the monthly minimum; or 

If your employee: 

l has no earnings in one pay week; or 

l the total of the employee’s earnings and hours worked 
are under the monthly minimal, 

l the employee worked more than the minimum required 
hours for a monthly pay period. 

Do not deduct premiums from earnings that are above the 
monthly maximum. 

you have to determine the employee’s actual earnings and 
hours worked in each pay week in the pay period to 
calculate the required UI premiums. Use the weekly payroll 
minimums. 
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Examples - monthly payroll - pay period December 1-31 inclusive 

Insurable 
weeks to 

enter in item 
Week or part Insurable 16 of the 
week ending Hours Gross Insurable Insurable equivalent Deduction Record of 
in pay period worked remuneration earnings period weeks at 3.0% Employment 
Example 1 
December 3 12 60.00 
December 10 14 70.00 
December 17 15 75.00 
December 24 15 75.00 
December 3 1 15 75.00 

Total 71 355.00 355.00 One month 4 1/3 10.65 5* 
Example 2 
December 3 

ii 
- - - - 

December 10 130.00 130.00 1 3.90 
December 17 24 120.00 120.00 1 3.60 
December 24 5 25.00 - - 
December 3 1 12 60.00 - - - 

Total 66 335.00 250.00 Two weeks 2 7.50 2 
Example 3 
December 3 - - - - 
December 10 14 168.00(‘) 168.00 1 5.04 
December 17 - - - - 
December 24 - - - - - 
December 3 1 14 168.00(‘) 168.00 1 5.04 

Total 28 336.00 336.00 Two weeks 2 10.08 2 

(i) Regular pay was calculated at $12.00 per hour. 

* For a Record of Employment issued when you use a monthly pay period: 
1. For one pay period the number of weeks in the “Insurable equivalent weeks” column is rounded up, as in 

Example 1. 
2. When the Record of Employment covers more than a single pay period, first total the number of insurable weeks, 

then round up that figure. 

Other pay periods and special cases 
If you pay the following types of remuneration on a regular 
basis (e.g., weekly, bi-weekly), treat them the same way as 
other earnings when you cari match them up with the pay 
period in which they are earned: 

l commissions, when it does not involve a drawing 
account; 

l drawings, when a periodic settlement of account is not 
made; 

l piecework; and 

l remuneration you pay to an employee who works for a 
period of 52 consecutive weeks when you pay the 
remuneration in 10 or 22 payments. 

If you cannot match the following earnings with the pay 
period in which they are earned, treat them on a yearly 
basis: 

l commissions you pay at irregular intervals; 

l combination of drawings or regular salary and 
commissions; 

l sums debited to a drawing account at irregular intervals; 

l piecework, when settled at irregular intervals; and 

l remuneration you pay to an employee who works for a 
period of 52 consecutive weeks if: 

1. the payments do not extend over the entire 
52-week period; and 

2. you paid them in other than 10 or 22 payments. 

Under the yearly basis, you have to calculate the premiums 
from the first dollar on each payment up to the maximum 
insurable earnings for the year. Once you reach the 
maximum, do not deduct any more premiums. 



Prorate the maximum insurable earnings when your 
employee: 
l starts to work for you after January 1; or 
l leaves your employment before the end of the year. 

Example 1 
Matthew’s employment began on April 15, 1993. This 
is how you calculate his maximum insurable earnings 
for the year: 
35 f 52 (weeks) x yearly maximum insutable earnings 

Note 
There are 35 %eeks from April 15 to December 31. 

Example 2 
Shawn’s employment ended on June 30. He 
earned $40,000. He has overpaid UI premiums because 
the adjusted maximum insurable earnings for six 
months is less than $40,000. His employer should 
refund this overpayment to him. In addition, his 
employer should reduce the next payment made in the 
year to Revenue Canada, Taxation by: 
- Shawn’s UI overpayment; and 
- the employer’s UI premium related to Shawn’s 

overpayment. 

If you cannot refund the employee’s UI overpayment, show 
the full deduction and the adjusted insurable eamings on 
the employee’s T4 Supplementary. If you cannot recover 
your share of the premium from any future payment for 
that year, apply to us for a refund. Complete Form PD24 
to do this. You cari get this form and any information you 
may need from your district office. 

If you pay insurable earnings to a person in a year after 
the one in which the employment occurs, use the premium 
rate and maximum insurable limits in effect at the time you 
paid the earnings. 

Certain workers are not employees, but are considered to 
be in insurable employment. Examples of such workers are 
taxi and passenger vehicle drivers, and barbers and 
hairdressers. See page 47 in Chapter 8, “Special 
Situations,” for more information. 

Chapter 4 - How to Deduct Income fax 
As an employer, you are responsible for deducting income 
tax from the remuneration you pay your employees. There 
are forms that help you know how much income tax to 
deduct. These are: 

l Form TDl (for most employees); 

l Form TDlX (for employees paid commissions); and 

l Form TD3F (for fishermen). 

Form TDl - Persona/ Tax Credit Return / 
Form TDl gives you the credits that employees claim when 
they file their income tax return. It has different net claim 
codes that depend on the credits the employee claims. 
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Unemployment Insurance and the Record 
of Employment (ROE) 

You have to complete Form EMP 2106, Record of 
Employment (ROE), when an employee stops working for 
you (this is an “interruption of earnings”). This happens 
when an employee leaves because of pregnancy, injury, 
illness, adoption leave, layoff, or leave without pay. 

The ROE is used to decide if a person is eligible for 
benefits, the amount of benetïts, and how long the person 
cari collect them. It is important that you correctly enter 
the information from your payroll records onto the ROE. If 
you have any questions about the types of earnings to 
include in the area called “Additional Monies Paid or 
Payable on or after Termination of Employment,” contact 
your local Canada Employment Centre. 

When do you issue a Record of Employment? 

You have to issue a Record of Empïoyment within tïve 
days of the day the employee has an interruption of 
earnings. You cari get Record of Employment forms and 
the guide called How to Complete the Record of 
Employment from your Canada Employment Centre. 

Insurable weeks to be shown on the Record of 
Employment 

In the sections of this chapter called “Semi-monthly 
payroll” and “monthly payroll,” the numbers in the 
“Insurable equivalent weeks” column of the charts may 
not be the same as those in the “Insurable weeks to enter 
on Record of Employment” column. If the ROE covers a 
single pay period only (i.e., semi-monthly and monthly), 
round off the number in the “Insurable weeks” column. 
When the ROE covers more than a single pay period, total 
the number of insurable weeks, then round off that 
number. For example, one complete semi-monthly pay 
period equals 2 1/6 actual insurable weeks. The number of 
weeks to enter on the ROE is three. If a person completes 
10 full semi-monthly pay periods, this equals 21 213 
insurable weeks. The number of insurable weeks to enter 
on the ROE is 22. 

Individuals who receive employment or pension income 
have to complete and file a TDl form with their employer 
or payer. If a person does not do this, you should deduct 
tax as if that person is single. Use “net claim code” 1. 

Employees should complete a new TDl if their persona1 
situation changes (if they marry, etc.). They should do this 
within seven days of the change in their situation. If they 
do not do this, they may be subject to a penalty of $25 for 
each day that it is late. The minimum penalty is $100. The 
maximum is $2,500. 

It is a serious offence to knowingly accept a TDl form that 
contains false or deceptive statements. If you think a 
TDl form contains incorrect information, contact the chief 
of Source Deductions at your district office. 
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Make sure you have completed TDl forms on hand for a11 
your employees. Our officers at Revenue Canada, Taxation 
may want to see them. 

Net claim code 0 

This represents no daim amount allowed. Non-resident 
employees use this when they include less than 90% of 
their total world income to calculate the amount of taxable 
income they earned in Canada. 

Net claim code X 

When a person’s credits fa11 into this category , you have to 
manually calculate the tax to deduct. See “Step-by-step 
calculation of tax deductions” in the Payroll Deductions 
Tables . 

Net claim code E 

If employees certify on their TDl that their total income 
for the year Will be less than their “net claim amount,” do 
not deduct any tax. 

Request for additional tax deductions 

People cari elect to have more tax deducted from the 
remuneration they receive in a year. They have to file a 
new TD1 form that shows how much more tax they want 
to have deducted. The amount should be a multiple of $5 
(e.g., 5, 10, 15, 20) per pay period. The amount deducted 
stays the same until a person files a new TDl. 

You should inform part-time employees that they cari 
request more income tax to be deducted on the TDl form. 
This may avoid a tax liability when they file their income 
tax return, especially if they have worked part-time for 
different employers in the year. 

Deductions for living in a designated area 

A person who lives in a designated community during a 
continuous period of at least six months that begins or ends 
in the taxation year cari claim a deduction from income 
when fïling a tax return. For 1993, the deduction is equal 
to the lesser of: 

1. 20% of net income for the year; or 

2. a $7.50 basic residency amount for each day in the 
period the person lived in the “prescribed northern 
zone” plus an additional residency amount of $7.50 a 
day in the period the person lived in the “prescribed 
northern zone, ’ ’ if the individual maintained and lived 
in a “self-contained domestic establishment,” and no 
one else claims a basic residency amount for living in 
the same dwelling for the same period; and 

3. for residents who lived in a prescribed area that is not 
also in the “prescribed northern zone,” the deduction 
is reduced to two-thirds of the deduction available to 
residents of the northern zone; and 

4. for residents in the ‘ ‘prescribed intermediate zone,” 
the deduction is one-half of the deduction available in 
the northern zone. 

People who cari claim the deduction for living in a 
“designated area” should claim it on their TDl form. TO 
determine the amount of tax to deduct from these people: 
l divide the total deduction for the year (on the TDI form) 

by the number of pay periods in the year; 
l subtract the result from the gross earnings for each pay 

period; and 
l go to the tables. 

For more information, see the Employers’ Guide to 
liousing and Travel Assistance Benefits in Prescribed 
Areas. You cari get this at your district office. 

Form TDIX - Statement of Remuneration 
and Expenses 
Employees who are paid on a commission basis in total or 
in part should fil1 out this form. They cari base their 
Statement of Remuneration and Expenses on: 
l their previous year’s figures if they were paid on a 

commission basis in that year; or 
l the current year’s estimated figures. 

Employees should complete and give you the TDIX form: 
l on or before January 3 1; or 
l within one month of when they start employment; or 
l within one month of the date their persona1 situation 

changes; or 
l within one month of the date any change occurs that Will 

substantially change the amounts previously reported. 

Form TD3F - Fisherman ‘s Election for 
Tax Deductions at Source 

When a fisherman sells a catch, the fisherman cari elect to 
have tax deducted from the proceeds of the sale. TO do 
this, the fisherman should file Form TD3F with the payer. 
The rate to deduct is 20%. The “designated employer” or 
“buyer” has to follow the rules in this guide to deduct, 
send in, and report these amounts. You should file one 
copy of Form TD3F at your district office. 

When to reduce tax deductions at 
source - Undue hardship 

People cari ask you to deduct less tax from their 
employment earnings or pension income. The adjusted tax 
that you deduct cannot be less than the tax they would owe 
when they file their income tax return. 

TO make this request, they have to Write to the chief of 
Source Deductions at their local district office. They should 
explain the reasons they want less tax deducted 
(e.g., alimony, RRSP, etc.), and provide documents to 
support the reduction. For example, if individuals make 
regular alimony or maintenance payments, they should 
provide a copy of the decree, order, or agreement that the 
payments are made under. If individuals regularly 
contribute to an RRSP during the year, they should provide 
documents to show the amount they are contributing. 

1 You need a letter of authority from the district office 
before you cari deduct less tax. Keep this letter with your 
payroll records for examination by our officers. 



How to calculate tax deductions at source 
This section shows you the procedures to use when you 
calculate the income tax to deduct from your employees. 
You cari use the tables in most cases. For employees who 
earn more than the maximum amount shown in the tables, 
you need to calculate the tax manually (see “Step-by-step 
calculation of tax deductions” in the Payroll Deductjons 
Tables). 

Registered pension plan (RPP) 
contributions 

Amounts subject to tax deductions 

1. Al1 employee contributions for current service to 
an RPP are deductible by the employee as long as they 
are made according to the provisions of the plan as 
registered. Report these contributions on the T4 slips. 
For information on how to report RPP contributions, 
see page 29, “Box 20 - Registered pension plan 
contributions. ” 

You have to deduct income tax from: 2. Past service contributions to an RPP for service 
l salary, wages, and commissions; after 1989 are also fully deductible if made according 
l bonuses, vacation pay, and gratuities; to the provisions of the plan as registered. 
l pensions, retiring allowances, and death benefits; 3. Past service contributions are deductible by the 
l beneflts under a Supplementary Unemployment Benefit employee for service before 1990 when the employee 

Plan; and was not a contributor if: 
l additional amounts paid by an employer who participates 

in an Employment and Immigration Canada Job Creation 
project . 

Note 
Salary or wages include an advance against future earnings, 
the value of free board and lodging, and any other taxable 
allowances or benefits that you should prorate to your pay 
period. 

l the contributions are for service during a year when 
the employee was not a contributor to any plan; or 

l the contributions are for service during a year when 
the employee was not a contributor to this plan, and 
they were contributed under a written agreement 
entered into before March 28, 1988. 

The deduction available to the employee for a year is 
the least of: 

Once you determine the gross remuneration (this includes 
taxable benefits) for the pay period, subtract the following 
amounts before you determine the tax to deduct: 
l employees’ contributions to a registered pension 

plan (RPP); 
l union dues; 
+ deduction for living in a designated area (from 

the TDl form). Prorate this amount for the pay period 
(for more information, see “Deductions for living in a 
designated area” on page 20); and 

l deductions authorized by the district office, (see “When 
to reduce tax deductions at source - Undue hardship” 
on page 20). 

Do not subtract the CPP contributions and UI premiums 
from the gross remuneration to determine the amount of 
tax to deduct. 

l the amount contributed in the previous years for 
past-service contributions while the employee was 
not a contributor, minus the amounts the employee 
deducted for previous years for these contributions; 

l the annual deduction limit ($3,500); and 
l $3,500 multiplied by the number of years of service 

(includes part-years of service) to which the 
contributions relate, minus the amounts the employee 
has already deducted for past-service contributions 
while not a contributor for those years. 

Past service contributions are deductible by the 
employee for service before 1990 while the employee 
was a contributor if: 

Example 
Davin is paid $500 per week (52 pay periods per 
year). He receives taxable benefits of $50. He belongs 
to an RPP, pays union dues, and lives in a designated 
area. He has also made a request to have less income 
tax deducted by his employer for the alimony he pays. 
TO know how much income tax to deduct from the 
amounts Davin receives, his employer Will do the 
following: 

l the contributions are for service during a year when 
the employee was a contributor to this plan; or 

l the contributions are for service during a year when 
the employee was a contributor to a different plan, 
but they are not being paid under a written 
agreement entered into before March 28, 1988. 

The deduction available to the employee for a year is 
the least of: 

Regular pay (weekly, 52 pay periods) . . . . . . . . $500 
Plus any taxable benefits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $50 
Gross pay ., .,..., . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . $550 
Minus deductions for: 
- RPP contributions . . . . . . . . . . . $25.00 
- union dues . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . $ 5.50 
- living in a designated area 

($7.50 per day x 7 days) . . . $52.50 

l a11 contributions the employee paid in the year and 
prior years for past service while a contributor, 
minus all amounts the employee deducted for these 
contributions for previous years; and 

l $3,500 minus the sum of: 
1. the contributions the employee deducts for the 

year for service performed after 1989 (this 
includes contributions for current and past 
service after 1989); and 

- alimony payments . . . . . . . . . . . $25 .OO $108 
Amount subject to tax withholding at source . . . $442 

2. the contributions the employee deducts for the 
year for past service before 1990 while the 
employee was not a contributor. 
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How to calculate tax cleductions using 
the tables 
The tax deduction tables in the Payroll Deductions Tables 
are for weekly, bi-weekly, semi-monthly, and monthly pay 
periods, and for commission earnings. If your pay periods 
are daily, 10 monthly, 13 pay periods, or 22 pay periods, 
use the Supplementary Payroll Deductions Tables. You cari 
get these from your district office. 

a) Tax deductions from regular remuneration (TDl) - 
Once you determine the amount that is subject to tax 
deductions: 

l Turn to the table for your pay period. For example, 
if you pay an employee once a month, go to the 
“Monthly Tax Deductions” table. 

l Look down the “Psy” column on the left for the 
bracket that includes the employee’s remuneration 
that you are going to deduct tax from. 

l Follow the line across to the “Net claim code” 
column that applies (this is on the employee’s 
TDl form). 

l The amount shown at this point on the table is the 
amount of tax you have to deduct. 

b) Tax deductions from commission 
remuneration (TDlX) - If you pay an employee on a 
commission basis or a salary-plus-commission basis. 
you have a few options for deducting tax. 

l Employees who earn commissions without 
expenses 

If you pay commissions to an employee at the same 
time you pay salary, add the amount of the commission 
to the salary, then use the regular tax table 
method. 

If you pay commissions on a periodic basis, you may 
want to use the “bonus” method to determine the tax 
to deduct from the commission payment. The section 
“Bonuses and retroactive pay increases” on page 40 in 
Chapter 7 tells you how to do this. 

l Employees who earn commissions with expenses 

Employees who incur expenses to earn commission 
income have to fil1 out a TDlX form. TO calculate 
the amount of tax to deduct: 

- Use the total remuneration amount (commissions 
and salary) and the total revised expense amount 
(on the TDlX form). 

- Go to the “Tax Deductions from Commission 
Remuneration Table” in the Payroll Deductions 
Tables to get the decimal fraction (percentage 
figure) that you should use. If the employee 
receives straight commission, apply the decimal 
fraction to each “gross” amount of commission 
you pay the employee. If the employee receives 
a salary with a commission, apply the percentage 
to both. 

Remember to apply the decimal fraction to any 
amount credited to the employee’s commission 
or salary account that the employee is entitled to 
receive under the employment contract 
(e.g., taxable benefits). 

If an employee does not file a TDlX form, 
calculate the tax to deduct as if the employee has 
no expenses. 

For tax deductions on other types of income such as 
bonuses, director’s fees, lump-sum payments, and retiring 
allowances, see Chapter 7. 

How to calculate tax deductions when you 

1: 

cannot use the tables 
There are times when you cannot use the tax deduction 
tables to determine the amount of tax to deduct. These 
include: 

l when a person reports a “net claim code” X on a TD 

l when a person reports a total revised expense amount 
that is more than $59,000 on a TDlX; 

l when a person’s gross annual income amount is more 
than $183,612; 

l when a person’s gross annual commission amount is 
more than $567,000; or 

l when a non-resident’s income for the pay period is under 
the minimum or over the maximum amount in the tables. 

In these cases, you have to manually calculate the tax to 
deduct. For instructions, go to the ‘ ‘Step-by-step 
calculation of tax deductions” in the Payroll Deductions 
Tables. 

Chapter 5 - How to Send in Deductions 
Except as we note below, deductions of income tax, 
CPP contributions, and UI premiums must be received on 
or before the 15th day of the month after the month that 
you pay the remuneration. Your payment has to be 
received by a district office (unless you are an accelerated 
remitter), taxation centre (unless you are an accelerated 
remitter), or Canadian financial institution. If the due date 
falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday, your remittance 
must be received by the next working day. 

NOte --____~~ -.---_----. - 

Payments that were due on January 15, 1993 (for 
deductions made in December 1992) are late if you pay 

them when you file the T4 information return. A late 
remitting penalty Will apply. Pay advances are subject to 
deductions in the period for which you pay them. 

We consider an NSF cheque to be a failure to remit. A 
penalty Will automatically result. 

Accelerated remitters 

As we explain on page 6 in Chapter 1, there are two 
groups of large employers that have to send in deductions 
more than once a month. These are accelerated remitters. 



TO determine if you are an accelerated remitter, use the 
total amount you had to send us in 199 1. Divide this by the 
total number of payments (maximum 12) you had to make 
in that year. This gives you your average monthly 
withholding amount. If you fall into one of these groups, 
you are an Accelerated Remitter: 

Threshold 1 

Employers with an average monthly withholding amount of 
$15,000 to $49,999.99. 

Threshold 2 

Employers with an average monthly withholding amount of 
$50,000 or more. 

Under proposed changes to the Income Tax Regulations, 
you Will be able to use more recent information to 
determine how often you send in source deductions. You 
Will be able to base your deductions on your monthly 
average remittance for the preceding year if it is to your 
advantage. 

If you want to use this option, contact the Source 
Deductions section of your local district taxation office. 
They Will review your account and confirm in writing 
when your deductions must be received. 

For information on when you have to send in your 
deductions, see “When to send in deductions” on page 6 
in Chapter 1. 

If a corporation is associated with one or more corporations 
in 1993, and the total deductions in 1991 of a11 the 
associated corporations average $15,000 or more each 
month, a11 the associated corporations are accelerated 
remitters. The definition of associated corporations in the 
Income Tax Act applies. 

If you are an accelerated remitter, use the remittance 
booklet, PD7A-RB. We Will mail these booklets to you 
each year in December. If you need more booklets, or you 
did not receive yours, contact your nearest district office. 

New remitters 
If you have never sent in income tax deductions, 
CPP contributions, or UI premiums before, contact the 
Source Deductions section of your district office. They Will 
ask you to complete Form PD20, Employer Regisfration, 
give you an employer number, and tel1 you how ta send in 
your deductions. 

When you make your first payment, send a cheque or 
money order to your taxation centre or district office 
payable to the Receiver General. Include a letter that states: 
l that you are a new remitter; 
l the period your remittance covers; 
l your full name and address (employer’s legal name); 
l your account number, if you have one; and 
l the separate amounts of income tax, CPP contributions, 

and UI premiums that you are sending in. 

After you make your first remittance, you Will receive a 
remittance form each month in the mail. If you do not 
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receive a form in time for your next payment, send them in 
as we describe above. Indicate that you did not receive 
your remittance form . 

If you would like, under the “Employer Visits” program, 
we Will visit you to provide any assistance you may need 
with respect to payroll deductions. Contact your district 
office for more information. 

Remittance forms 
It is important that you complete your remittance form 
correctly SO that we cari apply your remittance to your 
account. The instructions below Will show you what form 
to use. 

Monthly remitters: Form PD7A 

If you send in your remittances monthly, you use 
Form PD7A. We have redesigned the PD7A form and 
reduced it from a four-part form to a three-part form. In 
addition, we have included space for you to report your 
“gross monthly payroll,” and the “number of employees 
in the last pay period.” 
Gathering this information on the PD7A Will lead to a 
reduction in the number of survey forms sent to small 
businesses, increased efficiency, and improved government 
operations. The information collected Will help to measure 
the performance of the Canadian economy and to determine 
maximum pensionable earnings and the limits of registered 
retirement savings plans. 

“Grass monthly payroll” includes a11 remuneration that 
you have paid (salary, wages, commissions, overtime pay, 
paid leave, taxable benefits and allowances, piecework 
paymeins, bonuses, lump sums, and retroactive payments) 
hefore any deductions (CPP, UI, income tax, pension plan 
contributions, etc.). It is equivalent to the monthly total of 
a11 amounts that would appear in box 14, “Employment 
income before deductions” on an employee’s T4 slip. 
“Monthly” refers to the period covered by your PD7A. 
The period covered depends on the dates that your payroll 
begins and ends. It does not necessarily have to caver a 
calendar month from beginning to end. For example, if you 
determine your monthly payroll by the number of Saturday 
pay days, use that same period, even if it includes a few 
days from another calendar month. You do not have to do 
a separate calculation based on the first day to the last day 
of the month. 

“Numher of employees in last pay period” refers to 
people who drew pay during your last pay period in the 
month. Include any person (part-time, temporary, and full- 
time employees) for whom you Will prepare a T4 slip. This 
also includes commission agents and working owners of 
incorporated companies who you paid in the last pay period 
in the month. Only include the number of employees that 
you actually paid in the last pay period, and for whom you 
Will prepare a T4 slip. 
Do not include persons for whom you Will not complete a 
T4 slip such as occasional employees that are not part of 
your payroll (cas& empIoyees), and persons who did not 
draw pay in the last pay period in the month such as 
employees on unpaid leave, any employees not entitled to 
draw pay, and employees who were no longer employed by 
you in the last pay period. 
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Example 1 
Weekly pay periods (four in a month): 

Total remuneration Number of 
Pay period before deductions paid emPloYees 

1 $ 7,000 14 
2 $ 5,000 11 
3 $ 5,000 10 
4 6,000 $ 13 

Monthly amount $23,000 

Report: “Gross Monthly Payroll” = $23,000 
“Number of Employees in Last Pay 
Period” = 13 

Example 2 
Bi-weekly pay period: 

Total remuneration Number of 
Pay period before deductions paid employees 

1 $ 7,000 5 
2 8,C@o $ 6 

Monthly amount $15,000 

Report: “Gross Monthly Payroll” = $15,000 
“Number of Employees in Last Pay 
Period” = 6 

Example 3 
Monthly pay period: 

Total remuneration Number of 
Pay period before deductions paid employees 

1 $21,000 9 
Report: “Gross Monthly Payroll” = $21,000 

“Number of Employees in Last Pay 
Period” = 9 

The due date is the 15th day of the month after the month 
in which your employees received their pay. 

- Make sure that your account number is correct. 

- Indicate only the month and year you are remitting for. 

- Enter the total amount you are remitting (employer and 
employee portions). 

PD7A Rev. 92 

You cari make your payment 
where you bank or to: 

Taxation Centre 

Amount 

a+1 Revenue Canada Revenu Canada 
Taxation Impôt 

1 
Account number 

Statement of account as of 

Transactions processed after 
this date Will appear 

on the next statement Present balance 

l IMPORTANT SEE REVERSE . 

Date 

STATEMENT OF ACCOIJNT 

Employer name 

Amount paid Amount owing 

EXPLANATION OF CHANGES 
Description 

CPP contributions UI premiums 
Indicate remittance information in this area for your records 
Tax deduclions Curent payment Gross monthly payroll No. of empl. . last period 

- 

Accelerated remitters: Form PD7A-RB or PDiA(TM) 

1. Make sure that your account number is correct. 

2. Indicate the date (YY MM DD) you paid your 
employees. If two paydays occurred within the same 
period, indicate the later of the two days. 

Revenue Canada 

3. Enter the total amount you are remitting (employer and 
employee portions). 



If you did not receive your remittance forms or have lost 
them, send your cheque or money order payable to the 
Receiver General to your taxation centre or district office. 
Give your employer number and the month for which 
deductions were withheld (regular remitters), or the payday 
date (accelerated remitters). 

Please do not send cash in the mail. 

Note 
If you remit deductions for more than one employer 
account, you should give a breakdown of the amounts 
intended for each account SO that we credit the proper 
amounts to the right account. 

Statement (remittance form) 

We divide the statement into three parts. 

Part 1 is a statement of account from Revenue Canada, 
Taxation. It shows: 
l payments we received for your deductions (the line 

related to the “balance” in the ‘ ‘Amount paid” column 
shows deductions paid for the current year to date); and 

l any amounts you owe (the line related to the “balance” 
in the “Amount owing” column shows your balance 
owing on assessments of deductions, which includes 
penalties and interest). 

Keep Part 1 as a record of your payment when you make 
your payment at a fïnancial institution. If you mail your 
cheque or money order (payable to the Receiver General), 
send Part 3 of the PD7A form to the address of the 
taxation centre shown on Part 1. 

Complete Part 2 when no more deductions Will be sent in. 
See the instructions on the back of the form. 

You have to complete Part 3. Always send Part 3 with 
your payment. 

Chapter 6 - How to Report Deductions 
Every employer or payer has to give each employee, 
pensioner, officer, or independent agent two copies of 
the T4, T4A, or T4A-NR Supplementary forms, or mail 
them to the person’s last known address. They have to do 
this each year by the last day of February. The reporting 
instructions that follow (except T4F Supplementary 
and Summary) apply to resident and non-resident payers. 
We sometimes refer to the supplementaries as “slips.” 

Forms to use and where to get them T4 Summary 

T4 Supplementary TO report salary, wages, and 
taxable benefits paid to employees 
for services rendered during the 
year, as well as a pension 
adjustment (PA) amount for 
employees who accrued a benefit 
for the year under your registered 
pension plan RPP) or deferred 
profit sharing plan DPSP). I 

T4A Summary 

T4A-NR Summary 
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If you receive an assessment notice, use only the 
remittance form attached to the Notice of Assessment to 
make your payment. Use the PD7A, PD7A-RB and 
PD7A(TM) for normal remittances of tax, CPP, and UI. 

If you no longer have any employees subject to deductions, 
notify your taxation centre or district office before your 
next payment is due. If you have no employees for the 
time being, complete and mail Part 2 of the PD7A form to 
let us know when you expect deductions to start again. 

Service bureaus 

Service bureaus or similar institutions cari send in a lump- 
sum payment for the amounts they deduct for their clients. 
They have to show each client’s “employer number,” and 
include a breakdown of the amounts that apply to each 
account. 

Remember that if you use a service bureau or similar 
institution to send in your deductions, you still have to 
make sure that the institution withholds your deductions 
and sends them to us on time. 

If your business ends 

If your business ends, you have to send in a11 amounts you 
deducted for income tax, CPP contributions, and 
UI premiums to the appropriate taxation centre or district 
office. You have to do this within seven days of the day 
your business ends. Complete the necessary summaries and 
supplementaries. Send these to the district office or taxation 
centre within 30 days of the day your business ends. If 
summaries and supplementaries are not available for the 
current year, use the forms from the year before. Change 
the year to the current year. If you have any questions, 
contact the Source Deductions section of your district 
office. 

T4A Supplementary 

T4A-NR Supplementary 

TO report other amounts 
(e.g., pensions, annuities) and to 
report PA (pension adjustments) 
by employers and pension plan 
administrators. 

TO report amounts paid to non- 
residents for services performed 
in Canada (report a11 amounts in 
Canadian dollars and cents). 

TO report the totals of all amounts 
you record on the 
T4 Supplementaries. 

TO report the totals of a11 amounts 
you record on the 
T4A Supplementaries . 

TO report the totals of a11 amounts 
you record on the T4A-NR 
Supplementaries. 
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NR4B Supplementary 

NR4B Summary 

T4F Supplementary 

T4F Summary 

TO report alimony, pensions, 
annuities, investment income, or 
retirement compensation 
arrangement payments when you 
pay these amounts to non- 
residents of Canada (for more 
information, see “Non-resident 
reporting for 1992” in 
Chapter 10). 
TO report the totals of a11 amounts 
you record on the 
NR4B Supplementaries. 
For use by a designated employer 
of self-employed fïshermen to 
report the gross and insurable 
earnings of each fisherman and 
the UI premiums deducted. Also 
for use by payers to report 
remuneration and tax withheld, 
when a fisherman has asked that 
tax be withheld (by providing the 
payers with a completed 
Form TD3F, Fisherman ‘s 
Election for Tax Deductions at 
Source). 
TO report the totals of a11 amounts 
you record on the 
T4F Supplementaries. 

TO order forms and publications 

Use the T2015C order tard that you receive with your 
personalized T4 Summary to order the T4 forms you need. 
Use the T2015D order tard that you receive with your 
personalized T4A Summary to order the T4A forms you 
need. You cari get any other forms and publications from 
your district office. 

What is an information return? 

An information return is the particular supplementary you 
are filling out, together with the related summary. A 
summary alone is not a return. 

HOW, where, and when to file returns 
You have to file information returns each year by the last 
day of February. 
After you complete your information returns, mail them to 
the taxation centre for your area. The address of the 
taxation centre for your area is on the back of copy of 
the summaries. Each form tells you how to distribute the 
copies. 

Note 
Keep our copies of the supplementaries three to a page 
when you send them to us. This Will ensure a faster 
processing time for your information returns. 

Branch offices filing information returns 

If the branch office of a company has sent in income tax 
deductions, CPP contributions, and UI premiums under an 
employer account that only that branch uses, file the 
information return (supplementaries and related summaries) 
of that branch as a separate return. 

Breakdown of large returns 

Split any return that contains more than 
300 supplementaries into bundles of 300 or fewer slips. 
You also have to provide appropriate sub-totals on each 
bundle. You cari order the segment sheets and get 
additional instructions from your district office. l 

Employers who file information returns on magnetic tape 
or diskette 

We encourage employers to file their T4, T4A, and 
T4A-NR Supplementaries on magnetic tape or diskette if 
they cari. 

When you print the data you supply us on tape, we 
encourage you to use 3 ply supplementaries, which you cari 
get from us. You should try to place your order for these 
before the end of July. If you use 4 ply supplementaries, 
you cari either keep copy 1 for your records, or discard it. 

See the guide Computer Specifications for Data Filed on 
Magnetic Media if you need more information. You cari 
get this guide from your local district office, or you cari 
cal1 l-800-665-5164. 

If you file your return on magnetic media, attach the 
summary to the T475 transmittal sheet, and mail it with the 
magnetic media to: 

Ottawa Taxation Centre 
Magnetic Media Processing Unit 
875 Heron Road 
Ottawa, Ontario K IA lA2 

Also include the paper copies of any slips that are not 
recorded on the magnetic media submission. 

When your business ends 

If your business ends, file your information return with 
your district office or taxation centre within 30 days of the 
day your business ends. If you have employees who 
accrued benefïts for the year under your RPP or DPSP, 
you have to calculate the pension adjustment (PA) that 
applies. You have to report this on the early-filed 
information slips. If the T4, T4A, T4A-NR, and 
T4F supplementaries and summaries are not available for 
the current year, use the forms from the year before. 
Change the year to the current year. 

How to amend or replace supplementaries 

You may notice that you made an error when you prepared 
a T4, T4A, T4A-NR, NR4B, or T4F Supplementary form 
after you file the information returns. If you did, you Will 
need to prepare amended supplementaries. You should 
clearly identify these as amended supplementaries. Write 
“amended” on the top, and show the serial number of the 
original supplementary you filed for cross-reference 
purposes. When you amend a supplementary form, make 
sure you complete ail the necessary boxes (even the 
information that was correct on the original). Distribute and 
file the amended supplementaries the same way you did the 
originals. 
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If you correct errors on the supplementaries before you file 
them with us, you do not need to cross-reference the 
supplementaries. Simply prepare a new slip and delete any 
incorrect copies from the return. If you do not prepare a 
new supplementary, initial any changes you make on the 
slip. 

If you have to amend, replace, or cancel a 
T4F Supplementary, the same procedures apply. Write 
“amended, ” “cancelled,” or “duplicate,” in the area 
above box 24. Clearly mark an amended T4F Summary as 
such. 

If you issue supplementaries to replace copies that 
employees lost or destroyed, do not send these copies to 
us. Clearly identify them as “duplicate” copies, and keep 
them with your records. 

Note 
You do not have to file an amended summary when you 
send in amended supplementaries. 

If you amend the pension adjustment (PA) on a T4 to 
correct or report redetermined PA, repeat a11 other data on 
the original information slip on the amended slip, and add 
any PA previously declared for the year for normal service 
to the redetermined PA. There may be a need for a 
redetermined PA if: 
l an employee returns from a period of leave of absence or 

from a period of reduced services; and 
l you are or Will be crediting past service under the RPP 

to the employee. 

If a redetermined PA applies, you bave to file an 
amended T4 or T4A for each affected year within 60 days 
of the date the employee decides to purchase the past 
service. See the Employer’s Pension Adjustment 
Calculation Guide for details. 

What happens after you send in your 
completed information return? 

When the taxation centre receives your information return, 
we check it to see if anything is missing, and if you have 
prepared it correctly. If anything is missing or incorrect, 
we Will contact you and ask you for more information. 
After this fïrst check, we Will make any corrections and 
forward the return to our Information Returns Processing 
System (IPS). 

The Information Returns Processing System is responsible 
for the computer processing of information returns. It 
records the information slips on our system, and then the 
slips go through a number of checks. The system identifies 
any differences (or discrepancies) between the amounts you 
reported and the amounts you sent in, SO that we cari 
correct them. 

Additional processing information 

Other government departments use T4 information. Most 
importantly, Health and Welfare Canada uses the 
information on a T4 to update a person’s “Record of 
Earnings” files. The information on CPP contributions that 
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we send to Health and Welfare determines the Canada 
Pension Plan benefits that a person Will receive. 

Why you need to report the proper social insurance 
number (SIN) 

As we discuss on page 7 in Chapter 1, you have to 
correctly report your employees’ social insurance number 
on the T4, T4A, and T4F Supplementaries. Incorrect social 
insurance numbers cari affect an employee’s future 
CPP benefits if the correct Record of Earnings file is not 
updated. Also, if you report an incorrect SIN on a T4 that 
has a pension adjustment amount, the employee may not 
receive an annual RRSP contribution limit statement, or 
Will receive an inaccurate one. In addition, the information 
on the employees’ Notice of Assessment that relates to this 
Will be inaccurate. 

If you cannot get a SIN, do not file your information 
returns later than the last day of February. If you do, you 
may be subject to a penalty for late filing. 

Pensionable and insurable earnings 
review (PIER) 

Each year, we review the T4 Supplementary forms (T4s) 
that you send in with your T4 return to check your 
calculations. We review these calculations to make sure 
that the pensionable and insurable earnings you reported 
match the deductions you sent in. 

We check the calculations by matching the pensionable and 
insurable earnings you reported with the necessary 
CPP contributions or UI premiums as shown in the Payroll 
Deductions Tables. Then we compare these required 
amounts with the CPP contributions and UI premiums on 
the T4s. 

If there is a difference between the contributions or 
premiums required and the ones you reported, we print the 
figures on a PIER listing. 

The listing shows the name of the employee affected and 
the figures we used in the calculations. 

Why is a review important? 

We verify these calculations SO that your employees Will 
receive proper: 
l UI benefits if they become unemployed; and 
l CPP benefits if they retire, become disabled, or die. 

Note 
Shortages in the amounts you report cari reduce a person’s 
benefits . 

CPPIUI deficiency calculations 
We generally calculate the required CPP contributions like 
this: 

CPP CPP basic 
pensionable - exemption 

earnings for the year 
x 2.4% = CPP 

contribution 
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There may be cases where we would use less than the full 
CPP basic exemption to calculate the CPP deduction. 

If you did not report pensionable earnings in box 26, we 
base the calculation on box 14 “total earnings,” up to the 
maximum allowable amount. 

We calculate the required UI premiums like this: 

UI insurable eamings X applicable UI rate = UI premiums 

If “no”, leave box 26 “CPP pensionable earnings” blank. 
You should also make sure you did not interchange 
numbers or make addition errors. 

Step 4 - Did you deduct contributions from employees’ 
vacation pay, bonuses, director’s fees, or other taxable 
benefits? 

i If “yes”, use the correct table to recalculate the required 
contributions. 

If you did not report insurable earnings in box 24, we base 
the calculation on box 14 “total earnings,” up to the 
maximum allowable amount. 

If “no”, make sure that you deducted contributions for 
each type of remuneration subject to CPP. 

Unemployment Insurance 

Note 
If there is an “X” in box 28 (CPP or UI exempt) and you 
reported amounts in boxes 16 and 26 for CPP or boxes 18 
and 24 for UI, the system ignores the “X.” 

Common reporting errors and how to avoid them 

The most common reporting errors occur when you do not 
report amounts correctly on the T4 in these boxes: 

l box 24 ‘ ‘UI insurable earnings” 

l box 26 “CPP pensionable earnings” or 

l box 28 “Exempt” (CPP or UI). 

Step 1 - Was the employee exempt for the entire reporting 
period? 

If “yes”, put an “X” in box 28 (Exempt) and explain. 
If “no”, go to Step 2. 

Note 
Leave boxes 18 and 24 blank. 

Step 2 - Was the employee’s income under the minimum 
or over the maximum earnings in any pay period? 

If “yes”, make sure that you did not include: 

The following steps may help you avoid these reporting 
errors, and they cari serve as a self-check before you send 
in your information returns. 

CPP contributions 

Step 1 - Was the employee exempt for the entire reporting 
period? 

If “yes” put an “X” in box 28 and explain. 

Note 
Leave boxes 16 and 26 blank. 

If “no”, go to Step 2. 

Step 2 - Did the employee turn 18 or 70 years of age in 
the reporting period? 

If “yes”, make sure that you: 

l started to calculate the contributions and pensionable 
earnings the month afier the month the employee 
turned 18; or 

l stopped calculating the contributions and insurable 
earnings the month after the employee’s 70th birthday. 

If “no”, go to Step 3. 

Step 3 - Did the employee receive CPP or QPP pension 
benefïts during the reporting period? 

If “yes”, make sure that you calculated the contributions 
and pensionable earnings based on the number of months 
before the pension became payable. 

l amounts under the minimum earnings in the insurable 
earnings (box 24); or 

l amounts over the maximum earnings in the calculation of 
insurable earnings for the year. 

If “no”, make sure you did not interchange numbers or 
make addition errors. 

Note 
TO avoid an error like this, keep separate records for 
UI insurable earnings, and enter the total at the end of the 
year in box 24. 

General guidelines for completing the 
Supplementaries (T4, T4A, and T4A-NI?) 

Before you begin, please note these instructions: 

l Complete the supplementaries clearly and in alphabetical 
order . 

l If you had an employee who worked in more than one 
province during the year, prepare a separate 
supplementary for earnings and deductions for each 
province. 

l Report a11 amounts in Canadian dollars and cents, even 
in boxes where the cents area is shaded. 

l Do not show negative dollar amounts on supplementaries. 
TO make any changes to previous years, send us an 
amended supplementary for the year(s) in question. 

l Do not change the headings of any of the boxes. 

l If you give employees multiple supplementaries (either 
because they were employed in more than one province 
or on different payrolls), apportion the pension 



adjustment on the basis of pensionable service or 
earnings that you report on each supplementary. If you 
cannot apportion the PA on this basis, you cari report it 
on one supplementary . 

How to complete the T4 Supplementary 

Complete T4 Supplementaries for a11 persons who received 
remuneration from you during the year (as we describe in 
this guide under box 14, “Employment income before 
deductions”) if: 
l you had to deduct income tax, Canada Pension Plan 

contributions, or Unemployment Insurance premiums 
from the remuneration; & 

l the remuneration was $500 or more. 

Note 
You should not issue a T4 Supplementary to a partner or 
proprietor in an unincorporated business. 
A T4 Supplementary should always be made out under the 
surname of an employee, not under a company name. 

Empioyee 

In the shaded area next to the arrow, print or type the 
employee’s surname in capital letters, then the initials. 
Directly below the name, enter the employee’s full address, 
and include the province and postal code. 

Employer name 

Enter your operating or trade name on each slip in the 
space provided . 

Box 54 - Account number 

Enter the employer account number that you use to send us 
your employee deductions. This appears at the top left-hand 
corner of your statement of account, which we issue each 
month. 

Your employer account number is blanked out on the two 
copies of the T4 that you give to your employees. 

Box 56 - Employee number 

Enter information such as employee number, department, 
and unit or payroll number. 

Box 10 - Province of employment 

Enter the province or territory in which the employee 
worked. 

You cari use these abbreviations: 

NF - Newfoundland SK - Saskatchewan 
PE - Prince Edward Island AB - Alberta 
NS - Nova Scotia BC - British Columbia 
NB - New Brunswick NT - Northwest 

Territories 
PQ - Quebec YT - Yukon Territory 
ON - Ontario US - United States 
MB - Manitoba ZZ - Other 

The province of employment depends on whether or not 
the employee has to report for work at your place of 
business (see “What provincial table should you use?” on 
page 8 in Chapter 1). 

If the employee worked in Canada but beyond the limits of 
a province or territory (e.g., an offshore oil rig) enter ZZ. 

Note 
Remember, for any employee who worked in or whose 
employment was located in more than one province in the 
year, complete a T4 Supplementary for each province. 

Box 12 - Social insurance number 

Enter the social insurance number shown on the employee’s 
social insurance number tard. If you need more 
information on SIN reporting, sec “Social insurance 
number (SIN)” on page 7. 

Box 14 - Employment income before deductions 

Report the total income before any deductions. Include all 
salary, wages, bonuses, vacation pay, gratuities, honoraria, 
director’s fees, and executor’s and administrator’s fees 
earned to administer an estate (as long as the administrator 
or executor does not act in this capacity in the regular 
course of business). Also include commissions, taxable 
allowances, the value of taxable benefits (include any 
taxable GST component), and any other payments for 
services performed during the year. Include these in 
box 14, even if they appear separately in other boxes. 

Box 16 - Employee’s pension contribution (CPPIQPP) 

Enter the amount you deducted from the employee for 
contributions to the Canada or Quebec Pension Plans. 
Make your entry under “Canada Plan” or “Quebec Plan,” 
depending on the province of employment. Enter “nil” in 
both areas if the employee did not contribute to either plan. 
Do not report your share of CPP contributions on the 
T4 Supplementary. 

If you overdeducted contributions from the employee, do 
not adjust the amounts you report on the 
T4 Supplementary. We Will credit the excess 
CPP contributions to employees when they file their income 
tax return. Complete Form PD24 to apply for a refund of 
your CPP overpayment. Send it in with your T4 return. 

Box 18 - Employee’s UI premium 

Enter the amount you deducted from the employee for 
premiums for Unemployment Insurance. Enter “nil” if you 
did not deduct any premiums. Do not report your share of 
UI premiums on the T4 Supplementary. 

If you overdeducted premiums from the employee, do not 
adjust the amounts you report on the T4 Supplementary. 
We Will credit the excess UI premiums to employees when 
they file their income tax return. Complete Form PD24 to 
apply for a refund of your overpayment. Send it with the 
T4 return. 

Box 20 - Registered pension plan contribution 

Enter the total amount the employee contributed to a 
registered pension plan. Enter “nil” if the employee did 
not contribute to the plan. 
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If the total amount you are reporting is a combination of 
contributions for current and past services, identify the 
amount that relates to pre-1990 past service in the footnotes 
area of the T4 slip. Indicate whether the past service 
contributions made by the employee were made “while a 
contributor” or “while not a contributor.” 

The phrase “while a contributor” applies to contributions 
made during 1992 for past service performed 
before 1990 if: 

l the contributions are for service during a year when the 
employee was a contributor to this plan; or 

l the contributions are for service during a year when the 
employee was a contributor to a different plan, but they 
are not being paid under a written agreement entered into 
before March 28, 1988. 

premiums. Leave this box blank if there are no insurable 
earnings, or if they are the same as box 14. 

There are maximum insurable earnings for various pay 
periods. Since these amounts change each year, see the 
PayrolI Deductions Tables. 

Special application 

You have to report retiring allowances or severance pay on 
a T4A Supplementary. You may also have to report part of 
these payments in box 24 of a T4 slip. 

These payments are insurable earnings for Unemployment 
Insurance purposes. You have to consider them when you 
determine the insurable earnings for the last pay period of 
insurable employment. Follow these rules: 

The phrase “while not a contributor” applies to 
con .. ’ . . . .^^^ ^ tributions made durmg IYY’ tOr paSt servlce pertormed 
befc are 1990, if: 

w TC n -~CC.-.. ..,,,:.,nn +L:, +.,..A ,f ..-..~,~~t and the last 

pay period is insurable to the maximu Im, ‘YOU do not need . 
to adjust anything. Report the payment on a 
T4A Supplementary (for instructions on how to complete 

l the contributions are for service during a year when the 1 the T4A,- see page32). 
employee was not a contributor to any plan; or 

l the contributions are for service during a year when the 
employee was not a contributor to this plan, and they 
were contributed under a written agreement entered into 
before March 28, 1988. 

Note 
- Do not use box 20 to show what you contributed to an 

employee’s registered retirement savings plan. Report 
employer contributions to RRSPs in boxes 14 and 40 
on the employee’s T4 Supplementary. 

- If you have a group registered retirement savings plan 
for your employees, you Will receive officiai receipts 
for income tax put-poses from the trustee that show 
each employee’s contribution amounts. 

- In past years, you did not have to include instalment 
interest with the amount you have to report in box 20. 
Effective January 1, 1989, you have to include this 
interest in box 20. Instalment interest includes interest 
levied as a finance charge for the buy-back of the 
pensionable service. 

- Do not use box 20 to report lump-sum payments 
directly transferred to the RPP under section 147.3 of 
the Income Tax Act from a registered pension plan to 
another registered plan. However, lump-sum transfers 
which fa11 under subsection 147.3(10) are exceptions. 
Report these transfers in box 20. 

l If a person receives this type of payment, and the last 
pay period is insurable, but only to an amount less than 
the maximum for that pay period, you have to use part 
of this payment to increase insurable earnings SO that this 
pay period is insured to the maximum. In this situation: 

1. include the part of the payment that is insurable 
earnings in box 24. Include any premium payable 
in box 18 of the T4 Supplementary form; 

2. report the gross payment on the 
T4A Supplementary; and 

3. do not report any part of the gross payment on the 
T4 Supplementary. 

Do not include benefits for a clergy members’ residence 
that were exempt from insurable earnings in this box. If, 
however, the clergy member received a cash allowance for 
the value of the use of the residence, the cash amount is 
part of insurable earnings. Include the cash amount in this 
box. 

Box 26 - CPP pensionable earnings 

In most cases you should leave this box blank. If you 
incorrectly complete this box, we Will ask you to file an 
amended T4 Supplementary. 

Box 22 - Income tax deducted 

Enter the amount of federal and provincial (except for 
Quebec) income tax you deducted from the employee 
during the year. Enter “nil” if you did not deduct any tax. 

Do not include any amount you withheld under the 
authority of a “requirement to pay” for a previous year’s 
tax arrears. 

Do not complete this box if Quebec Pension Plan 
contributions are payable. Use this box for Canada Pension 
Plan purposes only. 

Complete this box only if you included any of the 
following types of remuneration in box 14, “Employment 
income before deductions. ” For any other situations, leave 
this box blank. 

Box 24 - UI insurable earnings 

Enter the amount of the employee’s insurable earnings on 
which you have to calculate the Unemployment Insurance 

(a) remuneration paid to the employee: 

l before and during the month the employee turned 18; 

l after the month the employee turned 70; 



l during the months the employee received a disability 
pension under the Canada or Quebec Pension 
Plan; or 

l after a retirement pension becomes payable under 
either the Canada or Quebec Pension Plans; 

(b) remuneration paid to the employee while the employee 
was engaged in excepted employment (see page 10); 

(c) amounts for a clergy members’ residence from which 
you did not deduct CPP contributions. (If the clergy 
member gets a tax deduction for the residence, do not 
deduct CPP contributions); and 

(d) remuneration paid to a Status Indian located on a 
reserve before an election was made to caver the 
employee under the Canada Pension Plan. 

Subtract any of the above (a) to (d) amounts from the 
amount in box 14. Enter the difference in box 26. Do not 
change the amount in box 14. 

If (a) above applies, prorate the pensionable earnings for 
the period. See “When to prorate the basic exemption” on 
page 12 in Chapter 2. 

Box 28 - Exempt (CPP/QPP and UI) 

Do not complete the “CPP/QPP” part of this box if you 
entered an amount in box 16 or box 26. Enter an “X” 
under “CPPIQPP” only if the earnings were exempt for 
the entire period of employment. 

Do not complete the “UI” part of this box if you entered 
an amount in box 18 or box 24. Enter an ‘ ‘X” under ‘ ‘UI” 
only if the earnings were exempt for the entire period of 
employment. 

Boxes 30 to 40 - Taxable benefits 

The instructions for boxes 30 to 40 give a brief outline of 
what you should enter in each box. We explain these 
benefits in more detail in Chapter 9 because some of the 
calculations need long explanations. You may have to 
include a taxable GST component on some of these 
benefits. The amount of taxable benefits you report may be 
affected if the employee is: 
l at a special or remote work site; or 
l living in a “designated area” (previously called isolated 

posts) . 

If you feel that one of these situations applies, see 
“Housing, board, and lodging” just below, or “Housing 
and travel assistance benefits in a designated area” on 
page 42. 

Box 30 - Housing, board and lodging 

Enter an amount in box 30 if you provide free or 
subsidized housing, board, and lodging, or meals to an 
employee. This amount is also included in box 14. As an 
employer, you have to estimate and report the fair market 
value of these benefits. 
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Do not include board and lodging at a special work site or 
in a designated area. In the space marked “footnotes,” 
enter: “Special work site $ >> 

Note 
The amount you report in this box should include any 
taxable GST component on the benefït. 

Box 32 - Travel in a designated area 
Medical travel in a designated area - Enter the amount 
of medical travel assistance provided to employees living in 
a “designated area” in box 32. This amount is also 
included in box 14. In the space marked “footnotes,” 
enter : “Box 32, Medical travel $ 1, 

Other travel in a designated area - In box 32, enter the 
amount of other travel assistance provided to employees 
living in a “designated area. ” This amount is also included 
in box 14. 

If you need more information, see page 42, “Housing and 
travel assistance benefits in a designated area.” 

Note 
The amount you report in this box should include any 
taxable GST component on the benefît. 

Box 34 - Persona1 use of employer’s auto 

In box 34, enter the benefit from an employer-provided 
automobile. This amount is also included in box 14. You 
calculate this in two parts: 
l the part of the operating costs you pay that apply to the 

employee’s persona1 use; and 
l a standby charge, which is a benefit that relates directly 

to the availability and use of the automobile by the 
employee, officer, or shareholder. 

See “Automobile allowances” in Chapter 9 for an 
explanation of standby charges and operating costs. 

Note 
The amount you report in this box should include the 
taxable GST component on the benefït. 

Box 36 - Interest-free and low-interest loans 

Enter an amount in box 36 if a person receives this type of 
loan because of an office or employment (or intended 
employment). This amount is also included in box 14. See 
page 57 for more information. 

Note 
There is no taxable GST component on this benefit. 

Box 38 - Stock option benefits 

In box 38, enter the benefit received by an employee under 
an agreement by a corporation to issue its shares to the 
employee. This amount is also included in box 14. 

In the footnotes area, enter the amount that the employee is 
entitled to deduct under paragraph 1 lO( l)(d) or 
paragraph 1 lO(l)(d. 1) of the Income Tax Act. This amount 
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Will be different from the amount in box 38 because the 
deduction for the employee is one-quarter of the benefit 
that you include in box 38. The footnotes area should read: 

“Stock option 110(l)(d) 

“Stock option yfO(l)(d.l) 

$ 

$ 

I, 

7, 

See page 60 for more information about this benefit, and 
how to calculate it for T4 reporting purposes. 

Note 
There is no taxable GST component on this benefit. 

Box 40 - Other taxable allowances and benefits 
In box 40, enter the amount of any other taxable benelits 
paid to or conferred on an employee, that you did not 
include elsewhere on the T4 Supplementary. This amount is 
also included in box 14. See Chapter 9, “Benefits” for 
details on how to calculate specific taxable benefits. 

Note 
The amount you report in this box should include any 
taxable GST component on the related benefits. 

Box 42 - Employment commissions 

In box 42, enter the amount of the employee’s commissions 
if the employee sold property or negotiated contracts for 
you. See Interpretation Bulletin IT-522 for more details. 
This amount is also included in box 14. 

Box 44 - Union dues (completed at employer’s option) 

Do not use this box if the union issues receipts for union 
dues directly to employees. It is extremely important that 
you follow this restriction. 

Do not include strike pay paid to union members in this 
box. 

were made to more than one plan, only insert the number 
of the plan under which the employee has the largest 
pension adjustment (PA). Enter any additional plan 
registration numbers (not more than three) on the 
T4 Summary form. 

If you have to make contributions to union pension funds, 
you must include the union’s plan number. The union has 
to give this to you. 

Box 52 - Pension adjustment 

Enter the amount of the pension adjustment (PA) that the 
employee earned during the year. If you have to prepare 
more than one T4 slip for the employee because the 
employee worked for you in more than one work location, 
you should report the PA proportionately on each T4 slip. 
If you cannot apportion the PA on this basis, you cari 
report it on one slip. 

If the employee participated in the RPP or DPSP and one 
of the following applies, enter “NIL” in box 52: 

l the calculated PA is negative or zero; 

l the employee died in the year; or 

l the employee is fully paid up. This happens when the 
employee no longer accrues benefits in the plan, for 
example, when the employee has accrued the maximum 
number of years of service, and no longer contributes to 
the plan. 

There are special calculation rules that apply in some 
circumstances. These apply to employees who: 

l left your employment during the year; 

l are on or return from a leave of absence; 

l participate in a salary deferral arrangement; or 

l work for you part-time. 

For more information on how to calculate the PA, see the 
Employers’ Pension Adjustment Calculation Guide. If you 
need more help to calculate the pension adjustment, see 
your pension plan administrator, or cal1 our Registered 
Plans Division at these toll-free numbers: 

Only use this box if you and the union have agreed that the 
union Will not issue receipts directly to employees. In this 
case, the return must be accompanied by a “Certificate of 
Agreement” (see Interpretation Bulletin IT-103). 

Enter the amount you deducted from employees for union 
dues. Include amounts paid to a parity or advisory 
committee that qualify for a deduction. For more 
information, see Interpretation Bulletin IT- 103. 

l-800-267-3 100 (English) 
l-800-267-5565 (French) 

In Ottawa: (613) 954-5 102 (English) 
(613) 954-5104 (French) 

Box 46 - Charitable donations (completed at employer’s ) 
option) 

. 

donations to registered charities in Canada. Enter in the 
space marked “footnotes,” a11 registration numbers 
obtained from us for the employee’s charity trust. 

Box 50 - Pension plan or deferred profit-sharing plan 
registration number 

Enter the amount you deducted from employees for 
How to complete the T4A Supplementary 

If you paid any of the following types of payments to a 
person, you may have to complete a 
T4A Supplementary (T4A): 

l pension or superannuation (box 16); 

l lump-sum payments [box 18); 

l commissions to a self-employed agent (box 20); 

l annuities (box 24); 

l retiring allowances (box 26); 

Enter the sevendigit registration number we issued for the 
employees’ pension plan or deferred profit-sharing plan. 
Do this even if your plan requires only employer 
contributions. If contributions on behalf of the employee 



l other income (box 28); or 
l patronage allocations (box 30). 

You have to complete a T4A if: 
l this remuneration is more than $500; or 
l you deducted tax from this remuneration. 

The instructions below tel1 you how to complete each area 
of the T4A. In many cases, we ask you to enter a footnote 
code to describe payments or part payments. You cari find 
a complete list of these codes on page 35. 

Recipient’s name and address 

In capital letters, enter the surname of the person to whom 
you made the payment, followed by the first name and 
initials. Line up the names with the arrow. Directly below 
the name, enter the person’s full address and include the 
province and postal code. 

Employer’s or payer% name 

Enter your operating or trade name on each slip in the 
space provided (at the bottom right corner). 

Box 61 - Account number 

Enter the employer account number that you use to send us 
your employee deductions. This appears at the top left-hand 
corner of your statement of account, which we issue each 
month . 

Your employer account number is blanked out on the two 
copies of the T4A that you give to the employees. 

Box 14 - Pension or recipient’s number 

The use of this number is optional. 

Box 12 - Social insurance number 

Enter the social insurance number (SIN) of the person to 
whom you made the payment. This SIN must be the same 
as the number that appears on the person’s social insurance 
tard. If you need more information on SIN reporting, see 
“Social insurance number (SIN)” on page 7. 

Box 16 - Pension or superannuation 

Enter the taxable part of annuity payments you paid to an 
employee or former employee out of or under a 
superannuation or pension fund or plan. 

Spousal transfers - For the years 1989 to 1994, a 
married person cari transfer to a spousal RRSP up 
to $6,000 of periodic RPP or DPSP payments received in 
the year to a spousal RRSP. In this situation, in the 
“footnotes” area (box 38), enter “Box 16, Transfer of 
funds, paragraph 6Ocj.2) $ .” In the footnote code 
box, enter code II. 

You have to identify pension benefits paid from a pension 
fund or plan that is not registered. In the “foomotes” area 
(box 38), enter: “Box 16, Unregistered $ .” In 
the footnote code box, enter code 09. These benefits 
cannot be transferred to a registered plan. 
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Box 18 - Lump-sum payments 

Enter the following payments in box 18: 
l The taxable part of a single payment out of a pension 

fund or plan due to a: 
1. withdrawal from the plan, retirement from 

employment, or death of an employee or former 
employee; or 

2. termination of, amendment to, or modification of 
the plan. 

l The taxable part of a single payment out of a deferred 
profit-sharing plan due to a withdrawal from the plan, 
retirement from employment, or the death of an 
employee or former employee. 

If you include lump-sum payments out of pension plans 
and DPSPs accrued to December 3 1, 1971, in the space 
marked “footnotes” (box 38), enter: “Box 18, Accrued to 
December 3 1, 197 1” $ . ” In the footnote code 
box, enter code 10. 

Do not report direct transfers of RPP lump sum payments 
to RRSPs, RRIFs, or other RPPs as long as no part of the 
lump sum has to be included in income by the person for 
whom the lump sum was transferred. Similarly, do not 
report direct transfers of DPSP lump-sum payments 
to RPPs, RRSPs, or other DPSPs as long as the lump sum 
was transferred according to subsection 147(19) of the 
Income Tax Act. Form T2151, Record of Direct Transfer 
of a “Sing]e Amount” (Subsection 147(19) or 
Section 147.3) is used to document the direct transfer of 
the lump-sum payment on the employee’s behalf. The 
receiving carrier should not issue receipts. The transferring 
administrator has to keep the necessary documents to 
support the transfer. 

Use box 18 to report the total of amounts allocated or 
reallocated in the year under a DPSP or a revoked plan to 
a person described in paragraph 147(2)(k.2) of the 
Income Tax Act for either: 
l employer contributions made to the plan after 

December 1, 1982; or 
l amounts forfeited in the plan if these amounts are 

withdrawn from the plan during the year. 

If there has been an allocation under section 147(10.3) of 
the Income Tax Act in a previous year, and payment was 
made in the current year, you have to report the amount of 
the payment. In the space marked “footnotes” (box 38) 
enter: “DPSP - not eligible for transfer.” In the footnote 
code box, enter code 08. 

Box 20 - Self-employed commissions 

Enter the amount of commission paid to an independent 
agent. 

Box 22 - Income tax deducted 

Enter the amount of federal, provincial (except for 
Quebec), and territorial income tax you deducted. Do not 
include any amount withheld under the authority of a 
“requirement to pay” which applies to previously assessed 
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tax arrears of the employee. Enter “nil” if you did not 
deduct any tax. 

Box 24 - Annuities 

Enter the total annuity payments under an income-averaging 
annuity contract (IAAC) and the yearly taxable part of 
other annuity payments. 

If you include MAC payments in this box, in the area 
marked “footnotes“ (box 38), enter: “Box 24, 
IAAC $ .” In the foomote code box, enter 
code 10. 

Report annuity payments from other sources on the T4A as 
follows: 

l Report annuity payments from a superannuation or 
pension fund or plan (other than a life annuity) in 
box 28. 

l Report annuity payments from a DPSP or proceeds of 
disposition (or deemed disposition) of an IAAC in 
box 28. See Information Circulars 77-l and 79-8 for 
more details. 

Report on a T5 Supplementary: 
l annuity payments for accrued income that you include 

when you calculate a person’s income under the 
provisions of section 12.2 of the Income Tax Act; or 

l other annuity payments to which paragraph 56(l)(d.l) of 
the Income Tax Acf applies. 

Report annuity payments to a non-resident on an 
NR4B Supplementary. 

Box 26 - Retiring allowances 

Enter the total amount of retiring allowances (including 
severance pay). 

If the allowance includes an amount not eligible for transfer 
to an RRSP or RPP, in the space marked “footnotes” 
(box 38), enter: “Box 26, Noneligible $ .” In 
the footnote code box, enter code 12. For more 
information, see page 44. 

Box 28 - Other income 

Enter the following types of payments in box 28: 

1. Annuity payments from an annuity that was purchased 
with a refund of premiums from an RRSP (for more 
information on this type of annuity, see Information 
Circular 79-8). 

2. (a) Instalment or annuity payments under a deferred 
profit-sharing plan (DPSP). In the space marked 
“footnotes” (box 38), enter “Box 28, annuity or 
instalment payments $ .” In the footnotes 
code box, enter code 13. 

(b) Payments under a revoked deferred profit-sharing 
plan. 

In the space marked “footnotes” (box 38) enter: 
“Box 28, DPSP annuity or instalment payments 

$ ” or “Box 28, Payments from a 
revoked DPSP.” In the footnote code box, enter 
code 15. 

3. Benefits under a trust that provides health and welfare 
benefits to employees. See Interpretation 
Bulletin IT-85. 

4. Any other amounts paid to Canadian residents where 
income tax has been deducted. You should not report 
these amounts elsewhere on the T4A or on any other 
information return. 

5. The proceeds of disposition or deemed proceeds of 
disposition of an income-averaging annuity contract. 

6. Scholarships, fellowships, bursaries, prizes, and 
research grants. In “footnotes” (box 38), enter the 
following footnote codes and descriptions: Code 
04 = research grants; Code 05 = scholarships, 
bursaries, or fellowships. You Will find more 
information in Interpretation Bulletin IT-75. 

7. Do not report certain payments made under an insured 
wage-loss replacement plan, even if you made a 
contribution to the plan. TO fînd the types of payments 
you should report, see Interpretation Bulletins IT-54 
and IT-428. 

8. A training allowance paid under the 
National Training Act. The part paid for persona1 
living expenses while the employee is living away from 
home for training is not a taxable allowance. 

9. Payments under the Labour Adjustment Benefits Act or 
a benefit payable under an Appropriation Act to 
compensate for loss of office or employment, such as 
in the textile and leather-tanning industries. 

10. The gross amount of any payment on or after the death 
of an employee in recognition of the employee’s 
service in an office or employment. In “footnotes” 
(box 38), enter: “Box 28, Death benefit.” In the 
footnote code box, enter code 06. 

11, Payments out of an employee benefit plan, except for: 

l the part that is a death benefit, or would be a death 
benefit except for the deduction provided in the 
definition of “death benefit” (see 10 above); 

l a return of amounts the employee contributed to the 
plan, or contributions returned to the heir or legal 
representative of a deceased employee; or 

l a superannuation or pension benefit for services 
rendered by a person in a period throughout which 
the person was not resident in Canada. 

If such a superannuation or pension benefit from an 
employee benefit plan is paid in a lump sum, report 
it in box 18. The payment cari be transferred to 
an RPP or an RRSP under paragraph 60(j) if the 
services for which the payment arose were 
performed by the recipient or the recipient’s spouse. 
If such a payment is transferred to an RPP or 
an RRSP, enter in the footnote area “Box 18 - 



Benefit for non-resident services transferred under 
paragraph 60(i).” In the footnote code box, enter 
code 02. 
Report periodic superannuation or pension benefits 
paid from an employee benefit plan in box 16. These 
payments cannot be transferred to an RPP or 
an RRSP. 

12. Amounts allocated for the taxation year to a person by 
a trustee under an “employee trust.” If the inconie is 
allocated but net paid immediately, include it in the 
income of the employee now. Do not report this at the 
time of payment. For more information, see 
Interpretation Bulletin IT-502 and its Special Release. 

13. Benefits from board, lodging, or transportation 
supplied by a third party (prime contracter or another 
subcontractor) to employees of subcontractors (e.g., all 
workers on a specific site who share common 
quarters). The person who provides the benefits (third 
party payer) has to report them on a T4A, unless the 
benefits are non-taxable allowances for working at a 
special work site or remote work location (see 
page 49). See Interpretation Bulletin IT-9lR3 and its 
Special Release for more information. 

If an employee normally lives in a designated area and 
works at a special work site in a designated area report 
any non-business travel assistance (includes medical 
travel assistance) in box 28. Separate the medical travel 
from the non-business travel, and in the footnotes area 
of the T4A enter: “Box 28, medical travel 
$ .” In the footnote code box, enter code 16. 

If an employee does not normally live in a designated 
area but works at a work site in a designated area, and 
meets the residency requirements (see page 50) for the 
northern residents’ deductions on their income tax 
return, do not include the board and lodging benefits 
the employee receives while working at the special 
work site. Include tbese amounts in the foomotes area 
of the T4A. In the footnote code box, enter code 13. 

Note 
Include the amount of any taxable GST component on the 
related benefits . 

14. Payments out of a former employer’s own funds of a11 
or part of the premiums or contributions on behalf of a 
pensioner to a provincial hospital or provincial medical 
tare insurance plan (see Interpretation Bulletin IT-247). 
See “Premiums under provincial hospitalization and 
medical tare insurance plans and certain Government 
of Canada plans” on page 60 in Chapter 9 for more 
details. 

Note 
For reporting requirements that concern payments from a 
retirement compensation arrangement (RCA), sec the 
Retirement Compensation Arrangement Guide, or contact 
your district office. ----_ 

15. Payments under a supplementary unemployment 
benefit (SUB) plan. 
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Box 30 - Patronage allocations 

Report allocations for customer patronage that total $100 or 
more. This includes payments made in cash or kind, by 
certificate of indebtedness, issue of shares, set-off, 
assignment, or in any other manner. 

Box 32 - Pension plan contributions (past service) 

Enter the amount of contributions made by a former 
employee to buy back past service. The plan administrator 
usually completes the T4A when an employee-employer 
relationship no longer exists. Include any instalment interest 
paid for past service contributions. Instalment interest is the 
portion of contributions that represents the amount charged 
to finance the buy-back of past service over a period of 
time. In the footnotes area, enter the amount that applies 
to pre-1990 past service. 

Box 34 - Pension adjustment 

Enter the amount of the pension adjustment (PA) the 
employee has under the RPP during a period of leave or 
reduced services in the year, for which you report the PA 
as the pension plan administrator for a multi-employer 
plan (MEP). See the Employers’ Pension Adjustment 
Calculation Guide for more information. 

Box 36 - Pension plan registration number 

Enter the registration number we issued for the registered 
plan or DPSP in which the employee participates, and 
which gave rise to the PA you are reporting. You have to 
report the pension plan number, even if your plan requires 
only employer contributions. 

Box 38 - Footnotes and footnote codes 

Use this area on the T4A Supplementary to record any 
footnotes that should be noted when you are reporting 
certain kinds of income or identifying transfers of funds 
under certain sections of the Act. 

When you enter a written footnote, you have to enter the 
corresponding footnote code in the code box. If there is no 
written footnote, leave the code box blank, or enter 00. 
Below, we list tbe codes and the T4A Supplementary 
income boxes to which they apply. 

Code Explanation and Use 
00 No footnote code required 
02 Transfer of funds, paragraph 60(i) - Use this code 

to describe a transfer amount in boxes 18, 26, 
or 28. 

03 DPSP - Transfer of f’unds, paragraph 60(k); 
1989 and prior only - Use this code to describe a 
transfer amount in boxes 18 or 28. 

04 Research grant - Box 28 only . 
05 Scholarship, bursary, or fellowship - Box 28 only. 
06 Death benefit - Box 28 only. 
07 Income from wage loss replacement plan - not 

fully funded by employee premiums - Box 28 
only . 

08 DPSP .-- not eligible for transfer .- Use this code 
to describe an amount in boxes 18 or 28. 

09 Unregistered Plan - Use this code to describe an 
amount in box 16, 18, or 28. 
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10 

11 

12 
13 

14 

Dollar amounts reported in footnotes for lump sum 
payments accrued before December 31, 1971, 
and IAAC annuities - Use this code to describe 
amounts in boxes 18 or 24. 
RPP transferred to spousal RRSP - Use this code 
to describe amounts in boxes 16 or 28. 
Non-eligible retiring allowances - Box 26 only . 
Other footnotes or multiple footnotes - Use this 
code if you entered a written footnote that does not 
correspond to codes 02 to 12, 14 to 18, or if more 
than one code applies. 
Income subject to Indian Remission Order - Use 
this code to describe amounts in boxes 16, 18, 26, 
or 28. 

15 

16 
17 

Instalment or annuity payments under a deferred 
profit-sharing plan (DPSP) - Box 28 only. 
Medical travel (designated area) - Box 28 only. 
Loan benefit (under subsection 80.4(2)) - Box 28 
only 

18 Medical premium benefït - Box 28 only. 

How to complete the T4A-NR Box 22 - Income tax deducted 

Supplementary Enter the amount of income tax you deducted. 

Complete T4A-NR Supplementaries for every non-resident 
person (including corporations) to record the payments you 
made for services the person performed in Canada. This 
includes fees, commissions, or other amounts we describe 
in box 18 below. This does not include amounts paid for 
services performed in the ordinary course of an office or 
employment. Report these amounts on the 
T4 Supplementary , 

Box 24 - Province or territory where services rendered 

Enter the name of the province or territory where the 
services were performed. We include abbreviations for 
provinces and territories on page 29. 

Box 26 - Number of days recipient was in Canada 
during calendar year 

Recipient’s name and address 

Enter in capital letters the name of the person or the 
corporation to whom you made the payment. Directly 
below the name, enter the recipient’s full address and 
include the postal or other code and country. 

Enter the total number of days the non-resident was in 
Canada. Include weekends, holidays, etc. 

General guidelines for completing the 
Summaries (T4, T4A, and T4A-NR) 

Employer’s or payer’s name 

Enter your name on each slip in the space provided 
(bottom right-hand corner of the supplementary). 

Summaries report the totals of the amounts that you 
reported on the related supplementaries. 

Before you begin: 

Box 28 - Account number 

Enter the employer account number that you use to send us 
your employee deductions. This number appears at the top 
left-hand corner of your statement of account, which we 
issue each month. 

l You have to use a separate summary for each type of 
supplementary. For example, use a T4 Summary with 
T4 Supplementaries, a T4A Summary with 
T4A Supplementaries, and a T4A-NR Summary with 
T4A-NR Supplementaries. 

Box 12 and box 14 - Foreign social security number 
and Canadian social insurance number 

Enter the numbers given to the non-resident by the country 
of residence (box 12) and by Canada (box 14). 

l If you did not receive a personalized T4 or 
T4A Summary, get a blank one from your local district 
office. Enter your employer number, operating name, 
and address. 

Box 18 - Professional name (if it applies) 

This box relates to persons in the entertainment and athletic 
professions. Use this box if the professional name is 
different from the real name of the payee. 

l If you need a T4A-NR Summary, you cari get one from 
your local district office. Enter your employer account 
number, operating name, and address as shown on 
your PD7A remittance form. 

l Report amounts in Canadian dollars and cents on a11 
summaries. 

For “Year,” enter the calendar year that you made the 
payment . 

l If you file a summary for a taxation year other than the 
one printed on the form, cross out the year in the upper- 
left corner. Enter the correct year directly below it. 

Box 18 - Gross income 

Enter the gross amount of fees, commissions, or other 
amounts you paid to a non-resident person or an amount 
you paid on behalf of other associates for services rendered 
in Canada. Do not include travel expenses that are in 
box 20. See Information Circular 75-6 for more 
information. 

Box 20 - Travel expenses 

Enter a11 travel expenses you paid directly to third parties 
for the non-resident, and travel expenses you reimbursed to 
the non-resident. Keep vouchers to support these travel 
expenses. Travel expenses are restricted to reasonable 
expenses incurred for transportation, accommodation, and 
meals . 

Note 
Do not include these amounts in box 18, “Gross income.” 
Include a11 other expenses paid for or reimbursed to the 
non-resident payee in box 18. 



l Complete a separate summary for each one of your 
employer account numbers. Attach each summary to the 
front of the related T4, T4A, and 
T4A-NR Supplementaries. 

l The totals you report on your summaries must agree with 
the totals you report on your supplementaries. Errors or 
omissions cari cause unnecessary processing delays. 

l A separate summary working copy (copy 3) is available 
to help you complete the summary in draft form. When 
you have completed the working copy, transfer the data 
to copy 1 of the summary. Keep the working copy for 
your records. Send copies 1 and 2 of the summary and 
copy 1 of the supplementaries to your taxation centre. 
We list these on the back of the working copy of the 
summary . 

How to complete the T4 Summary 

Total number of T4 slips filed (line 88) 

On line 88, enter the total number of a11 
T4 Supplementaries (T4s) that you are including with this 
T4 Summary . 

T4 slips with US. addresses 

In the space to the right of line 88, enter the number 
of T4s for employees with an address in the United States 
that you are filing with this return. File these slips at the 
end of the retum, after the T4s for employees with a 
Canadian address. 

Employment income before deductions (line 14) 
Add together the amounts in box 14 on a11 T4s. Enter the 
total on line 14. 

Registered pension plan contributions (line 20) 

Add together the amounts in box 20 on a11 T4s. Enter the 
total on line 20. 

Pension adjustment (line 52) 

Add together the amounts in box 52 on a11 T4s. Enter the 
total on line 52. 

UI insurable earnings (line 24) 

Add together the amounts in box 24 on a11 T4s. Enter the 
total on line 24. 

Employees’ Canada Pension Plan contributions (line 16) 

Add together the amounts in box 16, “Canada Pension 
Plan, ” on a11 T4s. Enter the total on line 16. Do not 
include Quebec Pension Plan contributions in the above 
total. 

Employer’s Canada Pension Plan contributions (line 17) 

Enter the total amount of your share of Canada Pension 
Plan contributions (as shown in your records) on line 17. 

Employees’ Unemployment Insurance premiums (line 18) 

Add together the amounts in box 18 on a11 T4s. Enter the 
total on line 18. 
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Employer’s Unemployment Insurance premiums (line 19) 

Enter the total amount of your share of Unemployment 
Insurance premiums (Le., total employee premiums x the 
employer’s premium rate) on line 19. 

Income tax deducted (line 22) 

Add together the amounts in box 22 on ail T4s. Enter the 
total on line 22. 

Total deductions reported (line 80) 

Add the amounts reported on lines 16, 17, 18, 19, and 22 
of the summary. Enter the total on line 80. 

Remittances for the year (line 82) 

Enter the total amount that you sent in under your 
employer account number for the year on line 82. 

Difference 

Subtract line 82 from line 80. Enter the difference in the 
space provided. If there is no difference between total 
deductions reported and the amounts you sent in for the 
year, enter “nil” on line 86, “Balance due.” We do not 
refund you or charge you a difference of less than $2. 

Overpayment (line 84) 

If the amount on line 82 is more than the amount on 
line 80, enter the difference on line 84, “Overpayment.” If 
you want us to transfer or refund the overpayment, include 
a note that explains the reason for the overpayment, and 
the action you would like us to take. 

Balance due (line 86) 

If the amount on line 80 is more than the amount on 
line 82, enter the difference on line 86, “Balance due.” 

Amount enclosed 
If you did not send in the total amount due, attach a 
cheque or money order to the T4 Summary . Make it 
payable to the Receiver General for the balance owing. 
Any balance owing may be subject to a penalty and interest 
at the prescribed rate for late remitting. 

Revenue Canada, Taxation issued registration number(s) 
for RPP and DPSP 

Complete lines 71, 72, and 73 as applicable. Enter the 
seven-digit registration number(s) we gave you. 

Canadian-controlled private corporation or 
unincorporated employers 

On lines 74 and 75, enter the social insurance number of 
the proprietor(s) or principal owners. 

How to complete the T4A Summary 

Report only the total of the amounts that you reported on 
the T4A Supplementaries. 

Total number of T4A slips filed (line 88) 

Enter the total number of a11 T4A Supplementaries (T~AS) 
that you are including with this T4A Summary. 
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T4A slips with U.S. addresses 

In the space to the right of line 88, enter the number of 
T4A slips for people with an address in the United States. 
File these slips at the end of the return, after the T~AS for 
people with a Canadian address. 

Registered Pension or superannuation (line 16) 

Add together the amounts in box 16 on a11 T~AS. Enter the 
total on line 16. 

this account, enter the difference on line 84, 
“Overpayment. ” If you want us to transfer or refund the 
overpayment, include a note that explains the reason for the 
overpayment, and the action you would like us to take. 

Balance due (line 66) 

If the amount on line 22 is more than the amount on 
line 82, enter the difference on line 86, “Balance due.” 

Lump-sum payments (line 16) 
Add together the amounts in box 18 on a11 T~AS. Enter the 
total on line 18. 

Self-employed commissions (line 20) 

Add together the amounts in box 20 on a11 T~AS. Enter the 
total on line 20. 

Amount enclosed 

If you did not send in the total amount, attach a cheque or 
money order to the T4A Summary. Make it payable to the 
Receiver General for the balance owing. Any balance 
owing may be subject to a penalty and interest at the 
prescribed rate for late remitting. 

Revenue Canada, Taxation issued registration number(s) 
for RPP and DPSP 

Annuities (line 24) 
Add together the amounts in box 24 on a11 T~AS. Enter the 
total on line 24. 

Retiring allowance (line 26) 

Add together the amounts in box 26 on a11 T~AS. Enter the 
total on line 26. 

Other income (line 28) 

Add together the amounts in box 28 on a11 T~AS. Enter the 
total on line 28. 

Patronage allocations (line 30) 

Add together the amounts in box 30 on a11 T~AS. Enter the 
total on line 30. 

Pension plan contributions (past service) (line 32) 

Add together the amounts in box 32 on a11 T~AS. Enter the 
total on line 32. 

Pension adjustment (line 34) 
Add together the amounts in box 34 on a11 T~AS. Enter the 
total on line 34. 

Total tax deductions (line 22) 

Add together the amounts in box 22 on a11 the T~AS. Enter 
the total on line 22. 

Complete lines 71, 72, and 73 as applicable. Enter the 
seven-digit registration number(s) we gave you. 

Canadian-controlled private corporations or 
unincorporated employers 

On lines 74 and 7.5, enter the SIN of the proprietor(s) or 
principal owner(s). 

How to complete the T4A-NR Summary 

Report the total of the amounts that you reported on the 
T4A-NR Supplementaries. 

Total number of T4A-NR slips fifed (line 88) 

Enter the total number of a11 T4A-NR Supplementaries 
(T4A-NR slips) that you are including with this 
T4A-NR Summary. 

Gross income (line 18) 
Add together the amounts in box 18 on a11 T4A-NR slips. 
Enter the total on line 18. 

Travel expenses (line 20) 
Add together the amounts in box 20 on a11 T4A-NR slips. 
Enter the total on line 20. 

Remittances (line 82) 

Enter the total amount you sent in under this account 
number for the year on line 82. 

Total tax deductions reported (line 22) 

Add together the amounts in box 22 on a11 T4A-NR slips. 
Enter the total on line 22. 

Difference 

Subtract line 22 from line 82. Enter the difference in the 
space provided. If there is no difference between the total 
tax deductions you reported and what you sent in for the 
year, enter “nil” on line 86, “Balance due.” We do not 
refund or charge a difference of less than $2. 

Overpayment (line 84) 

If the amount on line 82 is more than the amount on 
line 22, and no other type of return is due to be filed for 

Remittances (line 82) 

Enter the total amount you sent in under this account 
number for the year on line 82. 

Difference 

Subtract line 20 from line 82. Enter the difference in the 
space provided. If there is no difference between total tax 
deductions you reported and what you sent in for the year, 
enter “nil” on line 86, “Balance due.” We do not refund 
or charge a difference of less than $2. 



Overpayment (line 84) 

If the amount on line 82 is more than the amount on 
line 22, and no other type of return is due to be filed on 
this accouru, enter the difference on line 84, 
‘ ‘ Overpayment . ’ ’ If you want us to transfer or refund the 
overpayment, include a note that explains the reason for the 
overpayment, and the action you would like us to take. 

Balance due (line 86) 
If the amount on line 22 is more than the amount on 
line 82, enter the difference on line 86, “Balance due.” 

Amount enclosed 

If you did not send in the total amount due, attach a 
cheque or money order to the T4A-NR Summary. Make it 
payable to the Receiver General for the balance owing. 
Any balance owing may be subject to a penalty and interest 
at the prescribed rate for late remitting. 

Canadian-controlled private corporations or 
unincorporated employers 

On lines 74 and 75, enter the SIN of the proprietor(s) or 
principal owner(s). 

General guidelines for completing 
T4F returns (self-employed fishermen) 

If you are a “designated employer” of a self-employed 
fisherman, or a buyer with whom a fisherman has filed 
a TD3F, you have to file an annual T4F return. This return 
reports the gross earnings, the insurable earnings, 
UI premiums, and any income tax you deducted. Do not 
use this form to report CPP contributions for self-employed 
fishermen. TO find out if you are a designated employer 
and to calculate a self-employed fisherman’s earnings, see 
the pamphlet called Fishermen and Unemployment 
Znsurance. 

How to complete the T4F Supplementary 

Before you begin: 
l Make sure you have the correct social insurance number 

for the fisherman. 
l Complete the T4F Supplementaries clearly and in 

alphabetical order. 
l Report a11 amounts in Canadian dollars and cents. 
l Do not change the headings of any of the boxes. Show 

additional information in the shaded area to the right of 
box 22. Do not report CPP contributions on the T4F. 
Fishermen report their CPP contributions on self- 
employed earnings on their income tax return. 

l Do not show negative dollar amounts on the 
T4F Supplementaries. If you have adjustments to make 
for a previous year, prepare an amended 
T4F Supplementary for that year. 

Name and address of fisherman 

Enter the fisherman’s surname tirs& in capital letters, then 
the initials. Directly below the name, enter the fisherman’s 
full address, and include the province or territory and the 
postal code. 
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Name of “designated employer” 

Enter the name of the designated employer. 

Box 12 - Social insurance number 

Enter the social insurance number of the fisherman. For 
more information on SIN reporting, see ” Social insurance 
number (SIN)” on page 7. 

For ‘ ‘Year’ ’ , enter the year the income is earned. 

Box 14 - Gross earnings 

Enter the gross earnings of the fisherman who is not the 
owner or lessee of the boat or gear. Use the information 
under the heading “Determining earnings” in the 
Fishermen and Unemployment Znsurance pamphlet to 
calculate this. 

If the fisherman is the owner or lessee of the boat or gear, 
the amount of gross earnings is the value of a11 the catches 
delivered. 

When a partnership is involved, the gross earnings of each 
partner (fisherman) is the value of a11 the catches delivered. 

Box 16 - UI insurable earnings 
Enter the amount of the fisherman’s insurable earnings. For 
instructions on how to calculate insurable earnings, see the 
Fishermen and Unemployment Znsurance pamphlet. 
Enter “nil” if there are no insurable earnings. 

Box 18 - UI premium 

Enter the amount of UI premiums you deducted from the 
fisherman’s earnings. Enter “nil” if you did not deduct 
any premiums . 

Box 20 - UI exempt 

Do not complete this box if you have completed box 18 or 
box 16. Enter an “X” in this box if an exemption applies 
for the total period of employment or deemed employment. 
TO tind out if an exemption applies, see the Fishermen and 
Unempioyment Znsurance pamphlet. 

Box 22 - Income tax deducted 

Report the federal income tax you deducted. Do not 
include instalment payments you sent in for a fisherman, or 
any amount withheld under the authority of a “garnishee 
order” or a “requirement to pay” for taxes of a previous 
year. 

Box 24 - Fisherman number 

Use of the fïsherman’s number is optional if you prepare 
the T4F slips in alphabetical order. If you do not do this, 
enter a11 relevant information such as department, unit, 
payroll, and fisherman number . 

How to complete the T4F Summary 

In the boxes at the top of the T4F Summary, enter your 
employer account number, name, and address as shown on 
the PD7A remittance form. Also enter the name of the 
taxation centre of the designated employer. 
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Total number of T4F slips filed (line 88) 

On line 88, enter the total number of a11 
T4F Supplementaries (T4F slips) that you are including 
with this T4F Summary. 

Gross earnings (Iine 14) 
Add together the amounts in box 14 on a11 T4F slips. Enter 
the total on line 14. 

Unemployment Insurance insurable earnings (line 16) 

Add together the amounts in box 16 on a11 T4F slips. Enter 
the total on litre 16. 

Unemployment Insurance premiums - Fishermen’s 
(line 18) 

Add together the amounts in box 18 on a11 T4F slips. Enter 
the total on line 18, 

Unemployment Insurance premiums - Designated 
employer (line 26) 

Enter the total amount of your share of UI premiums (as 
shown in the designated employer’s records). 

Income tax deducted (line 22) 

Add together the amounts in box 22 on a11 T4F slips. Enter 
the total on Line 22. 

Total deductions reported (line 80) 

Add the amour& reported on lines 18, 26, and 22 from the 
summary. Enter the total on line 80. 

Remittances (line 82) 

Enter the total amount that you sent in under your 
employer account number for the year on line 82. 

Difference 

Subtract line 82 from line 80. Enter the difference in the 
space provided. If there is no difference between total 
deductions you reported and the amounts you sent in for 
the year, enter “nil” on line 86, “Balance due.” We do 
not refund or charge a difference of less than $2. 

Overpayment (line 84) 

If the amount on line 82 is more than the amount on 
line 80, enter the difference on line 84, ‘ ‘Overpayment. ” If 
you want us to transfer or refund the overpayment, include 
a note that explains the reason for the overpayment, and 
the action you would like us to take. 

Balance due (line 86) 

If the amount on line 80 is more than the amount on 
line 82, enter the difference on line 86, “Balance due.” 

Amount enclosed 

If you did not send in the total amount due, attach a 
cheque or money order to the T4F Summary. Make it 
payable to the Receiver General for the balance owing. 
Any balance owing may be subject to a penalty and interest 
at the prescribed rate for late remitting. 

Chapter 7 - Special Payments 

Bonuses and retroactive pay increases 
You have to deduct CPP contributions, UI premiums, and 
income tax deductions from bonuses and retroactive pay 
increases paid to employees. 

CPP contributions 

If you have deducted the total yearly maximum contribution 
from the employee’s income, do not deduct contributions. 
Do not take into account any contributions that a previous 
employer deducted in the same year. 

Example 
Jorem receives a retroactive pay increase of $450 on 
June 30. His wage record for the year indicates that 
CPP contributions of $300 have been deducted to date. 

Maximum contribution for the year . . . . . $696.00 

Contributions to date for the year . . . . . . . $300.00 

Balance that you cari deduct for Jorem for the 
rest of the year . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . $396.00 

Multiply the retroactive pay increase of 
$450 x theCPPrateof2.4% = . . . . . . . . . . . $ 10.80 

Deduct CPP contributions of $10.80 from 
Jorem’s retroactive pay increase. This is the 
lesser of $396.00 and $10.80. 

UI premiums 
Allocate bonuses and retroactive pay increases to the pay 
period in which you actually pay them. See “How to 
allocate insurable earnings” on page 14. 

Income tax 
TO know how much tax to deduct from bonuses or 
retroactive pay increases, take the total remuneration for 
the year (this includes the bonus or increase) and subtract: 
l registered pension plan contributions; 
l union dues; 
l deduction for living in a designated area; and 
l deductions that your district office authorized 

(e.g., alimony payments, RRSP). 

If the result is $5,000 or less, deduct 15% tax from the 
bonus or retroactive pay increase (10% in Quebec). 

If the result is more than $5,000, the amount you deduct 
depends on whether the bonus is paid once a year or more 
than once in the year. The examples below show you how 
to do this. 

Example 1 
Once-a-year bonus payment - Marsha earns a salary 
of $400 per week. In September, you gave her a bonus 
of $300. The “net claim code” on her TDl form is 1. 

Step 1 - Divide the bonus by the number of pay 
periods in the year ($300 + 52 = $5.77). 



Step 2 - Add the $5.77 to the current rate of pay 
of $400. Assume that the rate of pay for the year 
is $405.77 per week. 
Step 3 - Go to the “Weekly tax deductions” table 
using net claim code 1 to find the increased weekly tax 
you should deduct because of the additional $5.77 per 
week: 
- tax you deduct on $405.77 per week; 
- minus tax you deduct on $400 per week; 
- equals tax you deduct on the additional $5.77 per 

week. 
Step 4 - Multiply the additional tax you deduct per 
week by 52. This gives you the amount of tax to 
deduct from the bonus of $300. 

Example 2 
More than one bonus payment a year - Marcos 
earns a salary of $400 per week. You paid him a 
monthly bonus of $300 in January, and $780 in 
February. The “net claim code” on his TDI form 
is 1. 
Step 1 - Divide the last bonus you paid by the 
number of pay periods in the year ($780 + 52 = $15). 
Step 2 - Add the $15 to the current $400 rate of pay. 
Divide a11 previous bonuses you paid in the year 
by 52 weeks ($300 + 52 = $5.77). Add a11 three 
amounts to get an assumed weekly pay for the year 
of $420.77 ($400 + $15 + $5.77). 
Step 3 - Go to the “Weekly tax deductions” table to 
get the increased weekly tax you should deduct on the 
additional $15 a week: 
- tax you deduct on $420.77 per week; 
- minus tax you deduct on $405.77 per week; 
- equals tax you deduct on the additional $15. 
Step 4 - Multiply the additional tax you deduct per 
week by 52 to get the amount to deduct on the bonus 
of $780. 

TO calculate tax on additional bonuses, repeat Steps 1 
to 4. 

Example 3 
Retroactive pay increase - Alayna’s pay increased 
from $440 to $460 per week, retroactive to 12 weeks. 
This gives an immediate payment of $240 (12 X $20). 
The “net claim code” on her TDl form is 6. 
Step 1 - Go to the “Weekly tax deductions” table to 
find the increase in the weekly tax you should deduct 
because of the increased rate of pay: 
- tax you deduct on $460 per week; 
- minus tax you deduct on $440 per week; 
- equals tax you deduct on the additional $20 a 

week. 
Step 2 - Multiply the increase in the weekly tax you 
deduct by the number of weeks that the pay increase is 
retroactive . 
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Overtime pay 

CPP contributions and LJI premiums 

You have to deduct CPP contributions and UI premiums 
from overtime pay in the same way as you do for bonuses 
and retroactive pay increases. 

Income tax 

Add the overtime pay to the regular pay in the period you 
are paying the overtime pay. Deduct income tax from the 
total in the usual manner. 

Vacation pay 

When you pay vacation pay and your employee takes 
holidays, you have to deduct CPP contributions, 
UI premiums, and income tax in the way shown below: 

CPP contributions 
You have to deduct CPP contributions from vacation pay in 
the usual manner. See page 9 for more information. 

UI premiums 

Allocate vacation pay or statutory holidays to the pay 
period in which it is paid. We explain this on page 14. 

Income tax 

The tax table you use depends on the rate you use to 
calculate vacation pay. If you use a rate of: 

2% - use the weekly table; 
4% - use the bi-weekly table; 

6% or 8% - divide the vacation pay by three (6%) or 
four (8%) and use the weekly table. Multiply 
the result by three (6%) or four (8%). For 
other percentages, apply the same principle. 

When you pay vacation pay and your employee does not 
take holidays, follow the method shown below when you 
deduct CPP contributions, UI premiums, and income tax: 

CPP contributions 

Use the method we explain on page 40 under “Bonuses 
and retroactive pay increases.” 

UI premiums 

Allocate the vacation pay to the pay period for which it is 
paid. We explain this on page 14. 

Income tax 

Use the method we explain on page 40 under “Bonuses 
and retroactive pay increases. ” 

Note 
Include contributions you make to a trust for vacation 
credits earned by the employee in the employee’s income 
for the same year that you make the contributions. Deduct 
income tax from this amount as if you had paid the amount 
directly to the employee. See Interpretation Bulletin IT-389 
for more information. 
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Death benefits For more information, see Interpretation Bulletin IT-377. 

Income tax 

If you pay a lump-sum death benefït to a surviving spouse 
or heir, part of this payment may qualify for a deduction 
from the person’s income when an income tax return is 
fïled. See Interpretation Bulletin IT-508. Do not deduct 
income tax from this part of the payment. 

Use the lump-sum rates shown on page 43 to deduct 
income tax from the rest of the death benefït. Report the 
gross amount of the payment on the T4A Supplementary 

Note that you do not deduct CPP contributions or 
UI premiums from death benefïts. 

Director’s fees 

CPP contributions 

Prorate the basic CPP exemption over the number of times 
you pay the fees during the year. 

Example 
Fouad is the director of your corporation. He does not 
receive remuneration as an employee. You pay him a 
director’s fee of $1,050 every three months. Calculate 
the contribution like this: 

Prorate the basic exemption to get the quarterly 
amount: $3,200 + 4 = $800. 

Amount from which you deduct contributions 
is $250 ($1,050 minus $800). 

- The amount of CPP contribution you send in for 
this payment is: 
Director’s contribution ($250 x 2.4%) . $ 6.00 
Employer’s contribution . . . . . . . . . $ 6.00 
Total -...................t.<......... $12.00 

UI premiums 

When you pay a director’s fee to a corporation director, do 
not deduct UI premiums from the director’s fee. 

Income tax 

If you pay a salary and a director’s fee, add the director’s 
fee to the salary for that pay period to calculate the tax to 
deduct . 

If you only pay a director’s fee, and you estimate that the 
total of these fees Will not be over the net claim amount on 
the TDI form (or the basic persona1 amount if no TDl is 
filed), do not deduct income tax. 

If you estimate that a director’s fee Will be over the net 
claim amount on the TDl , deduct income tax. Use the 
“Monthly Tax Deductions” table. Divide the fee by the 
number of months that have passed since the last payment, 
or the first day of the year, whichever is later. Find the 
monthly deduction and multiply it by the number of months 
that have passed since the last payment, or the first day of 
the year, whichever is later. This gives you the income tax 
to deduct from the fee. 

Housing and travel assistance benefits in 
a designated area 

Reporting 

If you have employees who live in designated areas and 
you pay them housing and travel assistance benefits, you 
have to include these amounts on their T4 slips as a taxable 
benefît. There are four benefïts that are usually paid or 
given to employees in these areas. 

1. Medical travel assistance: This benefit is for travel to 
get medical services that are not available in the area 
of residence for the employee or members of the 
employee’s household. Include this amount in boxes 32 
and 14. Show the total amount of “medical travel” 
assistance benefits as a footnote separate from 
“other travel” assistance benefits that you include in 
boxes 32 and 14. 

Note 
You have to separate “medical travel” assistance from 
other travel. If you do not do this, an employee Will not be 
able to get the deduction for medical travel on the income 
tax return, because we would view a11 travel assistance as 
“vacation travel.” We would limit the employee’s 
deduction to two trips per year for the employee and 
members of the household. 

2. Other travel assistance: This benefit is for travel for 
any purpose other than business or medical reasons. It 
includes vacation, bereavement, and compassionate 
travel. Include this amount in boxes 32 and 14. 

3. The valuation of the housing benefit: You have to 
value and report a11 housing benefits you provide to 
your employees. This benefït includes any utilities you 
subsidize or provide. Include this amount in boxes 30 
and 14. 

4. Board and lodging at special work sites that are also a 
designated area: Do not include on the T4 the board 
and lodging benefïts the employee receives while 
working at the special work site. Show this amount as 
a footnote only. 

Note 
Be sure to include any taxable GST component on the 
related benefits. 

If a third party (a prime contracter or another 
subcontractor) supplies benefïts for board, lodging, or 
transportation to employees of subcontractors, there are 
special T4A reporting instructions. See page 35 for details. 

For more information, get the Employers’ Guide to 
Housing and Travel Assistance Benefïts in Prescribed 
Areas. 

Lump-sum payments 
You cari find instructions on how to report lump-sum 
payments on page 33, in the instructions for box 18 under 
“How to complete the T4A Supplementary.” 



Income tax 

You have to deduct income tax from a lump-sum payment 
you pay to an employee: 

l on retirement; 

l as compensation for loss of office; 

. in recognition of long service and not out of or under a 
superannuation fund or plan; or 

l as a retiring allowance. 

You also have to deduct income tax from lump-sum 
payments that: 

l are the proceeds of the surrender, cancellation, or 
redemption of an income-averaging annuity contract; 

l are from an RRSP, or a plan referred to in 
subsection 146(12) of the Zncome Tax Act as an 
‘ ‘amended plan’ ’ 

l are from an RPP (the pension income credit does not 
apply on these payments); and 

l you made during the lifetime of the original annuitant 
under a registered retirement income fund. This payment 
cannot be part of the “minimum amount” as detïned in 
paragraph 146.3(1)(b.l) of the Zncome Tax Act. If a 
lump-sum payment (e.g., a refund of premiums) is paid 
to a deceased annuitant’s spouse because the original 
annuitant died, you do not have to deduct income tax. 

Use these federal and provincial composite rates (except 
for Quebec): 

l 10% (5% for Quebec) - if the payment is not more 
than $5,000; 

l 20% (10% for Quebec) - if the payment is more 
than $5,000 but not more than $15,000; and 

l 30% (15 % for Quebec) - if the payment is more 
than $15,000. 

Since the above rates are only estimates, employees may 
have to pay additional tax on this amount when they file 
their tax return. TO avoid this situation, if the employee 
requests, you cari: 
l calculate the annual tax to deduct from the employee’s 

yearly remuneration. Include the lump-sum payment (see 
the “Step-by-step calculation of tax deductions” in the 
Payroll Deductions Tables); 

l calculate the annual tax to deduct from the employee’s 
yearly remuneration. Do not include the lump-sum 
payment; and 

l subtract the second amount from the first amount. 

The result is the amount you shoul’d deduct from the lump- 
sum payment. 

If you make payments out of deferred profit-sharing plans 
or employees’ profit-sharing plans, contact your district 
office to discuss how to deduct income tax. For 
information on how to report these payments, see pages 33 
and 34 in “How to complete the T4A Supplementary” in 
Chapter 6 under the instructions for boxes 18 and 28. 
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Do not deduct income tax from a lump-sum payment if an 
employee’s total earnings received and receivable during 
the calendar year, including the lump-sum payment, are 
less than the “net claim” amount on the employee’s 
TDl form. This does not apply to lump-sum payments 
made to non-residents . 

Transfer of funds 

An employee cari transfer a lump-sum payment out of a 
registered pension plan (RPP) or deferred profit sharing 
plan (DPSP) to another RPP, DPSP, or to a registered 
retirement savings plan (RRSP). If the full amount is 
transferred directly (not paid to the employee) to 
another RPP, RRSP, or DPSP, do not deduct income tax. 
Form T2151, Record of Direct Transfer of a “Single 
Amount” (Subsection 147(19) or Section 147.3) is used to 
instruct the administrator to make the direct transfer of the 
lump-sum payment on the employee’s behalf. The receiving 
carrier should not issue receipts. The transferring carrier 
has to keep the necessary documents to support the 
transfer. 

If the funds to be transferred pass through the employee’s 
hands, or only a part of the fund is directly transferred, 
deduct income tax on the amount not directly transferred. 
Report the amount in box 18 of a T4A information slip. 
You have to note that this amount is not eligible for 
transfer to another RPP, RRSP, or DPSP. In the footnotes 
area of the T4A slip, enter “Box 18, no transfer of 
funds. ” In the footnote code box, enter code 13. 

Note 
Report transfers of qualifying portions of retiring 
allowances to an RPP, RRSP, or a spousal RRSP (to a 
maximum of $6,000) on a T4A. Such transfers cari be 
made without payroll deductions being withheld, as long as 
the individual completes a TD2 form. 

An annuitant of an RRSP cari request a transfer of funds 
before the plan matures to another RRSP, a registered 
retirement income fund, or to an RPP under which the 
annuitant is a member. These transfers are made under 
subsection 146(16) of the Income Tax Act without income 
tax being deducted. TO do this, they have to complete 
Form T2033, Notice of Direct Transfer - Under 
Paragraph 146(16)(a) or 146.3(2)(e). For more details on 
these transfers, see Information Circulars 72-22 and 79-8. 

Pension benefïts and lump-sum payments paid after 
February 15, 1984, from a pension fund or plan that is not 
registered in accordance with the Zncome Tax Act cannot 
be transferred to a registered plan. 

For more information about the transfer of funds between 
plans, see the Pension and RRSP Tax Guide. You cari get 
this from your district office. 

Employees’ profit-sharing plans (EPSP) 
Report payments from EPSPs on a T4PS return instead of a 
T4 Supplementary. See Interpretation Bulletin IT-379 and 
Information Circular 77-l for ‘more information. 
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Patronage payments 

Patronage payments include: 

l certificates of indebtedness; 

l an application of an amount to the recipient’s liability to 
the payer; and 

l shares of a corporation received due to a patronage 
payment . 

You have to apply a withholding tax of 15% on the amount 
of patronage payments that Canadian residents receive in a 
particular year. This withholding tax applies only on 
payments of more than $100. Use Form PD7A to send the 
amount you deducted to the Receiver General. Al1 
payments of more than $100 go in box 30 of a T4A. The 
income tax deducted goes in box 22. The withholding tax 
does not apply to Canadian residents who are exempt under 
section 149 of the Zncome Tax Acr. 

Example 
You give Bernadette a $250 patronage payment. The 
amount on which you apply the 15% withholding tax 
is $150 ($250 - $100). The withholding tax is $22.50 
($150 x 15% = $22.50). Her T4A Will show the 
patronage payment of $250 in box 30, and the tax 
deducted of $22.50 in box 22. 

If you need more details, see Interpretation Bulletins IT-362 
and IT-493. 

Retiring allowances 

A retiring allowance (also called severance psy), is an 
amount (other than a superannuation or pension benefït) 
that officers or employees receive: 

l on or after they retire from an office or employment to 
recognize long service; or 

l for the loss of office or employment. 

It includes: 

l payments for unused sick-leave credits; and 

l amounts a person receives on termination of their office 
or employment, even if the amount is for damages 
(wrongful dismissal). 

There are situations where a person cari transfer a11 or part 
of a retiring allowance to a registered pension plan (RPP), 
or to a registered retirement savings plan (RRSP), 

Note 
We publish a pamphlet entitled When You Retire, which 
gives information on the tax measures that affect people 
who are planning their retirement. You may wish to obtain 
copies of this pamphlet for your employees, or advise them 
that they cari get one free of charge by calling or visiting 
their local district taxation office. 

CPP contributions 

Do not deduct Canada Pension Plan contributions from 
retiring allowances. 

LJI premiums 

Retiring allowances (except for damages) are insurable 
earnings for Unemployment Insurance purposes. You have 
to consider these payments when you determine the 
insurable earnings for the last pay period of insurable 
employment. 

If you paid the retiring allowance on termination, allocate it 
to the pay period in which it was paid. Withhold premiums 
accordingly. 

If you paid the retiring allowance after termination (but in 
the calendar week of termination), the retiring allowance is 
part of the employee’s earnings for the week in which you 
pay it. 

If you paid the retiring allowance after the week of 
termination, allocate the earnings to the last pay period that 
the employee received regular wages or salary, as long as 
that period was insurable. 

For information on how to report these amounts and 
premiums, see page 30, “Box 24 - UI insurable earnings” 
and its special application. 

Income tax 

If you pay a retiring allowance to a Canadian resident, you 
have to dednct income tax from any part that you pay 
directly to the recipient. Use the lump-sum tax deduction 
rates to deduct income tax. TO find these rates, see 
“ Lump-sum payments’ ’ on page 43. (If you pay a retiring 
allowance to a non-resident of Canada, you have to 
withhold 25% of the retiring allowance. Send this amount 
to the Receiver General on behalf of the non-resident.) 

Transfer of a retiring allowance to an RPP or RRSP 

A person cari transfer a11 or part of a retiring allowance 
payment to an RPP or RRSP. The amount that is eligible 
for transfer is limited to: 

l $2,000 for each year or part-year the retiree worked for 
you (or a person related to you); plus 

l $1,500 for each year or part-year of that employment 
that is before 1989 in which no part of your contributions 
to the RPP or DPSP had vested in the employee’s name 
when the retiring allowance was paid. You cari determine 
the number of years by referring to the terms of the 
particular plan. The number of years cari be a fraction. 

Example 
Harris worked for you for seven years before 1989, 
and you made contributions in each of those years. If, 
at the time of the payment, 60% of your contributions 
had vested in Harris, the number of years eligible for 
the additional $1,500 amount would be 2.8 
(seven minus 60% of seven, or 7 - [7 x 0.61). 

If an employee wants to transfer an eligible amount to an 
RPP or RRSP, you do not deduct income tax if the 
employee completes Form TD2. You cari get a TD2 form 
and Information Circular 79-8 from your district office. 
The information circular explains your responsibilities in 
detail when this kind of transfer occurs. The employee 
should be aware that minimum tax may have to be paid. 
This is explained in the General Tax Guide for individuals. 



For information on how to report retiring allowances, see 
the instructions under “Box 26 - Retiring allowances” on 
page 34. 

Retirement compensation arrangements 

If, as an employer, you sponsor a retirement compensation 
arrangement (RCA), or are considering starting one, 
contact your district office. For more information on a plan 
like this, see the Retirement Compensation Arrangement 
Guide. 

If you set up certain unregistered pension or retirement 
arrangements, you have to deduct and send in a 50% tax to 
the Receiver General on any contributions made to a 
custodian of the arrangement. For more information, see 
the Retirement Compensation Arrangement Guide. You cari 
get this from your district office. 

Retirement compensation arrangements are reported on 
forms T4A-RCA Summary and T4A-RCA Supplementary. 

Salary deferral arrangements 

A salary deferral arrangement is a plan or arrangement 
made between an employee and an employer, whereby the 
employee postpones receiving salary and wages to a later 
year. You should treat the deferred amount as the 
empioyee’s employment income in the year the employee 
earns the amount. Report it on the employee’s 
T4 Supplementary for that year. 

Some salary deferral arrangements meet prescribed 
requirements (referred to as prescribed plans or 
arrangements), These are excluded from the above salary 
deferral rules. You should treat the deferred amounts in 
these cases as income in the year the employee receives 
them. 

TO find out how to report pension adjustments under these 
circumstances, see the Employers’ Pension Adjustment 
Calculation Guide. You cari get it from your district office. 

For prescribed plans: 
l deduct CPP contributions: 

1. from the participant’s net salary (i.e., the salary, 
minus the deferred amounts) while the person is 
working (the period of deferral); and 

2. from the deferred amounts when you pay these to 
the participant during the leave period. 

l the UI rules are: 
1. deduct UI premiums from the participant’s gross 

salary (salary includes deferred amounts) while the 
person is working (the period of deferral); and 

2. do not deduct UI premiums from the deferred 
amounts when you pay these to the participant during 
the leave period. 

For more information on prescribed plans or arrangements, 
see ATR-39, Deferred Salary Leave Plan, or contact the 
Source Deductions section of your district office. 
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Wage loss replacement plans 

When wage loss replacement plan benefïts are paid to an 
employee by a trustee or insurance company, these 
payments are subject to income tax, but not 
CPP contributions, or UI premiums. The trustee or 
insurance company has to report these payments on a T4A. 

Workers’ Compensation Board (WCB) 
awards 

There is no income tax, CPP contributions, or 
UI premiums deducted from amounts awarded by a 
provincial WCB. 

The explanations we give below apply to 1991 and 
subsequent years. 

There are two types of employers for WCB pur-poses: 
l the regular employer; and 
l the self-insured employer. 

Regular 

If you do not pay your employee an amount over the 
amount awarded by WCB (top-up amount), do not 
report WCB award payment advances. 

Do not include the amount of a provincial WCB award or 
of a WCB advance in an employee’s income when ~OU 
prepare the employee’s T4 Supplementary for that year. 

You have to give your employee a letter that shows the 
amount of the WCB award that you advanced. 

The WCB Will give your employee Form T5007, 
Statement of Benefïts that shows the amount of the award. 

Self-insured 

If you pay the WCB benefit directly to your employee, do 
not include the amount of the benefit in the employee’s 
income when you prepare the employee’s 
T4 Supplementary for that year. However, the amount of 
such a benefit is subject to UI premiums. As a result, you 
have to withhold the appropriate UI premiums, and include 
the amount of the benefit in the employee’s insurable 
earnings when you prepare the employee’s T4 slip. 

You have to give your employee a letter that shows the 
amount of the WCB award that you advanced. 

The WCB Will give your employee Form T5007, 
Statement of Benefits that shows the amount of the award. 

Top-up 

The top-up is the amount you pay your employee that is 
over and above the amount awarded by WCB. 

Deduct CPP contributions, UI premiums, and income tax 
from the top-up amount. 

When you file the T4, include the top-up amount in 
“Employment income before deductions,” and show the 
related CPP, UI, and income tax you deducted. 
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Denial of award l The regular employer has to report on a T4: 
If a WCB later denies an award, you have to send in a11 
amounts for income tax, CPP contributions, and 
UI premiums that you would usually have deducted. Send 
this- to us on or before the due date of your next 
remittance. 

- the amounts paid to Adrian up to the date of injury 
(and the related deductions); and 

- the amounts paid after Adrian returned to work on 
July 2, 1992 (and the related deductions). 

Regular 

Prepare an amended T4 and show the actual payments The WCB Will report on Form T5007 the amount of 

made (this includes the award) and the increased deductions the WCB award paid directly to Adrian. 

you now have to make. 

Self-insurea 

Prepare an amended T4 and show the actual payments 
made (this includes the award) and the increased 
CPP contributions and income tax deductions that you now 
have to make. 

The following examples show how to treat payments made 
under a variety of circumstances. 

Example 1 
Anne was injured at work on July 10, 1992, and was 
away from work for the rest of the year. Her employer 
continued to pay her regular wages. The WCB 
accepted her claim and reimbursed the employer for 
the amount of the WCB award. Anne’s wages in 
excess of the WCB award are considered to be “top- 
UP.” 

The regular employer has to report on a T4: 

This example does not affect the self-insured 
employer. The WCB is making the payment. 

Example 3 
Jenna was injured at work on November 13, 1991, and 
away from work for the rest of the year. The WCB 
accepted the claim and paid Jenna directly. Her 
employer paid the difference between the WCB award 
and her regular wages (topped-up). 

The regular employer has to report on a T4: 

- the amounts paid to Jenna up to the date of injury 
(and the related deductions); and 

- the top-up amount paid to Jenna while she was off 
work due to the work-related injury (and the 
related deductions). 

- the amounts paid to Anne up to the date of injury 
The WCB Will report on Form T5007 the amount of 

(and the related deductions); and the WCB award paid directly to Jenna. 

- the top-up amount paid to Anne while she was off 
work due to the work-related injury (and the 
related deductions). 

The WCB Will report on Form T5007 the amount of 
the WCB award reimbursement. 

The self-insured employer has to report amounts on 
a T4 in the same manner as the regular employer. 

There are differences between the two types of 
employers. Advances paid to employees by a self- 
insured employer are included in insurable earnings 
and are subject to UI premiums. The WCB Will not 
reimburse the self-insured employer for advances paid 
to employees. They Will hand down an award decision 
to the self-insured employer that shows the amount of 
the award the employee is entitled to. The advance 
paid to the employee, up to the amount of the award, 
becomes a WCB award and is not subject to income 
tax. The WCB Will report on Form T5007 the amount 
of the WCB award. 

Example 2 
Adrian was injured on April 1, 1992, and away from 
work for three months. His employer did not continue 
to pay his wages. The WCB accepted the claim and 
paid Adrian directly. He returned.to work on 
July 2, 1992. 

This example does not affect the self-insured 
employer. The WCB is making the payment. 

Example 4 
Gloria was injured in May 1991 and was paid by the 
employer’s insurance company until May 1992. 
The WCB accepted the claim in June 1992 and 
reimbursed the company. 

The regular employer has to report on a T4 the 
amounts paid to Gloria up to the date of injury (and 
the related deductions). The insurance company has to 
report on a T4A Supplementary the amounts paid to 
Gloria from the date of the injury to the end of 1991 
(and the related deductions). 

The WCB accepts the claim in 1992 and reimburses the 
employer at that time. The WCB has to issue 
two T5007s to Gloria that show the amount of 
the WCB award related to 1991 and 1992. If the 
employer has reimbursed the insurance company, the 
insurance company Will give a “receipt” (Le., letter) 
to Gloria. This Will allow her to claim a deduction on 
her income tax return for 1992. 

This example does not affect the self-insured 
employer. The WCB is making the payment. 
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Chapter 8 - Special Situations 
There are “special situations” that affect special classes of 
workers and special types of employment. Unique rules 
may apply to these special situations. The deductions you 
make and the way in which you report them Will differ 
from what has been explained earlier in this guide. We 
discuss these in this chapter. 

Barbers, hairdressers, taxi drivers and 
drivers of other passenger-carrying 
vehicles 
For Unemployment Insurance purposes, there are special 
rules that caver barbers, hairdressers, taxi drivers and 
drivers of other passenger-carrying vehicles. If these 
workers are employed under a contract of service (if they 
are your employees), you deduct CPP, UI, and income tax 
as you would for regular employees. This is explained in 
previous chaptem. 

If these workers are not employed under a contract of 
service, special rules apply. We discuss these below under 
the heading “Special rules for UI premiums” and 
“CPP contributions and income tax deductions. ” 

Barbets and hairdressers 

This class of workers cari include barber% hairdressers, 
manicurists, and other people who provide services in a 
barbering or hairdressing business. The special rules apply 
only to those workers who are not employees. 

Drivers of taxis and other passenger-carrying vehicles 

At the request of the industry, an Unemployment Insurance 
Regulation was created to protect taxi and passenger- 
vehicle drivers who are not hired under a contract of 
service. This was done because these workers ofien go 
through periods without work. This applies to drivers of 
taxis and other passenger vehicles who: 
l do not own the vehicle; or 
l do not own or operate the business or public authority. 

For these workers, their earnings are insurable, even 
though they are self-employed. 

If you are the operator of the taxi or passenger-vehicle 
business, we consider you to be the employer of these 
drivers for UI purposes. For the special rules that apply to 
these drivers, see “Special rules for UI premiums” and 
“CPP contributions and income tax deductions” below. 

Special rules for LJI premiums 

If you are the owner or operator of the business, you have 
to pay both the workers’ and your share of Unemployment 
Insurance premiums when the workers: 
l work a minimum of 15 hours per week; or 
l earn more than the weekly minimum insurable earnings. 

There are two ways to determine insurable earnings for the 
week: 
l If you do not know how much the person eamed in that 

week, the weekly insurable earnings are the lesser of 
these two amounts: 

1. the number of days worked in that week multiplied 
by 2/15 of the maximum insurable earnings; or 

2. 2/3 of the maximum weekly insurable earnings. 

Example 
If a person worked one day in a week, that person Will 
have maximum insurable earnings of the lesser of: 

(a) 1 x 2/15 x regular weekly maximum insurable 
earnings; or 

(b) 2/3 of the regular weekly maximum insurable 
earnings 

If a person worked two days in a week, that person 
Will have maximum insurable earnings of the lesser of: 
(a) 2 x 2115 x regular weekly maximum insurable 

earnings; or 
(b) 213 of the regular weekly maximum insurable 

earnings. 
If a person worked three days in a week, that person 
Will have maximum insurable earnings of the lesser of: 
(a) 3 x 2/15 regular weekly maximum insurable 

earnings; or 
(b) 2/3 of the regular weekly maximum insurable 

earnings . 
If a person worked four days in a week, that person 
Will have maximum insurable earnings of the lesser of: 
(a) 4 x 2/15 x regular weekly maximum insurable 

earnings; or 
(b) 2/3 of the regular weekly maximum insurable 

earnings. 
If a person worked five days in a week, that person 
Will have maximum weekly insurable earnings of the 
lesser of: 
(a) 5 x 2/15 x regular weekly maximum insurable 

earnings; or 
(b) 2/3 of the regular weekly maximum insurable 

earnings . 

l If you do know how much the person earned in that 
week, the person’s weekly insurable earnings are the 
lesser of these two amounts: 
1. the total earnings from the person’s employment for 

the week; or 
2. the maximum insurable earnings for that week. 

As the employer, you have to send in the UI premiums that 
you have to pay on behalf of these workers. 

When the workers have an interruption of earnings (see 
page 19), you have to complete a Record of Employment, 
Form EMP 2106, within five days of the last day worked. 

CPP contributions and income tax deductions 
We consider people who are not employed under a contract 
of service to be self-employed for CPP and income tax 
purposes. They are responsible for the payment of their 
own CPP contributions and income tax. Do not deduct CPP 
or income tax for these workers. 
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Complete a T4 slip for these workers. Prepare it like this: 

Box 18 - UI premium - Enter the amount of the 
person’s premium for Unemployment Insurance. 

Box 24 - UI insurable earnings - Enter the amount of 
the person’s insurable earnings on which you calculated the 
UI premium . 

Enter “nil” in a11 remaining boxes. 

For those noted above who are not employees, identify the 
occupation of the worker in a footnote. 

Fishermen and UI 

Special rules also apply to fishermen. If you are a 
designated employer for tïshermen who have insurable 
earnings, get these publications from your district office: 

l the pamphlet called Fishermen and Unemployment 
Insurance; and 

l the Table of Weekly Unemployment Insurance 
Premiums . 

Placement agency workers 

1. Workers of a placement agency who are employed 
under a contract of service (even if they are located at 
a client’s premises) are regular employees. The agency 
has to deduct and send in CPP contributions, 
UI premiums, and income tax from amounts paid to 
these employees. The agency also has to report these 
amounts on a T4 slip in the usual manner. 

2. A worker engaged by a placement agency, but not 
under a contract of service, who is sent by the agency 
to a client is in insurable and pensionable 
employment if: 

l the worker is paid by the placement agency; and 

l the client exercises direction and control over the 
worker. 

The placement agency has to deduct CPP contributions 
and UI premiums for these workers, but does not 
deduct income tax. The agency has to prepare 
a T4 slip for the worker, and enter “Placement 
agency - S.E.” as a footnote on the T4. 

3. A worker engaged by a placement agency, but not 
under a contract of service, who is sent by the agency 
to a client is not in pensionable or insurable 
employment if: 

l the client pays the worker; and 

l the client does not exercise direction and control 
over the worker. 

No CPP contributions, UI premiums, or income tax 
deductions are required. Also, the client does not have 
to report the amounts paid to the worker on an 
information slip. 

Employees of a temporary help 
service firm 

Temporary help service firms are service contractors who 
provide their own employees to clients for assignments. 
The assignments may be temporary in nature, depending on 
the client’s needs. 

Workers of a temporary help service fïrm are usually 
employed under a contract of service. As a result, the firm 
has to deduct income tax, CPP contributions, and 
UI premiums. The firm also has to send in these amounts, 
and report them on a T4 slip. 

If you have any doubts as to whether an employee- 
employer relationship exists for CPP and UI purposes, you 
cari get a ruling from the Source Deductions section of 
your district office. Forms CPT-1 (for employers) 
and CPT-2 (for workers) are used for this purpose. 

Power saw employees 

If you are an employer in the forestry business, you 
usually have employees who, in their contract, are required 
to use their own power saw at their own expense. When 
you prepare T4 slips for these employees, you have to 
enter “power saw employee” in the footnote area of 
the T4. 

You should not reduce the amount in box 14, 
“Employment income before deductions,” by the cost or 
value of saws, parts, gasoline, or any other materials the 
employee supplies. Include rental payments paid to 
employees for the use of their own power saws in box 14. 

Status Indian employees 

There are four situations that determine the deductions you 
make in the case of Status Indians. The Indian Act defines 
a Status Indian as “a person who pursuant to the 
Indian Act is registered as an Indian or is entitled to be 
registered as an Indian. ” 

You are an employer located on a reserve who made an 
election to provide coverage under the CPP 

If you are an employer located on a reserve, you do not 
have to deduct income tax from salary and wages you paid 
to a Status Indian. However, under the Canada Pension 
Plan, you cari include in pensionable earnings any non- 
taxable salary and wages you paid to Status Indians as long 
as you are an employer located on a reserve (other than 
those in the province of Quebec). 

This is optional to you, as the employer. If you want to 
provide CPP coverage for Status Indian employees, you 
have to make an election with us at Revenue Canada, 
Taxation. Use Form CPT124, Application for Coverage of 
Employment of an Indian in Canada under the Canada 
Pension Plan Whose lncome is Exempt Under the 
Income Tax Act, to make this election. It is available at a11 
district offices. Once you as an employer have chosen to 
do this, the election cannot be revoked, and you have to 
caver a11 employees. 



Coverage under the CPP starts on the day you sign the 
application, or at a future date as specified by you. 
Coverage cannot be retroactive to a date before you sign 
the application. 

In this situation, prepare the T4 in this way: 

Box 14: enter the “Employment income before 
deductions . ’ ’ 

The employment of a Status Indian who works for you on 
a reserve is subject to UI premiums. 

Box 16: enter the amount of CPP contributions you 
deducted from the employee’s earnings. 

If you made the election to provide CPP coverage, prepare 
the T4 in this way: 

Box 18: enter the UI premiums you deducted from the 
employee’s earnings. 

Box 14: enter the total income before any deductions. In 
the footnotes area, enter: “non-taxable earnings - 
Status Indian employee, election under 29.1(l) - 
C.P.P.R.” 

Box 24: enter the “UI insurable earnings.” 

In the footnotes area, enter: “$ 
Indian Remission Order.” 

is subject to the 

Box 16: enter the amount you deducted from the 
employee’s earnings for CPP contributions. 

When part of the income is taxable and part of it is not, 
you cari use more than one footnote on the T4. Use the 
appropriate ones as we explain above. 

Box 18: enter the UI premiums you deducted from the 
employee. 

Indian Remission Order 

Box 24: enter the insurable earnings. 

You are an employer located on a reserve who did not 
make an election to provide coverage under the CPP 

If, as an employer located on a reserve, you do not make 
this election, do not deduct CPP contributions from the 
employment income. However, the employment is insurable 
for UI purposes. In this case, you should prepare the T4 in 
this way: 

In addition to granting remission of the income tax payable 
on employment income earned by a Status Indian on a 
reserve, the Indian Remission Order forgives income tax 
payable on the following types of payments received by a 
Status Indian: 

Box 14: enter “nil” in box 14. In the footnotes area, 
enter: “Non-taxable earnings - Status Indian 
employee . ’ ’ 

Box 16: enter “nil.” 

l the proportion of each payment received by a person in 
the year on account of, instead of payment of, or in 
satisfaction of, a superannuation or pension benefit under 
a registered pension plan. This applies as long as the 
payments are from contributions made by the Indian or 
the Indian’s employer to a pension plan for tax-exempt 
employment of an Indian working on a reserve; 

l a retiring allowance, as long as the payments are from 
employment income that was exempt from taxation, or 
for which the income tax was remitted under the Indian 
Remission Order; and 

Box 18: enter the amount you deducted from the 
l training allowances received by an Indian resident on a 

employee’s earnings for UI premiums. 
reserve from a government, municipality, or other public 
authority. 

Box 22: enter “nil.” 

Box 24: enter the UI insurable earnings. 

When you report these amounts on a T4A slip, enter a 
footnote that states: “Box 16, 18, 26, or 28” (whichever 
applies) ‘ ‘$ is subject to the Indian Remission 
Order. ” In the footnote code box, enter code 14. 

You are an employer located OFF a reserve, and 
services are performed OFF the reserve 

When you are an employer located off a reserve and you 
pay a Status Indian employee for services performed off a 
reserve, deduct CPP contributions, UI premiums, and 
income tax from the employment income. Complete all 
boxes on the T4 in the usual way. No footnotes are 
required . 

Employment at special work sites and 
remote locations 

You may have paid an employee a reasonable allowance to 
caver : 
l travel expenses to a “special work site” or “remote 

location” or 

You are an employer located OFF a reserve, but services 
are performed ON a reserve 

l board and lodging at a “special work site” or “remote 
location.” 

If you are an employer located off a reserve and you pay a If you did, do not report the amount as taxable income on 
Status Indian employee to perform services on a reserve, the employee’s T4, and do not deduct income tax from the 
you should deduct CPP contributions and UI premiums amount. For this to apply, certain conditions have to be 
from the employment income. In this case, the income tax met. If they are not met, the allowance could be a taxable 
payable is “forgiven” under the Indian Remission Order. benetït that you have to report on a T4 slip, and you Will 
Do not deduct income tax from these employees. have to deduct income tax from it. 
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Note 
If the special work site is also a “designated area,” 
identifj the amount of the allowance in the footnote area of 
the T4. See the Employers’ Guide to Housing and Travel 
Benefts in Prescribed Areas, which is available at your 
district office. 

The allowances you pay to employees who work at a 
special work site are not taxable if the employee works 
away from home under a11 these conditions: 

l duties at the work site are of a temporary nature, and the 
work site is at such a distance from the employee’s 
principal place of residence (home), that the employee 
could not be expected to return to that home daily; 

l the employee lives in and maintains a “self-contained 
domestic establishment” at another location during the 
period of employment. This establishment has to remain 
available for occupancy by the employee, and cannot be 
rented to any other person in the period; 

l the board, lodging, and transportation allowances were 
for a period when the employee was away for at least 
36 hours from the place the employee ordinarily lives. 

If the employee meets a11 these conditions, you and the 
employee should complete Form TD4, Declaration of 
Exemption - Employment at Special Work Site. This 
allows you to exclude the benefit or allowance from the 
employee’s income. As long as you complete Form TD4, 
do not report the amounts on the employee’s 
T4 Supplementary. 

You cari get TD4 forms and Interpretation 
Bulletins IT-9 lR3 and its Special Release and IT-254 from 
any district office. After you complete Form TD4 with the 
employee, keep it with your payroll records. 

If you do not complete Form TD4, or if a11 the conditions 
above are not met, treat the amounts as income of the 
employee. Make the necessary deductions and report the 
amounts on the employee’s T4 slip. This also applies to 
any part of an allowance for board, lodging, and 
transportation that is over a reasonable amount. 

When a third party supplies any benefits for board, 
lodging, or transportation to the employees of another 
employer, the third party has to report the benefits on 
a T4A, if the allowance is taxable, If the allowance is not 
taxable, no T4A is necessary. 

You may not have to deduct income tax from allowances 
you pay to employees who work in remote locations. 
There are two types of these allowances. These are (a) 
board and lodging allowances and (b) transportation 
allowances. For these allowances to be exempt from 
income tax, the following conditions have to be met: 

(a) For board and lodging allowances to be exempt, the 
location must be one in which the employee could not 
reasonably be expected to set up and maintain a self- 
contained domestic establishment. The reason for this 
would be the remoteness of the location from any 
established community. The allowances have to be for 
a period of at least 36 hours: 

l when the employee’s duties require the employee to 
be away from the employee’s principal place of 
residence; or 

l when the employee has to be at the remote location. 

(b) For transportation allowances to be exempt, you have 
to have paid the allowance for transportation between 
the remote location we describe in (a) above, and any 
location in Canada. If the remote work location is 
situated outside Canada, the allowance for 
transportation between the remote location and any 
location in Canada, or in the country of employment, 
also qualifies for exemption. TO qualify, the 
transportation allowances you paid to an employee 
must be for a period of at least 36 hours when: 

l the employee had to be away from the employee’s 
principal place of residence; or 

l the employee had to be at the remote location. 

When you pay or provide transportation or board and 
lodging under the above conditions, it is not necessary to 
report the equivalent value or any goods and services 
tax (GST) component as remuneration to the employee on 
the T4 Supplementary. In addition, we do not require 
Form TD4 when there is an exemption for allowances you 
pay to employees who work at a remote location. If you 
need help to determine whether a location qualifies as 
remote, please contact your district office. 

Employment outside or partly outside 
Canada 
CPP contributions 

If you are a Canadian employer and you employ someone 
to work outside Canada, you should deduct 
CPP contributions if: 
l the employee ordinarily reports for work to your place of 

business in Canada; or 
l the employee is a Canadian resident and is paid from 

your place of business in Canada. 

If the employment does not meet both these conditions, the 
employment outside Canada is not pensionable. Do not 
deduct CPP on remuneration from that employment. 

Under certain conditions, and at your option, you cari 
extend CPP coverage and deduct contributions from 
employment outside Canada that is ordinarily not 
pensionable employment. You cari get Form CPT8, 
Application and Undertaking for Coverage of Employment 
in a Country Other Than Canada Under the Canada 
Pension Plan, from your district office. Special rules apply 
to employment on ships, trains, trucks, and aircraft. You 
cari also get this information from a CPPKJI rulings oftïcer 
at your district office. 

Form CPT8 does not apply if Canada has a social security 
agreement with the country in which the employment Will 
take place. 

UI premiums 

You have to deduct UI premiums from employment income 
an employee earns outside Canada or partly outside 
Canada if: 
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l you, as the employer, are living in Canada, or have a 
place of business in Canada; 

l the person ordinarily lives in Canada; 
. the employment is not insurable in the country where thC 

person is employed; and 
l the employment is not excepted for any other reason. 

Special rules apply to employment outside Canada or partly 
outside Canada on ships. Contact your district office for 
more information. 

Income tax deduction for Overseas employment 

A tax credit applies if you employ a resident of Canada to 
work outside Canada for more than six months in a row, 
The six months have to begin before the end of the year, 
and the employment has to be in connection with a contract 
under which you carried on business outside Canada that 
relates to: 
l the exploration for or exploitation of petroleum, natural 

gas, minerals, or other similar resources; 
l any construction, installation, agricultural, or engineering 

activity; or 
l any prescribed activity. 

The amount of the credit is equal to the portion of the 
employee’s tax otherwise payable (TOP) in the year. YOU 

calculate this portion by multiplying the TOP by the 
lesser of: 
l $80,000 x nl36.5 (n = the number of days in the year 

that the employee worked Overseas); or 
l 80% of the employee’s net Overseas income taxable in 

Canada from that employment; 

and dividing the result by the employees’ total net income 
for the year. 

The effect of this formula is to give a tax reduction to a 
maximum of $80,000 of Overseas employment income. 

Note 
The tax otherwise payable (TOP) means the amount of tax 
to be deducted by using the Payroil Deductions Tables for 
In Canada Beyond the Limits of any Province or Outside 
Canada. 

Example 
Mario is a worker who has two dependants. He was 
employed by a Canadian firm to work on a 
construction project in Venezuela. He was there for 
306 days. His net Overseas income for that period of 
employment was $100,000. His net income for the 
year was $115,000. Calculate the credit in this way: 
TOP = $26,677 

Numerator: lesser of 
(a) $67,068 ($80,000 x 306/365 days) 
(b) $80,000 ($100,000 x SO%) 
Credit: $ 67,068 x $26,677 = $15,558 

$115,000 
Federal tax: 
TOP $ 26,677 
Credit $ 15,558 
Net $ 11,119 

The tax credit that applies against the tax otherwise payable 
is $15,558. 
An employee has to make a request to have you reduce the 
amount of tax you deduct. The employee cari make this 
request through the district office. We Will send you a 
letter to let you know the amount of the tax reduction. 
Keep this letter for inspection by our officers. 

Reporting 
Report the total amount of remuneration paid that relates to 
any employment outside Canada in box 14 of a 
T4 Supplementary. Do this even if the employee has 
received authorization from the district office for you to 
reduce the income tax you deduct from the employee’s 
income. You also have to show the income that qualifies 
for the reduction and the number of days the employee 
worked outside Canada. In the footnote area of the 
T4 Supplementary , enter: 
“S.122.3 income: $ 
Number of days outside Canada: ?> 

You Will find more information on this subject in 
Interpretation Bulletin IT-497. 

Employment by a trustee 
Any trustee who makes a payment has to deduct and send 
in income tax. This applies if the trustee: 
l administers, manages, distributes, winds up, controls, or 

otherwise deals with the property, business, estate, or 
income of another person; and 

l authorizes or causes a payment to be made on behalf of 
that other person who performs a function similar to the 
one a trustee performs. 

“Trustee” also includes a liquidator, receiver, receiver- 
manager, trustee in bankruptcy, assignee, executor, 
administrator, sequestrator, or any other person who 
performs a function similar to the one a trustee performs. 

The trustee is “jointly and severally” liable for the tax that 
has to be deducted and sent in on account of such a 
payment . 

For more information, contact the Source Deductions 
section of your district office. 

Chapter 9 - Benefits 

There are many different types of benefits that you may or 
may not have to include in the income of an employee. 
Whether the benefits are taxable or not depends on the type 
of benefit, and the reason an employee or oftïcer receives 

it. We explain each benefit in this chapter, and when the 
benefït is taxable or not. 

You report most taxable benefits on the T4 Supplementary, 
or in some cases on the T4A Supplementary . 
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There is a “GST component” on many of the taxable 
benefits that you include in employment income for income 
tax purposes. This is a separate taxable benefit that relates 
to the goods and services tax. This GST benefit is 7% of 
the amount of the taxable benefit. There is no GST 
benefit on: 
l cash remuneration (such as salary, wages, and 

allowances); 
l a taxable benefit that is an “exempt supply” (defined in 

the Excise Tax Act); or 
l a “zero-rated supply” (also defined in the 

Excise Tax Ad). 

We discuss the GST component when we explain each 
taxable benefit. 

Automobile allowances 
If you pay an employee more than what we consider to be 
a reasonable allowance for the use of an employee-owned 
automobile, you have to include this allowance in the 
employee’s income. You also have to report this amount on 
the employee’ s T4 Supplementary . 

We consider an allowance for the use of a motor vehicle to 
be reasonable only if: 

l it directly relates to the number of business kilometres 
driven in a year; and 

l the rate per kilometre is reasonable; and 
l you did not reimburse the employee for the expenses that 

relate to the same use. 

You Will fïnd more information and details on how to 
calculate and report this benefit in the Employers’ Guide to 
Automobile Benefits. You cari get this at any district office. 

Note 
There is no taxable GST component on these allowances. 

Benefit from an employer-provided 
automobile 

An employee or officer receives a taxable benefit if you, or 
a person related to you, supply an automobile for other 
than business purposes to: 
l the employee (or officer); or 
l a relative of the employee. 

You have to include this amount in the employee’s income. 

TO make payroll deductions easier, use the formula and 
examples we provide below to estimate the yearly value of 
the automobile benefit. You cari then prorate the estimated 
benefit to your pay period. Add the result to salary, wages, 
and the value of other benefits to get the total remuneration 
per pay period from which you have to deduct income tax. 
At the end of the year (or when the employee no longer 
works for you), recalculate the automobile benefit. Use the 
actual operating costs and kilometres driven for the taxation 
year. Report this amount on the employee’s T4 slip for that 
taxation year. 

For more information, see Interpretation Bulletin IT-63. 

Calculate the benefit from an employer-provided 
automobile in three parts: 

1. Calculate the prorata portion of the operating costs that 
apply to the persona1 use of the automobile. There is 
an optional calculation when: 

l the employee uses the automobile “primarily” (more 
than 50%) to perform the duties of the employee’s 
office or employment; and 

l the employee has let you know in writing before the 
end of the year that you cari calculate the amount of 
the benefït from the operating costs as one-half of 
the standby charge in (2) below. 

2. Use this formula to calculate a standby charge: 

Ax [2% x (C x D)] + [2/3 x (E - F)] 
B 

When factors: 

A = the lesser of: 

(a) total number of kilometres of persona1 use by 
the employee when the automobile was 
available *; or 

(b) the value of factor B as we explain below. 

* This amount is the same as amount (b), 
unless you require the employee to use the 
automobile in the course of an office or 
employment, and a11 or mostly a11 (at 
least 90% measured by distance travelled) of 
the use of that automobile, when it was 
available, was in the course of an office or 
employment. This restricts the availability of 
the reduction in the standby charge to 
situations where the employee uses the 
automobile a11 or mostly a11 of the time in 
the course of an office or employment; 

B = 1000 x Total days the automobile was available 
30 

When you divide the total days available by 30, 
round off the result to the nearest whole number. 

Example 
Available 130 days + 30 = 4.33 (round to 4) 
Available 135 days f 30 = 4.5 (round to 4) 
Available 140 days + 30 = 4.67 (round to 5) 

If the total days available is less than 30, divide 
the number of days by 30. 

Example 
Available 28 days 
Amount to use in calculation = 28/30 

C = the cost of the automobile to you if you owned it 
at any time during the year (for this purpose, 
“cost” includes provincial sales tax (PST) but 
not GST); 

D = the number of days that the automobile was 
available to the employee, and you owned the 
automobile, divided by 30; 



Example 
You leased an automobile for 245 days of the 
year and then purchased (owned) the automobile. 
The auto was available to the employee for the 
entire year. 

D = 120 days owned = 4 
30 

E = the total amounts you paid to lease the 
automobile (includes provincial sales tax but 
not GST) during those days that the automobile 
was available to the employee; and 

F = the amount included in amount E above that is 
for insurance, loss, or damage to or liability from 
thc use of the automobile. 

3. The GST taxable benefit is an additional benefit that 
you calculate on top of both the standby charge and the 
operating cost benefit. Calculate the benefit as 7% of 
the two amounts above (net of the PST). 

Automobile salespersons and leasing agents 

There is a reduced standby charge for employees who sel1 
or lease automobiles if: 
l the employee’s principal employment was to sel1 or lease 

automobiles; and 
l an automobile that you own was made available to the 

employee or a person related to the employee; and 
l you acquired at least one automobile during the year. 

At your option, you cari use the rate of 1 1/2% instead 
of 2% to calculate the standby charge. You cari also 
calculate the cost of the automobile to you as the 
greater of: 

(i) the average cost of a11 new automobiles that you 
acquired for sale or lease in the year; or 

(ii) the average cost of a11 automobiles that you acquired 
for sale or lease in the year. 

Partnerships 

You have to include a standby charge (as in 2 above) plus 
the related GST component in the income of a partner or 
an employee of a partner, if a partnership makes an 
automobile available for persona1 use to: 
l a partner, or a person related to the partner; or 
l an employee of a partner, or a person related to this 

person. 

Basic facts about our examples 

The facts below show the basic details that apply to a11 of 
the examples we provide. We also give additional facts in 
each example. These examples assume that the employee is 
net going to reimburse you for the persona1 use of the 
automobile. If the employee does reimburse you, deduct 
this amount from the total benefït you calculated. 
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Purchase price of automobile . . . . . . . . . , _ . . . . . . $10,000 
PST atlO% ,...........,........,...._.... $ 1,000 
Cost for purpose of standby charge calculation 
(except for automobile salespersons and 
leasing agents) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $11,000 
GST at7% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 700 
Total operating costs (including PST and GST) . $ 3,000 
Monthly leasing cost (net including GST) . . . . . . . $ 375 
PST included in each monthly lease payment . . . . $ 34 
Monthly insurance included in lease . . , . . . _ . . . . $ 75 
Days available to employee or shareholder . . . . . . 365 
Total kilometres driven during the period . . . . . _ 24,000 

Example 1 
Employer-owned automobile is used less than 90% in 
the course of an office or employment 
Additiona facts - You require Melissa to use the 
automobile in the course of her office or employment. 
She used the automobile for 3,000 persona1 kilometres. 
As a result, she used the automobile in the course of 
an office or employment less than 90% of the total 
distance she travelled (21,000 t 24,000 = 88%). 

Applying the formula: 
A [2% x (C x D)] + [2/3 x (E - F)] 
B 
A = B (because Melissa uses the automobile for 

business less than 90% of the total distance 
she travelled) 

B = 1,000 x 365 = 12,000 
35 

c = $11,000 
D = 365 = 12 (rounded to the nearest whole number) 

%ï- 
E and F are equal to 0. 
The standby charge is equal to: 
12,000 x [2% x ($11,000 x 12)] = $ 2,640 
12,000 
Operating cost benefit = 3,000 x $3,000 = 375 

24,000 
Taxable GST component on: 
Standby charge 
[2% x ($11,000 - $1,000) x 121 X 7% = 168 

Operating cost benefit (the GST is already 
included, SO you do not have to calculate 
the GST component on the operating 
cost benefit) 0 

Total benefit = $3,183 

In this case, the optional method of calculating 
operating costs is not beneficial to Melissa. 

Example 2 
Employer-owned automobile is used 90% or more in 
the course of an office or employment 
Addjtional facts - Alexander, your employee, has to 
use the automobile in the course of his employment. 
He used the automobile for 2,000 persona1 kilometres. 
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As a result, he used the automobile a11 or mostly a11 the 
time (i.e., at least 90% measured by distance travelled) in 
the course of his employment (22,000 t 24,000 = 92%). 

A = lesser of (a) 2,000 personal kilometres 
(b) 1,000 x 365 = 12,000 

30 

B = 12,000 

c = $11,000 

D = 365 = 12 
30 

E and F are equal to 0. 

Standby charge 
=A[2%x(CxD)]+[2/3x(E-F)] 

B 

= 2,000 x [2% x ($11,000 x 12)] = 
12,000 

Operating cost benefit 
= 2,000 x $3,000 = 

24,000 

Taxable GST component on: 

Standby charge 

$440 

250 

= 2,000 x [2% x ($11,000 - $1,000) x 121 
12,000 x 7% = 28 

Operating cost benefit (the GST is already 
included, SO you do not have to calculate 
the GST component on the operating 
cost benefit). 0 

Total benefit = $718 

How to calculate the total benefit using the optional 
calculation of operating cost benefit: 

Standby charge $440 

112 of standby charge 220 

Taxable GST component on the standby charge 28 

Taxable GST component on the operating cost 
benefit (220 x 7%) 15 

Total benefit $703 

Note that, because Alexander used the automobile 
primarily (i.e., more than 50%) in the course of his 
employment, he cari use the optional calculation. 

Example 3 
Employer-leased automobile is used less than 90% in 
the course of an office or employment 

AdditionaI fac& - You leased the automobile that 
Jared has to use in the course of his employment. The 
persona1 kilometres he drove were 3,000. As a result, 
Jared used the automobile less than 90% in the course 
of his employment (21,000 + 24,000 = 87%). The 
total PST on the lease payments is $408 (34 x 12). 

Standby charge 
=A [2%x(CxD)]+[2/3x(E-F)] 

B 
A = B (because Jared used the automobile less 

than 90% in the course of his employment) 
B = 1,000 x 365 = 12,000 

30 
C and D are equal to 0. 
E = $4,500 ($375 x 12) 
F = $900 ($75 x 12) 
Standby charge 

= 12,000 [2% x (C x D)] + [2/3 x (E - F)] 
12,000 

= 213 ($4,500 - $900) = 
Operating cost benefit 

= 3,000 x $3,000 = 
24,000 

$2,400 

375 

Taxable GST component on: 
Standby charge 

= 213 x [($4,500 - $408) - 900-J x 7% = 149 
Operating cost benefit (the GST is already 
included, SO you do not have to calculate 
the GST component on the operating 
cost benefit) 0 
Total benefit = $2,924 

In this case, the optional method of calculating 
operating costs is not beneficial to Jared. 

Example 4 
Employer-leased automobile is used 90% or more in 
the course of an office or employment 
Additional facts - You leased the automobile that 
Alanna has to use in the course of her employment. 
She drove 2,000 persona1 kilometres. As a result, she 
used the automobile more than 90% in the course of 
her employment (22,000 t 24,000 = 92%). The 
total PST on the lease payments is $408 (34 x 12). 
Standby charge 

= A [2% x (C x D)] + [2/3 x (E - F)] 
B 

A = lesser of: 
(i) persona1 kilometres driven 
(ii) value of B 

B = 1,000 x 365 = 12,000 
30 

2,000 
12,000 

C and D are equal to 0. 
E = $375 x 12 = $4,500 
F = $ 75 x 12 = $ 900 
Standby charge 

= 2,000 [2% x (C x D)] + [2/3 x (E - F)] 
12,000 

= 2,000 [2/3 x ($4,500 - $900)] 
12,000 

= .1667 [2/3 x $3,600] 
= .1667 [$2,400] = 

Operating cost benefit 
= 2,000 x $3,000 = 

24.000 

$400 

$250 



Taxable GST component on: 
Standby charge 

= 2,000 x [2/3 x ($4,500 - $408) - $9001 
12,000 x 7% = 25 

Operating cost benefît (as the GST is already 
included, you do not have to calculate 
the GST component on the operating 
cost benefit) 0 

Total $675 
Calculate the total benefit using the optional 
calculation of operating cost benefit: 
Standby charge $400 
Operating cost (50% X $400) 200 
Taxable GST component on the standby charge 25 
Taxable GST component on the operating cost 
benefit(200 x 7%) 14 

Total benefit = $639 

Since Alanna used the automobile primarily (i.e., more 
than 50%) in the course of her office, she cari use the 
optional calculation. 

Example 5 
Employer-owned automobile, used by sales people and 
leasing agents when (a) automobile is used less 
than 90% in the course of an office or employment 
and (b) you acquired new automobiles in the year 
Additjonal facts - Marvin sells automobiles for a 
living. He has to use an automobile in the course of 
his employment. He travelled 3,000 persona1 
kilometres. As a result, he used the automobile less 
than 90% in the course of his employment 
(21,000 + 24,000 = 87%). You did not incur a PST 
liability when you bought the automobiles. 

Total Average 
Automobile purchase data cost cost 

2 new automobiles acquired 
during the year $ 30,000 $ 15,000 
148 used automobiles 
acquired during the year 1,480,OOO 10,ooo 
150 automobiles acquired $ 1,510,OOO $ 10,067 
Standby charge (using optional reduced rate 
of 1.5%): 
A [1.5% x (C x D)] + [2/3 x (E - F)] 
B 
A = B (because employment use is less than 90%) 
B = 1,000 x 365 = 12,000 

30 
C = greater of: 

(i) average cost of new automobiles 
(ii) average cost of a11 automobiles 

D = 365 = 12 
-%Y 

$15,000 
$10,067 

E and F are equal to 0. 
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Standby charge 
= 12,000 [1.5% x (C x D)] - [2/3 x (E - F)] 

12,000 
= 1.5% x ($15,000 x 12) = 

Operating cost benefit 
= 3,000 x $3,000 = 

24,000 

$2,700 

375 

Taxable GST component on: 
Standby charge 

= 1.5% x ($15,000 x 12) x 7% = 189 
Operating cost benefit (the GST is already 
included, SO you do not have to calculate 
the GST component on the operating 
cost benefit) 0 
Total benefit = $3,264 

The optional calculation of the operating costs is not 
benefïcial to Marvin, because operating costs are less 
than 50% of the standby charge. 

Example 6 
Employer-owned automobile used by salesperson or 
leasing agent when (a) automobile is used 90% or 
more in the course of an office or employment and (b) 
you did not acquire any new automobiles during the 
year 
Addifional fac& - Nazira leases automobiles for a 
living. She has to use an automobile in the course of 
her employment. She travelled 2,000 persona1 
kilometres. As a result, she used the automobile more 
than 90% in the course of her employment 
(22,000 + 24,000 = 92 %). The cost figures we 
provide in Example 5 apply here, except that you, the 
automobile dealer, only sel1 used automobiles (i-e., you 
have not acquired any new automobiles). You did not 
incur a PST liability when you bought the used 
automobiles. 
Standby charge 

= A [(1.5% x (C x D)] + [2/3 (E - F)] 
B 

A = lesser of: 
(i) persona1 kilometres driven 
(ii) the value of B 

B = 1,000 x 365 = 12,000 
30 

C = greater of: 

2,000 
12,000 

(i) average cost of a11 new automobiles 
acquired for sale or lease during the year 0 
(ii) average cost of a11 automobiles 
acquired for sale or lease during the year $10,000 

D = 365 = 12 
-5 

E and F are equal to 0. 
Standby charge 

= 2,000 [1.5% ($10,000 x 12)] + [2/3 x (E - F)] 
12,000 

= .1667 [1.5% x $120,000] 
= ,1667 x $1,800 = 

Operating cost benefit 
= 2,000 x $3,000 = 

24,000 

$300 

250 
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Taxable GST component on: 
Standby charge 

= 2,000 x [1.5% x ($10,000 x 12)] x 7% = 21 
12,000 

Operating cost benefit (the GST is already 
included, SO you do not have to calculate 
the GST component on the operating 
cost benefit) 0 

Total benefit = $571 

Calculate the total benefit using the optional 
calculation OP Operating cost benefit: 
Standby charge 
Operating cost (50% X $300) 

$300 

150 

Taxable GST component on the standby charge 21 

Taxable GST component on the operating 
cost benefit (150 x 7%) 11 

Total benefit 

Since Nazira used the automobile primarily (i.e., more 
than 50%) in the course of her employment, she cari 
use the optional calculation. 

Educational allowances 

l the mental or physical health of the employee or a person 
related to the employee (this does not include amounts 
for the use of recreational or sporting facilities and 
club dues); 

l the re-employment of the employee; 

l the retirement of the employee; 

l tobacco, drug, and alcohol abuse; and 
l stress management. 

Gifts 

A gift, either in cash or in kind, that you give to an 
employee is a benefit from employment. If, however, the 
gift is for a wedding, Christmas, or similar occasion and 
is $100 or less, you do not have to include the amount in 
the employee’s income if you agree not to claim the cost of 
the gift as an expense when you calculate taxable income. 

This policy usually only applies to one gift per employee in 
a year. We allow two gifts in the year an employee 
marries, as long as one of them is a wedding gift. 

Note 
If the gift is a11 cash, there is no taxable GST component. 
If any part of the gift is in kind, calculate the taxable GST 
component on the taxable benefit as 7% of the amounts 
included in the benelït (net of any provincial sales tax). 

You have to include amounts you pay to an employee as an 

income of the employee for the taxation year. 
educational allowance for the employee’s Child in the 

Employer-paid premiums 
Group term life insurance over $25,000 - 

However, the allowance is not taxable if, for employment 
reasons, an employee has to live in a location where 
education is not available in the employee’s officia1 
language. Other conditions also have to be met. If you 
have any questions, contact the Source Deductions section 
of your district office. 

Note 
If any part of the educational services provided are subject 
to income tax. that nart is subiect to a taxable GST 
component of’7% (net of any provincial sales tax). 

Employee counselling services 

The fees you pay to provide services such as financial 
counselling or income tax preparation for an employee are 
usually a taxable benetït to the employee who receives the 
benefit. This applies whether you pay the fees directly or 
indirectly. 

If you pay a group term life insurance policy for your 
employees (or oftïcers), part of the premium may be a 
taxable benefit. The taxable benefit is the part of the 
premium that provides for coverage over $25,000. If the 
employee pays you back for the premiums, reduce this 
benefit by this amount. For more information, see 
Interpretation Bulletin IT-227R and its Special Release. 

Note 
There is no taxable GST component on this benefit. 

Holiday trips, other prizes, and 
incentive awards 

A holiday trip, expense-paid vacation, or other award you 
may give an employee is a taxable benefit from 
employment. The value of the benefit is the fair market 
value of the trip or vacation. 

Note 
The taxable GST component on such a taxable benefit 
is 7% of the amounts included in the benefit (net of any 
provincial sales tax). 

If you give an employee a prize, or a sales, business, or 
work incentive award, the amount the employee receives is 
income from employment. This applies whether the 
payment is in cash or in kind. 

There are employee counselling services that are exempt 
Do not include the benelits we list below in the 
employee’s income. 

The $500 exemption that applies to some scholarships, 
fellowships, and bursaries does not apply to an award or 
prize an employee receives as a benefit from employment, 
or in connection with a business. 

Do not include any benefït an employee receives from 
counselling services for: 

If a manufacturer gives prizes, cash awards, or awards in 
kind to a dealer, the manufacturer does not have to report 



these on an information slip. When the dealer passes these 
on to an employee, the dealer has to report the cash 
payment or the value of the benefit in boxes 14 and 40 on 
the employee’s T4 Supplementary . 

If a manufacturer pays a cash award or a prize directly to 
the employee of a dealer or other sales organization, the 
manufacturer has to report the value of the award or prize 
as a benefit in box 28, “Other income,” on a 
T4A Supplementary. 

You Will find more information in Interpretation 
Bulletin IT-470R and its Special Release. 

Note 
There is no taxable GST component on the part of a prize 
or award that you give in cash. However, if any part of the 
prize or award is in kind, the taxable GST component on 
the taxable benefit is 7% of the amounts included in the 
benefit (net of any provincial sales tax). 

Housing, board, and lodging 

If you provide a house, apartment, or similar 
accommodation to an employee rent-free or for less rent 
than the employee would pay on the open market for such 
accommodation, the employee receives a taxable benefit. 
As the employer, you have to reasonably estimate the 
amount of the benefit. This is usually the fair market value 
for the same type of accommodation if the employee rented 
from a third party, less any rent the employee paid. Report 
the taxable benefit on the employee’s T4 Supplementary in 
box 14 and box 30, “Housing, board, and lodging.” 

If you provide a rent-free or low-rent residence or other 
accommodation to a member of the clergy who is in 
charge of or ministers to a diocese, parish, or 
congregation, you have to estimate the value of the benefït 
and report it on a T4 Supplementary. This also applies to 
clergy members who are in full-time administrative service 
by appointment of a religious order or denomination. If the 
clergy members tel1 you in writing that they Will claim a 
deduction from income for the residence or other 
accommodation, do not include the value of this benefit in 
their income for purposes of source deductions. 

If you provide free board (meals) and lodging to an 
employee, the employee receives a taxable benefit. You 
have to value the benefit at its fair market value. You also 
have to include it in the employee’s income, and report it 
on the employee’s T4 Supplementary in box 14 and box 30, 
“Housing, board, and lodging.” 

If you provide subsidized board (meals) and lodging to an 
employee, determine the value of the benefit for “board” 
as we describe under “Subsidized meals” below. The 
“lodging” benefit is the fair market value of the 
accommodation, less any amount the employee paid. Report 
the benefits as we describe below. 

We make an exception to the above rules for board and 
lodging you give to an employee who works at a remote 
location, or a special work site. We discuss this on 
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page 49, under “Employment at special work sites and 
remote locations. ” 

Note 
Generally, the supply of a house, apartment, or similar 
accommodation to an employee is not subject to GST if the 
employee occupies it for at least one month. If you have 
any doubt whether the accommodation you provide to your 
employee(s) is a GST taxable supply, contact your nearest 
Revenue Canada, Customs and Excise office for help. 
If GST applies to the accommodation, calculate the 
taxable GST component as 7% of the amount of the benefit 
(net of any provincial sales tax) that has to be included in 
income. 

You calculate the taxable GST component on subsidized 
board (meals) as 7% of the amounts included in this benefit 
(net of any provincial sales tax). 

Subsidized meals 

If you provide subsidized meals to employees (e.g., those 
you may offer in employees’ dining rooms and cafeterias), 
these meals are not a taxable benefït, as long as the 
employees pay a reasonable charge. A reasonable charge is 
one that covers the cost of the food, its preparation and 
service. The value of the benefit is the cost of the meals 
minus any payment made by the employee. Include the 
taxable benefït in box 14 of the employee’s 
T4 Supplementary, and report it in box 30, “Housing, 
board, and lodging.” 

Note 
The taxable GST component on subsidized meals is 7% of 
the amounts included in the benefit (net of any provincial 
sales tax). 

Interest-free and low-interest loans 

You have to include in income benefits a person enjoys as 
a result of interest-free or low-interest loans received 
because of employment or shareholdings. The benefit is the 
amount of interest that would have been paid for the year 
at the prescribed interest rates (see prescribed rates of 
interest on page 59) Iess the amount of interest that the 
borrower pays on the loan in the year (or within 30 days 
after the end of the year). Some loans are excepted from 
this rule, and special rules apply to home-relocation and 
home-purchase loans. 

Include the benefit in box 14, and enter it in box 36 of the 
T4 Supplementary. If you file a T4A instead of a T4, enter 
it in box 28, “Other income,” on the T4A Supplementary. 

Note 
There is no taxable GST component on these benefits. 

Loans received because of employment 

A taxable benefit to an employee arises if a loan is 
received because of the employee’s employment or intended 
employment. Any party cari receive the loan, including the 
employee and the employee’s spouse. Also, a loan includes 
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any other indebtedness (e.g., the unpaid purchase price of 
goods or services). 

The taxable benefit the employee receives in the taxation 
year is the total of: 

1. interest on each loan and debt calculated at the 
prescribed rate for the period in the year during which 
it was outstanding; 

and 
2. interest on this loan or debt that was paid or payable 

for the year by you the employer (for this purpose, 
“employer” is a person or partnership that employed 
or intended to employ the individual, and also includes 
a person related to the person or partnership); 

minus the total of 
3. the interest for the year that the employee, you (or any 

other party), paid on each loan or debt within 30 days 
after the end of the year; 

and 
4. any part of the amount in (2) that is paid back within 

30 days after the end of the year by the employee to 
you, the employer (as we define in 2 above). 

Note 
Sometimes these rules do not apply. See “Exceptions” 
below under the heading “Loans received because of 
shareholdings. ” 
See the current version of Interpretation Bulletin IT-421 for 
similar taxable benefits that result from loans received 
because of services performed by a corporation that carries 
on a persona1 services business. 

Example 
Joshua is your employee. He borrowed $150,000 from 
you. The prescribed rate is 11% for the first quarter of 
the year, 12% for the second quarter, and 13% for the 
last two quarters. Joshua paid you $8,000 interest on 
the loan within 30 days after the end of the year. Also, 
during the year, a company related to you paid $3,000 
interest on the loan on behalf of Joshua. Before the 
end of the same year, Joshua paid back the company 
that paid the $3,000. This is how you would figure out 
the benefit to include in Joshua’s income: 
1, Prescribed rate x loan amount for the period in 

the year: 
- 11% x $150,000 x 1/4 = $ 4,125 
- 12% x $150,000 x 1/4 = 4,500 
- 13% x $150,000 x 2/4 = $ 18,375 9,750 

Plus 
2. Amount paid by third party 3,000 

$ 21.375 

3. Amount of interest paid 
($8,000 + $3,000) 

4. Amount paid back by 
Joshua 

Benefit to Joshua 

$ 11,000 

3,000 14,000 

$ 7,375 

1 Loans received because of shareholdings 

1 Loans received because of shareholdings are taxable 
benefits when the following conditions are met: 

1. the loan is received by a person or a partnership 
(except when the person is a corporation resident in 
Canada, or the partnership is one in which each 
partner is a corporation resident in Canada); 

2. the person or partnership above is: 
l a shareholder of a corporation; 
l connected with a shareholder of a corporation; or 
l a member of a partnership, or a beneficiary of a 

trust, that was a shareholder of a corporation; 

and 
3. because of these shareholdings, the person or 

partnership receives a loan from or incurs a debt to 
that corporation, a related corporation, or to a 
partnership of which that corporation or any related 
corporation was a member. 

If these conditions are met, we consider that the person 
or partnership (i.e., shareholder) received a benefit in 
the taxation year equal to: 

l the interest on each loan and debt calculated at the 
prescribed rate for the period in the year during 
which it was outstanding 

minus 
l the interest for the year paid by any party (e.g., the 

person or partnership) on each loan or debt in the 
year, or within 30 days after the end of the year. 

Note 
A “person” includes an individual, a corporation, or a 
trust. 

See “Exceptions” below. 

Exceptions 

There is no benefit to the borrower for loans 
received because of employment or shareholdings in 
the following situations: 

1. The rate of interest on the loan or debt equals or 
is more than the rate that parties who deal with 
each other at arm’s length would have agreed 
upon at the time the debt arose. This is the rate 
that would apply on a commercial loan for a 
purpose other than for an office, employment, or 
shareholding. This does not apply if any part of 
the interest from the loan or debt is paid by a 
party who is not the borrower. 

2. Al1 or part of the loan is included in the income 
of a person or partnership. In this case, the rules 
concerning benefits do not apply to the amount 
included in income. 

Loans for home purchase or home relocation 

A loan for home relocation is a loan you give to an 
employee or an employee’s spouse when: 

l the employee moves to start work at a new location in 
Canada; 



l the loan is used to buy a new home that is at least 
40 kilometres closer to the new work location than the 
employee’s old residence; 

l the employee or the employee’s spouse receives the loan 
because of the employee’s employment; and 

l the employee designates the loan to be a home-relocation 
loan. 

When an employee includes in income a taxable benefit 
from “loans received because of employment” for a home- 
relocation loan, the employee cari deduct the least of the 
following three calculations: 
1. the difference between the interest for the year at the 

prescribed rate (see this page) for the period the loan 
was outstanding, and the interest paid on the loan in 
the year or within 30 days after the end of the year; 

2. interest calculated at the prescribed rate on a $25,000 
loan; and 

3. the benefit that you included in the employee’s income 
for “loans received because of employment” in 
the year. 

Note 
The deduction for the home-relocation loan is only 
available for five years, not for the life of the loan. 

A home-purchase loan is any part of a loan to an employee 
that the employee uses to acquire, or repay another loan 
that was used to acquire, a dwelling to house that employee 
(or a person related to that employee). This also applies to 
shareholders or a person related to the shareholder. 

For a home-purchase loan or a home-relocation loan, the 
amount of interest that you calculate as a benefit for 
“Loans received because of employment” should not be 
more than the interest that would have been charged at the 
prescribed rate in effect when the loan was made or the 
debt incurred. 

A home-purchase loan or a home-relocation loan may have 
a term of repayment that is more than five years. In this 
case, we consider the balance owing at the end of five 
years from the day the loan was made to be a new home- 
purchase loan that the person receives on that date. TO 
figure out the benefit, use the prescribed rate in effect at 
that time. 

How to report benefits 

Report the benefits in this way: 
l If an employee receives a loan or incurs a debt because 

of employment (see “Loans received because of 
employment” above), report the benefit on a T4. Enter 
the amount of the benefit in box 36, and include it in 
box 14 of the employee’s T4 Supplementary. You have 
to identify the amount the employee cari deduct (see 
“Loans for home purchase or home-relocation” above). 
In ‘ ‘footnotes,” enter: “box 36, Home loan !§ -.” 

l If a person or partnership that was a shareholder (or was 
related to the shareholder) receives a loan or incurs a 
debt (see “Loans received because of shareholdings” 
above), report the benefit on a T4A. Enter the amount in 

box 28, “Other income,” on the borrower’s 
T4A Supplementary. In the space marked “footnotes,” 
enter: “Box 28 $ - benefit under subsection 80.4(2). ’ ’ 
In the footnote code box, enter code 17. 

Deductibility of deemed interest benefit 

The taxable benefit that you include in the income of a 
person (see “Loans received because of employment” or 
“Loans received because of shareholdings” above), is 
interest payable for the year by the borrower. If the 
borrower (e.g., employee) uses the funds to earn income 
from business or property, the borrower may be able to 
deduct this interest from income. You still have to include 
the full benefit in the earnings you report on the T4 or 
T4A slip. 

Prescribed rates of interest 

The prescribed rates of interest are as follows: 

Quarterly rates 

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

9% 9% 11% 13% 13% 
8% 9% 12% 13% 11% 
8% 9% 13% 14% 10% 
9% 10% 13% 14% 9% T - 1992 

9% 
8% 
7% 
6% 

Medical expenses paid by an employer 

If you pay for or provide an amount to pay for an 
employee’s medical expenses in a taxation year, these 
amounts are a taxable benefit to the employee. You cari 
find more information on this in Interpretation 
Bulletins IT-509 and its Special Release, and IT-519. 

Note 
Some medical expenses that qualify for the medical expense 
credit may be subject to GST. Please direct any questions 
about this to your nearest Revenue Canada, Customs and 
Excise office. Any taxable GST component on such a 
taxable benefit is 7% of the amounts included in the benefit 
(net of any provincial sales tax). 

Municipal officer’s expense allowance 

A municipal corporation or board may pay an expense 
allowance to an elected officer to perform the duties of that 
office. The amount of the allowance determines whether or 
not you should include the excess amount in income. 

If the expense allowance is more than one-third of the 
total salary and allowances, the excess amount is a taxable 
benefit. Enter it in box 40, and include the amount in 
box 14 of the T4 slip. 

Note 
There is no taxable GST component on such an allowance. 

If the expense allowance is not more than one-third of the 
officer’s total salary and allowances, do not include this 
amount in the officer’s income. In the “footnotes” area of 
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the T4 slip, enter: “Municipal officer’s allowance, not 
included in box 40, $ -.” 

If you need more information, get Interpretation 
Bulletin IT-292 from your district office. 

Premiums under provincial hospitalization 
and medical tare insurance plans and 
certain Government of Canada plans 

If an employee has to pay premiums or contributions to a 
provincial authority for a hospital or medical tare insurance 
plan or both, the amount you pay is a taxable benefit to the 
employee when you: 
l pay a11 or part of these amounts out of your own 

funds; or 
l pay an amount to the employee for these premiums. 

Also, any amounts you, as a former employer, pay as a 
contribution to a provincial health services insurance plan 
for a retired person is a taxable benefit. Report this benefit 
in box 28 of a T4A Supplementary. In the “footnotes” 
area, enter: “Box 28, “Medical premium benetït: $ -.” 
In the footnote code box, enter code 18. If you need more 
information, see Interpretation Bulletin IT-247. 

Any amount that the Government of Canada pays for 
premiums under a hospital or medical tare insurance plan 
for employees and their dependants serving outside Canada 
is a taxable benetït. This also applies to dependants of 
members of the RCMP and Armed Forces serving outside 
Canada. 

Note 
There is no taxable GST component on this type of benefit. 

If you, as an employer, have to pay amounts to a 
provincial or territorial authority that administers a hospital 
or medical insurance plan, the payments you make are not 
a taxable benefit to employees. 

Registered retirement savings plans 
(RRSPs) 
Contributions you make to an employee’s RRSP are a 
taxable benefit to the employee. This does not include an 
amount you withheld from the employee’s remuneration. 

Include this benefit in box 14, and report it in box 38 of 
the T4 Supplementary. Indicate the deduction that the 
employee cari claim in the “footnotes” area of the T4. 
Amounts in the “footnotes” area and box 38 Will not be 
the same. The amount in the “footnotes” area is 
one-quarter of the amount you include in box 38. 

Note 
There is no taxable GST component on this benefit. 

There are two sections in the Zncome Tax Act that entitle 
an employee to claim a “stock option and shares 
deduction.” These are paragraphs 110(l)(d), 
and 1 lO(l)(d. 1). You have to indicate the correct section in 
the “footnotes” area of the T4. 

Paragraph 110(l)(d) 

The employee cari claim a deduction under 
paragraph 110(l)(d) of the Zncome Tax Act if: 
l after February 15, 1984, a corporation agreed to sel1 or 

issue to the employee a share of its capital stock, or the 
capital stock of another corporation that it does not deal 
with at arm’s length; 

l the employee dealt at arm’s length with the above 
corporations immediately after the agreement was made; 

l the share was a prescribed share at the time of its issue 
or sale, whatever the case may be; and 

l the price of the share is not less than its fair market 
value at the time the agreement was made. 

The deduction to the employee is one-quarter of the amount 
of such benefits that arise because shares were acquired, or 
rights for shares were transferred or otherwise disposed of 
after 1989. In the “footnotes” area of the T4, identify the 
amount of the deduction that the employee cari claim under 
paragraph 110(l)(d) of the Zncome Tax Act. TO do this, 
enter: “Stock option 110(l)(d) $ -.” This amount is 
onequarter of the amount in box 38. 

Paragraph 11 O(l)(d.l) 

We consider the employee to have received the benefit in 
the year the employee disposes of the shares, and not in 
the year the employee acquires them if: 

l the corporation was a Canadian-controlled private 
corporation at the time the agreement was made; 

l the employee acquired shares after May 22, 1985; and 
Note 
There is no taxable GST component on this benefit. 

l the employee dealt at arm’s length with the corporation 
immediately after that time. 

Stock options 
When a corporation agrees to issue its shares to an 
employee, the employee receives a benefit in the taxation 
year that the employee acquires shares under the 
agreement. The benefït is the difference between the fair 
market value of the shares when the employee acquires 
them, and the amount paid or to be paid for them. In 
addition, a benefit cari accrue to the employee if the 
employee’s rights under the agreement become vested in 
another person, or if the employee transfers or sells the 
rights. 

In this case, the employee cari claim a deduction under 
paragraph 1 lO(l)(d. 1) of the Zncome Tax Act if: 

l the shares are disposed of in the year; 

l the employee did not dispose of the shares within two 
years of acquiring them; and 

l the employee did not deduct an amount under 
paragraph 110(l)(d) for the benefit. 

The deduction that the employee cari claim is one-quarter 
of the amount of the benefit for shares disposed of or 
exchanged after 1989. In the “footnotes” area of the T4, 



identify the amount of the deduction the employee cari 
claim under paragraph 1 lO(l)(d. 1). TO do this, enter: 
“Stock option 1 lO(l)(d. 1) $ -. ” This amount is one- 
quarter of the amount in box 3%. 

Note 
“Arm’s length” refers to parties that are not related in any 
manner other than as employer and employee. 

If you need more information on stock options and shares, 
see Interpretation Bulletin IT- 113. 

Travelling expenses 

If a spouse accompanies an employee on a business trip, 
the amount you pay back to the employee for the spouse’s 
travelling expenses is a taxable benefit to the employee. 

The amount is not a taxable benefit to the employee if the 
spouse went at your request, and was mostly engaged in 
business activities during the trip. You Will find more 
information in Interpretation Bulletin IT- 13 1. 

Note 
The taxable GST component on such a taxable benefit 
is 7% of the amounts included in the benefit (net of any 
provincial sales tax). 

Travelling allowances to part-time 
employees 

There are other travelling expenses that are not taxable. If 
you give a reasonable allowance for, or reimburse 
travelling expenses to, a part-time employee, you do not 
have to include the amount in the employee’s income. This 
applies as long as you and the part-time employee are not 
related to each other. Also, this only applies to the period 
that the part-time employee had other employment or 
carried on a business. The part-time employee must 
perform the duties at a location no less than X0 kilometres 
(50 miles) from the employee’s home and principal place 
of employment or business. For more information, see 
Interpretation Bulletin IT-522. 

Tuition fees, scholarships, and bursaries 

If you pay tuition fees for an employee, or reimburse an 
employee for a11 or part of the tuition fees the employee 
paid, there is a taxable benefit to the employee. We 
consider the amount you pay as income of the employee in 
the year that you make the payment. Tuition fees that you 
paid for a person related to an employee of yours are also 
a benefit to the employee. If you reimburse the employee 
for books and supplies, these amounts are also taxable in 
the year you make the payment. These amounts are not 
tuition fees. 

The tuition fees are not taxable if you ask the employee to 
take the course for your benefit rather than the employee’s. 
This is usually the case if the employee takes the course 
during normal working hours, and you give the employee 
time off with pay to take it. This cari also occur when the 
course is taken on the employee’s own time, at your 
request, because of lack of time during normal working 
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hours. (Generally, a course taken on the employee’s own 
time usually indicates that the employee is taking the 
course on the employee’s own initiative and persona1 
benefit). 

If a student is or was employed by you, and you give the 
student a scholarship or bursary on the condition that the 
student returns to your employment, the amount of the 
scholarship or bursary is income of the student. 

If an educational institution provides free tuition for an 
employee, or the employee’s spouse or Child, include the 
fair market value of the benefit in the employee’s income. 

If you need more information, see Interpretation 
Bulletins IT-7.5, IT-82 and IT-470 and their 
Special Releases, and Information Circular 75-23. 

Note 
Certain tuition fees may be subject to GST. If the payment 
or provision of tuition fees results in a taxable benefit to an 
employee, and if the relevant tuition is subject to GST, the 
taxable GST component on the taxable benefit is 7% of the 
benefit (net of any provincial sales tax). 

Wage-loss replacement plans or premiums 
paid to income maintenance plan 

The payment of a premium is a taxable benefit for an 
employee if you pay the premium for an employee under a 
non-group plan that is: 
l a sickness or accident insurance plan; 
l a disability insurance plan; or 
l an income maintenance insurance plan. 

We do not view your payment as a “contribution by the 
employer” as we would under a group plan. 

Note 
There is no taxable GST component on this benefit. 

Disability-related employment benefits 

Certain benefits that you may provide to handicapped 
employees are not taxable. 

Reasonable transportation costs between an employee’s 
home and work location are not taxable if you pay them to 
or for an employee who: 
l is blind; or 
l has a severe and prolonged mobility impairment. 

These transportation costs cari include an allowance for 
taxis or specially designed public transport, and parking 
that you provide or subsidize for those employees. 

You may have an employee with a severe and prolonged 
mental or physical impairment. Any reasonable benefits 
you provide for the cost of an attendant to help the 
employee perform duties of employment are not taxable. 
This cari include readers for the blind, signers for the deaf, 
and coaches for the mentally handicapped. 
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Note 
Do not deduct tax or CPP contributions from the above 
disability-related employment benefits. These benefits are, 
however, insurable and you have to deduct UI premiums 
from them. -_--. - 

Discounts on merchandise and 
commissions on sales 

If you normally sel1 merchandise to your employees at a 
discount. the benefit to the employee is not usually a 
taxable benefit. This does not apply: 

l to a special arrangement you make with a particular 
employee or a Select group of employees; 

l to an arrangement where you allow an employee to buy 
merchandise (other than old or soiled merchandise) for 
less than your cost; or 

l when there is a reciprocal arrangement between two or 
more employers where employees of one employer cari 
buy merchandise at a discount from another employer. 

If you sel1 merchandise at below cost to an employee, the 
taxable benefit is the difference between the fair market 
value of the goods and the price the employee paid. 

A commission that a sales employee receives on 
merchandise the employee bought for persona1 use is not 
taxable. Similarly, when a life insurance salesperson 
acquires a life insurance policy, a commission that 
salesperson receives on that policy is not taxable, as long 
as the salesperson owns that policy and has to make the 
required premium payments. 

Note 
If a taxable benefit arises under any discount arrangement. 
the taxable GST component on the benefit is 7% of the 
amounts included in the benefit (net of any provincial sales 
taxi. 

Premiums under private health services 
plan 

If you make a contribution to a private health services plan 
for an employee, there is no taxable benefit to the 
employee. 

Do not deduct income tax from benefits you provide to an 
employee under a private health services plan. For more 
information, see Interpretation Bulletin IT-339. 

Recreational facilities 

If you supply recreational facilities for the general use of 
your employees, the value of any benetït the employees 
receive when they use the facilities is not taxable. This 
applies whether you provide the facilities free of charge, or 
for a nominal fee. 

If you pay fees for an employee to be a member of a social 
or athletic club, and the employee’s membership is 
principally to your advantage, the fees you pay are not a 
taxable benefit to the employee. 

Exception 
If you give the employee board, lodging, or meals 
(e.g., at a summer hotel or hunting lodge that you 
maintain). you have to include the value of this board 
and lodging as a taxable benefit to the employee. 

Note ~ 
The taxable GST component on such a taxable benefit is 
7% of the amounts included in the benefit (net of any 
provincial sales tax). 

Removal expenses 

If you pay or reimburse an employee for certain expenses 
to move the employee, the employee’s family and 
household effects, this amount is not a taxable benefit to 
the employee. This applies when you transfer an employee 
from one of your places of business to another. It also 
applies when the employee accepts employment at a 
different location from the location of the employee’s 
former residence. 

Also, if you pay certain expenses to move an employee and 
household out of a remote place when the work there is 
completed, the amount you pay is not a taxable benefït. 

These items are not taxable if you paid or reimbursed 
them: 

l the cost of house-hunting trips to the new location, which 
includes Child and pet tare expenses; 

l travelling costs (including a reasonable amount spent for 
meals and lodging) while the employee and members of 
the employee’s household were moving from the old 
residence to the new residence; 

l the cost to the employee of transporting or storing 
household effects while moving from the employee’s old 
residence to the employee’s new residence; 

l charges and fees to disconnect a telephone, television 
aerial, water, space heaters, air conditioners, barbecues, 
automatic garage doors, and water heaters; 

l fees to cancel a lease; 

l mortgage discharge penalties; 

l mortgage interest, property taxes, heat, hydro, insurance, 
and grounds maintenance costs to keep up the old 
residence after the move, when ail reasonable efforts to 
sel1 it have not been successful; 

l charges to connect and install utilities, appliances, and 
fixtures that existed at the old residence; 

l automobile licence, inspection, and drivers’ permit fees, 
if the employee owned these items at the former location; 

l legal fees and land transfer tax to buy the new residence; 
. adjustrnents and alterations to existing furniture and 

fixtures to arrange them in the new residence, which 
includes plumbing and electrical changes in the new 
residence; 

l the cost to revise a Will, if needed because of the move; 

l reasonable temporary living expenses while waiting to 
occupy the new, permanent accommodation; 



l long-distance telephone charges that relate to the sale of educational allowance you pay directly to your employees 
the old residence; as we discuss on page 56. 

l costs to move persona1 items such as an automobile, 
boat, or trailer; Transportation to the job 

l loss on the sale of the old residence as outlined in 
paragraph 37 of Interpretation Bulletin IT-470, 
Employees’ Fringe Benefits, and its Special Release; and 

l interest costs on “bridge” financing to buy the new 
residence, as long as a11 reasonable efforts have been 
made to sel1 the old residence. 

Sometimes, for security or other reasons, public and 
private vehicles are not allowed or practical at an 
employment location. You may need to provide 
transportation from pick-up points to that location for your 
employees. This transportation is not a taxable benefit. 
See also “Employment at special and remote work sites 
and remote locations” in Chapter 8. 

If you pay or reimburse moving costs that we do not list 
above, the amounts may be a taxable benefit to the 
employee. 

Uniforms and special clothing 

Note 
The taxable GST component on such a taxable benefit 
is 7% of the amounts included in the benefit (net of any 
provincial sales tax). 

Employees receive no taxable benefit when: 

l you supply them with a distinctive uniform that they have 
to wear while they carry out their duties of 
employment; or 

Allowances that the employee does not have to account for 
are called “non-accountable allowances.” These are for 
incidental relocation or moving expenses. We consider up 
to $650 to be a reimbursement of expenses that the 
employee incurred because of the move. The employee has 
to certify in writing that the employee had incidental 
expenses of the lesser of the amount of the allowance, 
or $650. Do not report the amount of the reimbursement 
on a T4 or T4A Supplementary . Report any part of the 
non-accountable allowance that is over $650 in the usual 
mariner. 

l you provide them with special clothing (this includes 
safety footwear) that is designed to protect them from 
particular hazards of the employment. 

If you reimburse your employees for the cost of protective 
clothing that they bought, and they did not have to support 
their purchase with receipts, the reimbursements are non- 
taxable if: 

l the law requires the protective clothing to be worn on the 
work site; 

l the protective clothing was purchased by the 
employee; and 

l the amount of the reimbursement is reasonable. 
Note 
There is no taxable GST component on these allowances. 

If you do not reimburse, or only partly reimburse an 
employee for removal expenses, that employee may be able 
to claim some of the moving expenses as a deduction from 
income when filing an income tax return. If you or the 
employee need more information, see Interpretation 
Bulletin IT-178R2 and its Special Release, and the 
publication Are You Moving?. You cari get these at any 
district office. 

If these three conditions are not met, the payments are a 
taxable benefit in the hands of the employee. 

You may pay a laundry or dry-cleaning establishment to 
launder or dry-clean uniforms and special clothing for your 
employees. You may also reimburse the employees for 
these expenses. If you do either of these, the amounts you 
pay are not a taxable benefit to the employees. 

Subsidized school services Volunteer firefighters - Expense 
allowance 

In remote areas, employers often take responsibility for 
essential community services that a municipality usually 
provides. If you provide free or subsidized school services 
for your employees’ children, no taxable benefit is 
received by the employees. This does not include an 

Income up to $500 that a volunteer fïrefïghter receives as 
an expense allowance from a government, municipality, or 
other public authority is not a taxable benefit. Include any 
amounts of more than $500 in the firefighter’s income. 
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Chapter 10 - Non-Residents 

Non-residents who perform services in 
Canada 

employment in Canada are subject to tax deductions in the 
same way as Canadian residents. This applies whether or 
not the employer is a resident of Canada. 

Regulation 102: Employees 

Non-residents of Canada who are in regular and continuous 
A non-resident of Canada may be employed by a Canadian 
employer and participate in that employer’s registered 
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pension plan or deferred profit-sharing plan. In this case, 
the employer has to report a pension adjustment (PA) for 
this employee on a T4 Supplementary, along with a11 the 
other T4 data that have to be reported. 

TDl - Personal Tax Credit Return - Non-residents 
employed in Canada and certain persons that we consider 
to be employed in Canada cari claim persona1 tax credits on 
their TDl form. They cari only do this if they are going to 
include 90% or more of their total world income for the 
year when they determine the taxable income they earned 
in Canada. Non-residents who report less than 90% of their 
total world income for the year cannot claim persona1 tax 
credits. In this case, they have to use net claim code 0 on 
the TDl form. 

A person who claims persona1 tax credits for non-resident 
dependants cari only claim these credits for a spouse and 
children. 

For more information, see Interpretation Bulletins IT-161 R3 
and its Special Release, IT-168, IT-171, IT-221R2 and its 
Special Release, and IT-420. 

Tables used for non-residents - TO fïnd out how much 
tax to withhold from non-residents, you first have to go to 
the table for your pay period. Next, determine the 
remuneration from which you have to deduct income tax 
(see page 2 1, “How to calculate tax deductions at 
source”). Find the net claim code as shown on the 
employee’s TDl form. This Will give you the amount of 
tax you should deduct for that pay period. 

These tables Will especially apply to non-resident 
individuals engaged in Canadian employment. Examples of 
these are commuters, sojourners, or workers from abroad 
in agricultural or other occupations for term or seasonal 
periods. It cari also include students from abroad who are 
periodically employed, or who receive a taxable amount 
such as a scholarship, bursary, or research grant from a 
Canadian source. 

You have to use the tables in the publication called Payroll 
Deductions Tables for In Canada Beyond the Limits of Any 
Province or Outside Canada for the following non-resident 
persons: 

l locally engaged government employees in foreign 
jurisdictions; 

l teachers formerly resident in Canada whom we consider 
to be employed in Canada; 

l workers engaged in certain Overseas employment; 

l offshore oil and gas workers in Canada beyond the limits 
of any province; and 

l students abroad who receive a taxable amount such as a 
scholarship, bursary, or research grant from a Canadian 
source. 

TO comply with federal and provincial Income Tax Acts, 
when we compute the tax to deduct based on the range of 
income, we have taken these amounts into account: the 
amount for basic federal tax; the federal surtax; the basic 
provincial tax; and any selective provincial tax reductions 
or surtaxes, where they apply. 

We ask that you carefully review the TDl forms that these 
employees file. 

Remitting deductions - Send in the amounts for tax, 
CPP, and UI that you deduct from non-residents engaged 
in regular and continuous employment the same way that 
you do for residents. Send in the deductions with 
remittance Form PD7A, and report them on a 
T4 Supplementary and Summary (see Chapter 6). 

There are penalties if you do not deduct tax from a 
non-resident employee (this includes an employee who is a 
deemed resident because of having lived in Canada for 
183 days or more in the year). If this happens, you Will be 
liable to pay as tax the amount you should have deducted, 
plus a penalty, plus interest on the penalty, and interest on 
the amount that you should have deducted. We charge 
interest at the prescribed rate per year. You cari recover 
any such tax that you paid on the non-resident employee’s 
behalf from that employee. 

Regulation 105: Independent operators (individuals, 
partnerships, or corporations) 

Payments for services rendered in Canada by a non- 
resident in employment that is not regular and continuous 
are subject to a tax deduction of 15% (see Information 
Circular 75-6). Use Form PD7A to send in the tax you 
deducted because of this regulation. 

If you do not deduct or withhold the tax that you should 
under Regulation 105, you are liable to pay as tax the 
amount that you should have deducted, plus a penalty, plus 
interest on the penalty, and interest on the amount that you 
should have deducted. We charge interest at the prescribed 
rate per year. You cari recover from the above-noted 
non-resident any such tax you paid on that person’s behalf. 

Use Form T4A-NR Supplementary to report payments of 
fees, commissions, or other amounts you paid to non- 
residents of Canada for services they rendered in Canada 
that are not in the course of regular and continuous 
employment. Use this form regardless of the amount of the 
payment or the amount of tax you withheld. 

Use the T4A-NR Summary to report the totals of a11 the 
amounts reported on the T4A-NR Supplementaries. 

Send us the appropriate information return on or before the 
last day of February following the calendar year in which 
you paid the remuneration. 

For more information on how to send in and report 
deductions, see Chapters 5 and 6. 

Director’s fees 

Include director’s fees a non-resident person receives for 
services rendered in Canada in “salary or wages.” When 
you pay remuneration in addition to director’s fees, you 
deduct income tax the same way as you would for 
residents. When only director’s fees are paid, the 
withholding tax is 15% of the gross amount. For more 
information, see Interpretation Bulletins IT-377 and IT-468, 
and Information Circular 75-6. 



Overpayments 

TO receive a refund of an overpayment of tax, a non- 
resident employee has to file an income tax return, and 
attach the T4 Supplementary that you, the payer, issued. 

Independent operators (individuals, partnerships, or 
corporations) not resident in Canada may want to receive a 
refund of part of the 15% withheld under Regulation 105. 
TO do this, they have to file the appropriate income tax 
return (Tl or T2) and attach the T4A-NR Supplementary 
issued by the payer. 

Non-resident tax (Part XIII of the Canadian 
Income Tax Act - Other than services 
performed in Canada) 

If you are a Canadian payer (this includes a tenant, 
mortgagee, or debtor), you have to withhold tax on certain 
types of income you paid to non-residents. You have to 
withhold tax at the rate of 25% (subject to various tax 
conventions and agreements) from the gross amount you 
pay or credit. Canadian-source income from which you 
have to deduct the 25% withholding tax includes: 

l rent; 

l management or administration fees or charges; 

l interest, dividends, and patronage dividends; 

l motion-picture film and videotape payments; 

l superannuation and pension bene&; 
l RRSP payments, annuity payments and retiring 

allowances; 

l deferred profit-sharing plan benefïts; 

l royalty and similar payments; and 

l alimony . 

See Information Circular 77-16 for a full description of 
payments paid or credited to a non-resident of Canada that 
are subject to a withholding tax under Part XIII. For the 
applicable rate of Part XIII tax on amounts paid or credited 
to persons in treaty countries, sec Information 
Circular 76-12134 and its Special Release. 

Do not withhold tax at source from these payments: 

l social assistance payments from a registered Canadian 
charitable organization or from federal or provincial 
authorities; 

l exempt superannuation or pension benefits; 

l the portion of a superannuation or pension benefit that 
was for services rendered when the person was not living 
in Canada, was not employed, or was only occasionally 
employed in Canada. 

Canadian resident payers who make rental or royalty 
payments to United States residents for the right to use 
computer software must withhold a non-resident tax of 10% 
at source on such amounts. This is instead of the 25% tax 
rate we usually require. 

A non-resident of Canada who receives alimony, pension, 
and similar payments cari apply for a reduction of the 
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non-resident tax that you have to withhold. Use Form NR5, 
Application by a Non-Resident of Canada for a Reduction 
in the Amount of Non-Resident Tax Required to be 
Withheld to do this. For more information, see 
Interpretation Bulletin IT-163. 

If part of the pension income relates to employment outside 
Canada, it may be exempt from Canadian tax. For 
information on the “exempt portion of a pension when an 
employee was a non-resident,” see Interpretation 
Bulletin IT-76. 

Non-residents who receive rental income from real property 
in Canada cari request that the payer or their agent deduct 
tax on the net amount instead of the gross amount. TO do 
this, they have to file Form NR6, Undertaking to File an 
Income Tax Return by a Non-Resident Receiving Rent 
From Real Property or Receiving a Timber Royalty. They 
should file Form NR6 on or before January 1 of the 
taxation year for which the request applies, or on or before 
the date the first rental payment is due. We accept late 
file’d NR6 forms. However, the effective date for 
withlïolding on the net amount available Will be the fïrst of 
the month in which we receive the NR6. Any gross rental 
income paid or credited to a non-resident before this 
effective date Will be subject to the 25% withholding rate. 

Sending in deductions 

The form you use to send in tax withheld under Part XIII 
of the Act is the PD7A-NR remittance form. The 
deductions you make during a month on income from 
Canada of non-residents taxable under Part XIII must be 
received by the 15th day of the following month. 

Application for refund of non-resident tax 

TO get a refund of excess or incorrectly withheld Part XIII 
tax, the non-resident, payer, or disbursing agent should 
complete Form NR7-R. This bas to be done within two 
years of the end of the calendar year that the tax was sent 
to us. 

Non-resident reporting for 1992 

There are three types of payments to non-residents of 
Canada that require three different methods of reporting. 

l Use the T4 Supplementary to report salary, wages, 
bonuses, and other remuneration paid to a non-resident in 
the ordinary course of an office (including that of a non- 
resident director) or employment during the year. The 
instructions in Chapter 6 under “How to complete the 
T4 Supplementary” apply whether the person who 
receives the income is a resident or non-resident of 
Canada. 

l Use the T4A-NR Supplementary to report a11 amounts 
paid to non-resident individuals and corporations for 
services they performed in Canada that they did not 
perform in the ordinary course of an office or 
employment. See “How to complete the 
T4A-NR Supplementary” in Chapter 6 for instructions on 
how to report these amounts. 

l Use the NR4B Supplementary to report alimony, 
pensions, annuities, or investment income. This includes 
interest, dividends, rents, royalties, and estate or trust 
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income, when these amounts are paid to individuals and 
corporations who are non-residents of Canada. When you 
complete the NR4B return, mail it to us each year by the 
last day of March for the calendar year before, or within 
90 days of the end of the taxation year of an estate or 
trust for that taxation year. See instructions in the Guide 
for Payers of Non-Resident Tax before you complete 
the NR4B return. 

Return of income received from sources within the 
United States on behalf of non-residents of Canada - 
Form NRl 

Every person who receives income from sources in the 
United States for a non-resident of Canada, and from which 
income tax was deducted at source, has to complete 
Form NRl This form is available at your local district 
office. 

Do not include Form NR4B as part of a T4 or T4A return. 
You Will find more information-on Part XIII tax in 
Information Circular 77- 16. / 
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Personal Tax Credit Return 
Statement of Remuneration and Expenses (for 
use by Commission Remunerated Employees) 
Tax Deduction Waiver in Respect of Funds to 
be Transferred 
Fishermen’s Election for Tax Deductions at 
Source 
Objection 
Notice of Direct Transfer Under 
Paragraph 146(16)(a) or 146.3(2)(e). 
Record of Direct Transfer of a 
“Single Amount” (Subsection 147(19) or 
Section 147.3) 
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NOM DE L’EMPLOYE”R 

EMPLOYEE NUMBER 

NUMERO DE COMPTE NUMERO OE L’EMPLOYE 

RETURN WITH T4 SUMMARY 
A RETOURNER AVEC LA T4 SOMMAIRE 1 

Revenue Canada Revenu Canada T4A - 1992 STATEMENTOF PENSION, RETIREMENT, 

Taxation Impôt Supplementaly ANNUITY AND OTHER INCOME 

Supplémentaire ÉTAT ou REVENU DE PENSIONS, 0~ RETRAITE. 
DE RENTES OU D’AUTRES SOURCES 

4 PENSIONOR l8J 
SUPERANN”ATION 

LUMP-S”M zo/ 
PAYMENTS 

SELF-EMPLOYE0 22J 
COMMISSIONS 

INCOME 7.4x 24J 
OEOUCTEO 

ANN”ITIES 26] RETIRING 28J 

-+ ALLoWANCES 
PRESWTIONS DE RETRNTE 

0” D’AUTRES PENSIONS 
PAIEMENTS 

FORFAIT*IRES 
COMMISSIONS OiN 

TRAVAIL ,NOEPENO*NT 
IMPOT SUR LE’ 

-] PATRONAGE 
REYEN” RETENU 

32lREGISTEREO PENSION PLAN 24 
RENTES 

ALLOCATION~ 

*LLOCATIONS 
PENSION 

CmTRIB”T!mS IPAST sym, AOJUSTMENT 
a 

DE RETRAITE 
PENSION PLAN -] 

REGISTRATION NUMBER 
SOCIAL 

INSURANCE NVMSER’ 
a “;OTES 

REPARTIIIONS SELON 
L’APPORT COMMERCIAL 

con.wuhvs A UN w&tE DE 
PENSION AGREE ,SER”ICES PASSÉS) D.É~~~~:~~CE 

NUMÉRO D’ENREGISTREMENT 
0” REGIME DE PENSION 

NUMERO 
. IF YO”R SOCIAL INSURANCE NUMBER IS NOT SHOWN. SEE THE BACK OF THE FORM. 

w*SSUR*NCE SOCIALE’ CODE 

$1 VOTRE NUMERO D’*SS”R*NCE SOCIALE NE FIGURE PAS DANS CETTE CASE REPORTEZ-VO”S *u VERSO DE CETrE FORMULE t 
RECIPIENTS NAME AN0 AOORESS -NOM ET ADRESSE DU SENEFICIAIRF 

RETURN WITH T4A SUMMARY 
P, RETOURNER AVEC LA T4A SOMMAIRE 1 
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RETURN WITH T4A-NR SUMMARY 
À RETOURNER AVEC LA T4A-NR SOMMAIRE 1 

Revenue Canada Revenu Canada T4F STATEMENT OF FISHING INCOME 
Taxation Impôt Supplementary - Supplémentaire ÉTATDESREVENUSDELAPÊCHE 

Rev. 92 

NUMERO DE COMPTE 
RETURN WITH T4F SUMMARY 

A RETOURNER AVEC LA T4F SOMMAIRE 1 
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Revenue Canada Revenu Canada NR4B STATEMENT OF AYOUNTS PAID OR CREDITED TO 

Taxation impôt Supplemenlaly NOKRESlDENlS OF CANADA 

suppl4mentaire ÉTAT oEs so~~ss PAYÉES ou CftÉ0l~Éffi A DES 
NON-RÉSIDENTS DU CANADA 

00-000-000 

4 

TO be relumed with NR4B Summary 
ir retourner avec la NU48 Sommaire 1 
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B+U Revenue Canada Revenu Canada SUMMARY OF REMUNERATION PAID 
Taxation Impôt (For tlw year ending December 31.1992) 

SOMMAIRE DE LA RÉMUNÉRATION PAYtiE 
T4 

SUHMARY 

.LETS T4 SUPPL?%fENTAit?E 
fermant plus de 300 feuillets T4, consultez le Guide de /‘emptoy8ur- 

ta rdpartition des déclarations volumineuses. 

I  

FOR DEPARTMENTAL uSE’ONLY: PLEASB DO KOT WRITE IN THlS AREA- RESERVE AU MINtST!%E : NE RiEN &RIRE tct 
Mmw - NO(* 
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Revenue Canada Revenu Canada SUMMARY OF REMUNERATION PAID 

Taxation Impôt (For the year andlng Decem+r 31~ 1992) 
SOMMAIRE DE LA REMUNERATION PAYÉE 

T4A 
SUMMARY 

(Pour I‘année se terminant le 31 décembre 1992) SOMMAIRE 

Complete ibis retum using the instructions in ihe 
1 992 Employers’ Guide to Peyroft Deductions or the fay&/ 

Celte déclaration doit ètre remplie selon les instructions du Guide de 
l’employeur - Retenues sur la paie ou du Guide des employeurs qui COPY 

Deductions for Smaff Business Employers Guide. exploitent une petite enfreprise. Copie 1 
II you hle yourT4A retum on tape or diskette. tick ( ,/> mside 
the circle at left. For shipping instructions. eee Box 0 on the 

Si vous produisez votre déclaration T4A sur disquelte ou sur bande. cochez ( J ) te cercle 

back of this fan. 
qui figure a gauche. Faites parvenir te tout selon tes inslructians fournies B la case S. au 
versa de cette formule. 

IMPORT.4NT l EmLm”er accO”nt ““mer l Ek3”W iiOd I*+a+s 0, smp,oyeT 

cenwe Issal C&L”60 
‘4A SUPPLEMENTARY SUPS TOTALS 
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I ’ TOTAUX DESFEUILLE 
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SUMMARY OF REMUNERATION PAID 
(For Ihe year ending December 31,19- ) 

SOMMAIRE DE LA RÉMUNÉRATION PAYÉE 
(Pour lann8e se teminant le 31 dkembre 19 -) 

Cette d&laratiQn doit &IV rempli selon les Instructions du 
Guide de l%m~ployeur - Retenues sur le paie ou ciu Guide des 
employwrs qui exploit.9rlt “ne petite mireprise. 

RW. 9i? 
COPY 

Copie 1 
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.._ - -  

NOM ET ADRESSE DU PAYEUR OU DE L’AGENT PAYEUR 

<. . . .*,.u, -. ._,“*.. 



Prov. District Taxation Offie@= 
Payroll and Non-Resident Enquiries [ I Forms Request 

.-.. -...--- 
. . 
Local t..‘-.- ~.. 

NF St, John’? 
Lonq iJlsrance 1 Local 

.PC n..-r . ..^ _L n._ = - YOD UUWWVIIII acreet AlC 5X6 
Long Distance 

772-2639 ’ -r\* r;KL,CQO 1 -O”U-“..” CV”., 
PE Charlotte1 

772-5088 
town - 94 Euston St. CIA 8L3 

I-800-563-2600 
628-4244 

NS Halifax - 1256 Earrinaton St. B3J 2T5 
(902) 628-4244 628-4250 (902) 628-4250 

426-3296 (902) 426-3296 
Sydney - 47 Dorchester St. 81 P 6K3 

426-2210 (902) 426-2210 
564-7099 , 

NB Bathursf - 120 Hati 
564-7120 

>urview Blvd., 4th floor E2A 4L8 
1902) 564-7099 (902) 564-7120 

548-6744 l-800-561 -: 5591 
l Saint John - 65 Canterbun/ Street E2L 9Z9 

548-7100 l-800-561 -6104 
636-4462 l-800-222-8472 

PQ Chicoutimi - 100 Laf 
636-4618 

ontaine St., Office 211 G7H 
l-800-222-9622 

6X2 698-5780 i-800-463-1 825 
Laval - 3131 St. MaU 

696-5580 
tin Blvd. West H7T 2A7 

l-800-463-442 1 
956-9120 l-800-363-2219 

Montréal - 305 René 
956-9115 

-Lévesgue Blvd. W. H2Z IA6 
l-800-363-221 8 

283-5585 l-800-363-9700 283-5623 
. ^ ^ 

l-800-361 -2808 . -. _ 
Québec - 165 de la Pointe-aux-Llevres 8oum tilt 7~3 1 648-5809 

.^^ _^-- 

Rimouski - 320 St. Germain E. ‘.‘m “m 
I 1-800-40J-10x!J 1 648-4083 

mm* _^.. , l-800-463-4421 
4m noor U~L ILZ l 722-3111 ~^^ _^-- 

Rouyn-Noranda - Il Terminus DI. e. JY~ ~tls 
1 l-800-403-lYz!J , l-800-463-4421 

m. r ,^., ^.._ 764-3474 
I 

from area code 819 
797-4299 

. from area code 418 
l-800-567-6487 
l-800-567-6487 

l-800-567-6403 

Sherbroo I ..-._ I l-800-567-6428 
--- 3582 

St-Hubert - 5245 CO 
821-8565 l-800-567-7360 

3700 
Trois-Rivieres - 25 des 

445.5264 
Forges 

l-800-361-2808 
__-- 

___ - . .~ 

lke - 50 Place de la Cite JIH 5~8 821-4008 l-800-567-: 
usineau Blvd.. Suite 200 J3Y 727 

2G4 St., Suite 411 G9A 

UN 1 Belleville - 11 Station St. K8N 253 962-2563 i-800-267-8038 . -r* 

Telecommunication Device for the Deaf (TDD): 
TDD users cari cal1 l-800-665-0354 during 

Regular hours of telephone and counter service: 

regular hours of service. 
Monday to Friday - 8:15 a.m. to 500 

(holidays excepted P 
.m. 

- 385 Princess St. K7L ici 5458665 l-800-267-1 
. 166 Frederick St. N2G 4Nl - 579-0490 1-800-265-f 

1 London - 451 Talbot St. N6A 5E5 645-4223 l-800-265-4498 ( 
.-. .-_ I 

?.V’: .L?I’.y: : from area code 4 

1.1._._~ from area code 519 16 

Yississauga - 77 City Centre Drive LaA 4ty 
-.” ..,.” CV”, 

l6R9 519 and 705 

707 I-800-267-8043 
572-2026 522-7902 

I-800-263-9297 l-800-263-8562 l-800-263-9205 l-800-263-921 5 
7817 l-800-267-8043 
5373 579-8951 l-800-265-2210 

645-4244 l -800-26C>-rzuv 
566-6702 I , (416) 566-6702 

566-6005 
l-800-387-1710 

973-2062 1 
-nnn-?63-1170 

954-4671 
--- _ l-800-367-1 700 

‘-Rf’(‘-?67-6550 
957-8088 

I-800-267-8440 
l-800-267-4735 ~ I . . . . . . . . . . . . Tram area code 01 y l -800-2o/-aunz 

King St. W. K9J 8M3 876-7319 l-800-267-8038 
zhurch St. L2R 389 688-3523 l-800-263-5421 
_ - . m_..a ..*n a\>,. ^-_ ---- 

reteroorough - 185 
St. Catharines - 32 ( 
Scarborough - 200 lown Centre GU”I< [VI lr +ra 

. . . . . . . from area code 416 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from area codes 519 and 705 
Sudbury - 19 Lisgar St. S. P3E 3L5 

. from area code 705 
. . . .._..........._.... from area codes 613 and 807 
Thunder 
Toronto - 
Windsor. 

l-800-267-8043 
688-4000 1 l-800-263-5672 

ZYO-0757 
l-800-387-5228 I 296-0104 

‘-Qm-l ?R7-Bl A? l l-800-387-5229 , L>A” -0-J CIO.7 I  -““Y-.J_. -  __ ,  I  -“““-ool-J 103 

--- ,2. OC.,9 671-0581 
l -8OU-40 # -35 ICI 

1-y *fi,.9r;,* >uv-+u 0 “1 IV 
, 
, 

) l-800-461 -4060 
, I-o”u-4c 

‘fi* “Fic;.GRdO 623-2751 1 l -800-46>-oua I Bay - 201 North May St. P7C 3P5 623-3039 
36 Adelaide St. E. M5C 1 J7 367-9990 (416) 367-s 

- 185 Ouellette Ave. N9A 5S8 252-6518 l-800-265-! 
SC OP5 983-3918 l-800-542-: 

Regina - 1955 Smith St. S4P 2N9 780-6999 
Saskatoon - 201-21st St. E. S7K oA 

l-800-667-71 57 ( 

975-5692 l-800-667-6844 -. ( 975-4577 
^. ~ I 1 l-800-772-1 644 

Winnitia - 391 York Ave. R: 
- 

- 

Calgary - 220-4th Ave. S.E. T2G VL, 

Edmonton - 9700 Jasper Ave. T5J 4C8 

221-8970 

423-3200 

bUY-ZYYU 

1-800-332-l 003 
221-8900 

l-800-472-9701 

l-800-667-62 17 
423-4044 

-.. ,,_^.. l-800-661 -4597 
1-800-661-3350 

492-9470 l-800-863-5062 

l-800-663-5650 
669-l 033 

i-800-663-3765 1-800-663-l 665 
l-800-661 -3350 

^^ ^_^_ 

SK 

_- 
AU 

BC 
C. arlo 1~0nnwes1 I ernrones 1 1 l-800-60.5-J/03 , 

- 277 Wlnnlpeg St. V2A IN6 492-9470 I-800-663-5062 
.-- ‘-. - b. ,,,?r _I#n I 

1 
^_^ ^^^_ I 

1 
1 

363-3373 1-800-6b~-2>~u 363-3291 l-800-663-7006 

952-3741 
l-800-267-3395 

1 victoria - 1415 Vancouver St. V8v 3~4 
INTERNATIONAL TAX OFFICE 
2540 Lancaster Road, Ottawa, Ontario, KlA lA8 

Calls from the Ottawa area 
Calls from an where in Canada 

TAXATION CENTRES 

Employers located in the following provinces, 
territories or cities: 

Contact the following Taxation Centres: 

Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and 
Newfoundland 

St. John% Taxation Centre, Freshwater RoadlEmpire Avenue, St. John’s, 
Newfoundland 

Sherbrooke, Québec Rouyn-Noranda, Chicoutimi, 
Rimouski and Trois-kiviéres 

Jonquière Taxation Centre, 2251 de la Centrale Blvd., Jonquière, Quebec 

Montréal, St-Hubert and Laval 
Ottawa, Toronto, Mississauga, North York and 

Shawiniaan Taxation Centre, 4695 - 12th Avenue, Shawiniqan-Sud, Quebec 

Scarborouqh 
Ottawa Taxation Centre, 875 Heron Road, Ottawa, Ontario 

St. eatharines, London, Windhor, Sudbuj and 
Kin ston, Belleville, Hamilton Kitchener Peterborough, Sudbury Taxation Centre, 1050 Notre Dame Avenue, Sudbury, Ontario 

Thunder Bay 
Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba and 
Northwest Territories 

Winnipeg Taxation Centre, 66 Stapon Road, Winnipeg, Manitoba 

British Columbia and Yukon Territory Sur!e Taxation Centre, 9755 King George Highway, Surrey, 
Bntls Columbia K 

SD-DOTC-09-92(E) 



Long-distance calls: 

We accept collect calls. 

District Taxation Offices 

Problem Resolution Program: Pkse ‘cal1 thé ënquiries service numbers first. If your 
problem is not resolved to your satisfaction, cal1 the Problem 
Resolution Program coordinator. c 

Other Business Prgblem -Manager for 
Enquiries Resolution Director Fax Number 

Prowam 

ISaint John I 636-5314 l 63 

Rouyn-Noranda 797-7324 
,,..._._........ from area code 819 

L^-- .."^.. ^^A.. 

( Hamilton 

l Mississauna I 566-6155 

. _. from areacodes416,519 and 705 

fi 

r Peterborouah 

1 Scarborough . 

54-4634 l-800-668-4467 1-800-387-0303 ( (416) 512-4000 (416) 612-2556 
957-8109 l C)A1 -2020 l 238-7125 

954-4834 
(416) 9! 

941-2019 
(613)941-2019 
(613)941-2019 

(613)391-2727 

941-2022 

l-80( 

I-800 

973-6960 

( Sudbury 671-0541 67 
. OA,- 

( Thunder Bay 

Calgary I 
691-6567 

l IAN 

(Edmonton 495-3624 495.4319 
14 

1 Vancouver 

Postal Code: 
Source Deduction 

Enquiries 
A16 321 

G7S 5Jl 
G9N 7S6 

KlA 1A” 

Postai Code: 
Instalments and Payments 

Al 0 323 

G7S 5J3 
G9N 7W2 

KlA lE1 

Problem 
Resolution 

Program 
772-0271 

548-9171 

536-6346 

941-3333 

Assistant Director, 
Employer Services 

772-6599 

546-0881 

537-6693 

Director 

772-0279 

699-0540 
536-6200 

Fax Number 

(709)754-3416 

1 (418)548-0846 

1 (819)536-7078 

954-9606 954-9622 (613)739-1147 I  ._ . . .  . - .  1 
1 l P3A SC3 1 l-800-661-7419 1 670-5570 670-5563 1 (705)671-3994 P3A 5C. I . _.. --- , 

984-2930 984-3431 l 984-2470 ) 
l 

(204)661-6989 ( t RRC RM3 . .-- -.-.- 
R3C 3P6 

V3T 5El l \ V3T 5E5 5859248 I 565-5765 585-5760 l 
( (604) 585-5769 

SD-OOTC-09-92(E) 



Notes 



191 Revenue Canada Revenu Canada 
Taxation Impôt 

Order Form 
Please list the titles or numbers of the publications required in the boxes below. Print your name and address in the area provided and 
submit your completed form to your local taxation office. 

Names of requested guides or other publications 

Requested forms, circulars, or bulletins numbers 

Name 

Address 

City 

Province Postal Code 

I*I Revenue Canada Revenu Canada 
Taxation Impôt 

Cancellation / Reinstatement Form 
If you have more than one Employer account number, you may be receiving more than one copy of the Empioyers’ Guide io PayroEl 
Deductions. If you do not need to receive more than one copy, please fil1 out this form to cancel the extra copies. If you cancel this 
publication for an Employer account number, you Will not receive it for 1994. We suggest that you make sure you receive at least one 
copy of the guide for your reference. 

If you have previously cancelled this publication and would like to receive it again, tick the “Reinstate” box below and provide the 
necessary information. 

List the Employer name, Mailing address, and Employer account number if you would like to discontinue or reorder these 
publications. You MUST enter the Employer account number on the form. 

Forward the completed form to: Ottawa Taxation Centre 
Employer Services Division 
875 Heron Road 
Ottawa, Ontario KIA lA2 

Employer name Mailing address Employer account number Cancel Reinstatê 

cl cl 

q 0 

If you need more space, attach a separate piece of paper. 

I I I I I l I tl q 
IIIIIII.~ cl 

1 I I cl cl 

T4001 E-A 
October 1992 




